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i
In 1949, when Shannon had been working on his equations for some time, he happened
to visit the mathematician John von Neumann, who asked him how he was getting on
with his theory of missing information. Shannon replied that the theory was in excellent
shape, except that he needed a good name for “missing information”. “Why dont you call
it entropy ”, von Neumann suggested. “In the first place, a mathematical development
very much like yours already exists in Boltzmanns statistical mechanics, and in the
second place, no one understands entropy very well, so in any discussion you will be in a
position of advantage. [15]”
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Abstract
Thermodynamics has always been inextricably linked with the abstract concept of in-
formation. The past decades have proved this relationship fruitful once again with the
incorporation of many concepts and ideas from quantum information theory into the con-
text of thermodynamics. This has allowed us to better understand the role played by
uniquely quantum features such as coherence and entanglement in thermodynamics and
encouraged us to test some of the fundamental limitations of thermodynamics within
quantum physics laboratories. In this thesis I will demonstrate some of these fruits that
allow us to both reformulate and test thermodynamics while forcing us to operationally
understand the thermodynamic implications of our abstract information based results.
Chapter 1 begins by following the historical and conceptual bridge linking thermody-
namics and information, in particular how our usage of entropy in defining our underlying
particle ensembles naturally imbues our theory of thermodynamics with information theo-
retic overtones. I will also introduce many of the tools and concepts that will be employed
in the following chapters, including resource theoretic formulations, quantum particles and
fluctuation relations.
In chapter 2 we study the process of assisted work distillation. This scenario arises when
two parties share a bipartite quantum state and their task is to locally distill the optimal
amount of work when one party is restricted to thermal operations, whereas the other can
perform general quantum operations and they are allowed to communicate classically. We
find that this question is intimately related to the distillation of classical and quantum
correlations.
In chapter 3 we investigate manipulations of pure quantum states under incoherent or
strictly incoherent operations assisted by a coherence battery, that is, a storage device
whose degree of coherence is allowed to fluctuate in the process. This leads to the deriva-
tion of fluctuation relations for quantum coherence, analogous to Jarzynski’s and Crooks’
relations for work in thermodynamics.
In chapter 4 we study a quantum analogue of the famous classical Gibbs paradox.
This paradox forces us to take a closer look at our notion of distinguishability and the
role of the observer in classical thermodynamics. Namely will an observer calculate an
entropy change when two different classical gasses mix if, for said observer, the gasses
cannot be distinguished. By moving the thought experiment into the quantum realm, we
reveal new and surprising behaviour. We show that the ignorant observer, who cannot
distinguish the gases with devices in their lab, can in fact extract work from mixing. This
effect demonstrates the importance of carefully accounting for the level of knowledge of an
iii
observer, and its implications for genuinely quantum modifications to thermodynamics.
In the final chapter 5 we look further at the properties of these identical quantum
particles. In particular, because of their exchange symmetry, identical particles can appear
to be entangled–where a complete description of a physical system cannot be gained from
an understanding of its parts. However, a long-standing debate has questioned whether
identical particle entanglement is physical or merely a mathematical artefact. In this
chapter we provide such particle entanglement with a consistent theoretical description
which we believe provides the resolutive step in this enduring debate and solidify our claim
by using our tools to provide the first experimental quantitative estimation of identical
particle entanglement.
It is hoped that the content of these chapters will both inform and convince the reader
that the role of quantum information in thermodynamics is complex and fruitful. That
when we look deeper at the implicit presence of information in our theory of thermody-
namics we can better understand how such a theory may be consistently merged with
quantum theory. In addition, it is hoped that with the specific focus on the state space
behaviour of quantum particles and the chapter studying the incongruous behaviour of a
quantum Gibb’s paradox that this thesis may motivate further studies into the emerging
field of many-body quantum thermodynamics.
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When being asked by senior physicists what my PhD was on I proudly told them that
I study “Quantum Thermodynamics”, what Prof. Adesso had failed to tell me when I
agreed to conduct a PhD on the topic was that quantum thermodynamics didn’t really
exist as a subject in its own right and more often than not was told this by the physicists
questioning me. Perhaps they had a point, what did heat and pistons and temperature
have to do with qubits and entanglement and exclusion principles. In fact Einstein himself
was once quoted as saying:
“A law is more impressive the greater the simplicity of its premises, the more different
are the kinds of things it relates, and the more extended its range of applicability.
(Thermodynamics) is the only physical theory of universal content, which I am
convinced, that within the framework of applicability of its basic concepts will never be
overthrown.”
Enter me and my four years of undergraduate physics training.
However, if those physicists were right and quantum thermodynamics was a dichotomy
of terms, why was it a dichotomy of terms? What makes quantum so special as to exist
outside the realm of thermodynamics? Or conversely, what makes thermodynamics so
special as to work independently of quantum mechanics? The solution to these questions
and the hierarchical battle underlying them is by no means an answered one, at least not
in this thesis.
Nevertheless, despite the canyon separating these two behemoths of modern and clas-
2
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sical physics we can at least observe a bridge that allows us to hop from one side to the
other, Entropy ! As responsible for measuring entanglement as it is for defining the laws
of thermodynamics and seemingly as ubiquitous in quantum mechanics as it is in thermo-
dynamics. This quantity, for many of the works discussed in this thesis, is the very bridge
holding together the quantum and the thermodynamics. Unfortunately, this conceptual
bridge has, in the past, been described as “The most difficult concept to understand in
the whole field of physics [206] ”, but entropy is meant to be a measurement of how much
we don’t understand something, so I probably shouldn’t worry too much.
1.2 Foundational thermodynamics
Let us look more deeply at this bridge of entropy connecting thermodynamics and quan-
tum mechanics 1.2. What have been the historical and conceptual steps along the way?
Following this train of thought will motivate many of the topics that will later form the
cornerstones of this thesis.
4 Chapter 1. Introduction
Clausius → Boltzmann
The first explicit appearance of entropy happened to Clausius, its namer, in 1865. Start-
ing with his famous (in)equality for a closed reversible transformation at temperature T




As the above holds for any cycle, a line integral over part of this cycle stops being path
dependant (as one could just imagine a cycle that includes this line integral) allowing us





This is our first encounter with the ‘Second law’ of thermodynamics where we have used
d/δ to indicate a path independent/dependent variable change. Namely, this equality
between entropy S and heat Q holds only for the ‘perfect’ transfer of said heat into the
system. However, Clausius’s statement tells us that such a perfect transfer of heat into the
system is fictitious and in reality there will be “...some other change, connected within...”





However, the entropy in the above equations is appearing merely as a mathematical
construct. The question “What is it?” is still left unanswered. Thankfully Boltzmann
was inspired to calculate the phase volume W of an ideal classical gas (one that obeys









where R is the region of integration for coordinates within the volume, C is a constant
independent of V,E and the momenta lie within the energy range (E,E + dE). Starting
from the entropy function identified by Clasius in (1.2) one can form the entropy of an
ideal gas [150, Ch.4],
S(V, T ) =
N
NA
Cµ log T +NkB log V + constant (1.5)
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where, NA is Avogadro’s number and the constant is independent of T and V . Assuming
this ideal gas is monatomic we can substitute in the following identities Cµ = (3/2)NAkB
and E = (3/2)NkBT . This results in an entropy which has the same energy and volume
dependence as the phase volume calculated by Boltzmann above, therefore up to an
additive constant independent of T and V we arrive at his famous equation,
S = kB logW. (1.6)
This remarkable result takes the mathematical construct of entropy derived from phe-
nomenological macroscopic thermodynamics and explicitly connects it to the underlying
phase volume W , occupied by all of the microstates compatible with the emergent macro-
scopic quantities.
Boltzmann → Jaynes
Let us start by thinking more deeply about the above entropy and its relationship to the
underlying microstates of the system. First of all we can use equation (1.6) to receive
some discernment into the aforementioned Second Law of thermodynamics, why does the
entropy of a system tend to increase as indicated by the dynamics discussed by Clausius?
The Boltzmann equation tells us that the entropy of any macroscopic state is a measure
of the phase volume occupied by all microstates compatible with that macrostate. Say a
closed system has undergone some dynamics and is left with a choice between two distinct
macrostates A and B, each of which has some set of compatible microstates. If, lets say
SA < SB why would the system have a greater preference for B rather than A? Is it
because the microstates within B are somehow more preferred by the state than those
in A? Not at all, there are just more of them to choose from, hence a system will tend
to choose the macrostate with the higher entropy1. A simple example of the relationship
between micro and macro states is illustrated in Figure 1.1.
Let us now go full circle and try to derive some thermodynamics from our newfound
understanding of micro/macrostates. Say we have some system of identical particles, the
only restriction on said system is that the total energy E, remains constant. We can





1Note that a system may well accidentally choose one of the less numerous microstates in the
macrostate A of the system, therefore resulting in dS < 0, this apparent “breaking” of the law is studied
within the framework of stochastic thermodynamics and will feature in section 1.4.
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Figure 1.1: The relationship between the micro and macrostates of flipping a coin twice.
Note that there are twice as many ways (microstate’s) of forming macrostate (H,T) com-
pared to the other two. Meaning this macrostate’s phase volume, hence entropy, will be
larger and therefore preferred in the choice dynamics of the system.






Let us now return to the phase volume, or number of microstates W , in Boltzmann’s
famous equation (1.6). How do we go about identifying said microstates of a system
of identical particles? A microstate of a system refers to a description of the system in
which the state of every individual particle is specified, like the Heads/Tails of the coins
in Figure 1.1. Assuming that every one of the N particles were perfectly distinguishable
there would be N ! unique ways to distribute them. However, these are identical particles
and the only degree of freedom we have to differentiate them is their energy εi, within
which there are ni! completely identical distributions per i, these distributions have to
be divided out of the total number of permutations N ! Taking all of this into account we
calculate the total number of microstates to be,
W =
N !
n0!n1! · · · nk!
. (1.9)
The entropy of the state we have described is therefore proportional to the number of
microstates above (1.6). I am labouring this point for the following reason; the entropy
derived above is the one an observer would apply to a system if said observer had no
information which suggested that the identical particles preferred one energy type εi, over
another. Therefore said observer could do no better than to assume that any of the above
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microstates, compatible with the emergent macroscopic quantities that they can see and
measure (energy E, total particle number N), are all equally likely. This is known as
the equal a priori probabilities postulate and it allows us to write down the probability of
being in any one microstate as p = 1/W .
What does this assumption of maximum ignorance tell us, or indeed not tell us, about
a system in equilibrium with its environment? Say we again have a System S with some
set of energy levels {Ei}, in contact with a Bath B, the total combined energy of system
and bath being Etotal. Using the equal a priori probabilities postulate our best guess for





where WB(Etotal − Ei) is the number of microstates in the bath compatible with the
system being in microstate i, and the denominator being the total number of microstates
compatible with any system energy. Using Boltzmann’s entropy formula equation (1.6),
Taylor expanding the resultant logarithms and using the statistical mechanics formula











kBT is the partition function2.
The Boltzmann distribution is therefore an observer’s best guess for the distribution
of the system in equilibrium with its environment. Namely when they can observe the
macroscopic quantities such as total energy Etotal, but can only guess at the underlying
microstate configuration. To quote Jaynes from his seminal paper [133]:
“There is nothing in the general laws of motion that can provide us with any additional
information about the state of a system beyond what we have obtained from
measurement.”
2Note that the summation here is over the microstates of the system as opposed to the energies of the
system, this can be converted by including the degeneracies {ni}, see [162, Sec. 2.5]. This discrepancy
between summing over microstates/energy levels will be discussed below.
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Boltzmann → Jaynes → Shannon
We start with probably the most celebrated equation in information theory, the Shannon
entropy,
H ({pi}) = −K
∑
i
pi ln pi, (1.12)
where {pi} is a set of probabilities and K is some constant. This quantity’s foundational
importance becomes clear in the famous source coding theorem of Shannon [209], which
states that a source X emitting n random outputs can be compressed to length nH (X)+
O(n), and restored to the original emission with high probability.
But what does this quantity have to do with the Boltzmann entropy from thermody-
namics? We can investigate this question by looking at the maximisation of the Shannon
entropy, such a maximisation can be solved using the well known method of Lagrangian
multipliers. Our restrictions for this maximisation of a vector state p = (p1, p2, . . . , pd) of
dimension d being its normalisation
∑
i pi = 1 and average energy
∑
i piEi = Ē, leading

























where the Lagrangian multiplier λ1 and constant K can be identified with the inverse
temperature β showing that the state which maximises this entropic function is the Gibbs
state γ = 1
Z
(
e−βE1 , e−βE2 , . . . , e−βEd
)
whose probabilities exactly follow the Boltzmann
distribution3.
This is indeed the question asked by Jaynes to argue for his principle of Maximum
Entropy (MaxEnt) [133]. Jaynes showed that the thermodynamic entropy of Boltzmann
(1.6) emerges identical to the information-theoretic (Shannon) entropy, therefore creating
a foundational connection between the two topics of thermodynamics and information
theory. In particular how the maximisation of the Shannon entropy leads to the ther-
modynamic distribution calculated by Boltzmann through the equal a priori probabilities
postulate, Jaynes’s epistemological justification of this maximum entropy principle being:
3A similar derivation with more constraints leads to the derivation of the grand canonical distribution.
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“It is uniquely determined as the one which is maximally non-committal with regard to
missing information”.
This implicit link between thermodynamics and the identification of the knowledge of
some observer is something that will be frequently revisited in this thesis.
Shannon → von Neumann
Before we discuss how von Neumann used thermodynamics to motivate the construction
of quantum theory and his entropic namesake, we must first define said construction.
Introduced almost simultaneously by Dirac in 1930 [74] and von Neumann in 1932 [177],
this can be summarized as the following:
• A physical system is described in a complex Hilbert space H.
• The state of the quantum system can either be a pure state |ψ〉 (or ray) in this
Hilbert space, or some density matrix describing a mixture of pure states σ =∑
i pi |ψi〉〈ψi|.
• The observables of a quantum system are self-adjoint operators A on H, the expec-
tation value of which being Tr [σA].
One of the things that von Neumann attempted to motivate in his treatise was an entropic
quantity associated to this statistical operator σ. The way in which he chose to do this
was via a thermodynamic thought experiment, whose stages I have detailed in Figure 1.2.
Let us consider an ideal gas of N particles in a box B. We first assume that said
gas can be described by one of these aforementioned density matrices ρ = λ |ψ1〉〈ψ1| +
(1 − λ) |ψ2〉〈ψ2| which is a mixture of two different states |ψ1〉 , |ψ2〉 which exist inside
this box, of which there are λN particles in state ψ1 and (1− λ)N particles in state ψ2.
We then make an important assumption that if ψ1, ψ2 are orthogonal to each other, then
there exists some semi-permeable wall which could address them individually, letting one
particle type pass though whilst prohibiting the movement of the other. We then let some
experimenter perform the following protocol:
1. The box B containing the aforementioned system in the state ρ has a volume V and
is at temperature T . The entropy of the initial gas, via the extensivity property,
can be written as S(ψ1, λN) + S(ψ2, (1− λ)N), where the entropy is calculated at
said volume and temperature.
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2. An additional box of equal volume, called B′ is attached to the left hand side of box
B with a impregnable wall separating them.
3. The experimenter then inserts, just to the right of this impregnable wall, an ad-
ditional semi permeable wall which is permeable to ψ1 particles only. And on the
right hand side of box B another wall which only lets through ψ2 particles.
4. The experimenter then slowly moves both the impregnable wall and the rightmost
wall left at the same speed, hence doing no work against the gas pressure, but
separating the ψ1 particles into Box B
′ whilst leaving the ψ2 particles in Box B.
5. The semi permeable walls are then replaced with impregnable ones by the exper-
imenter. The particles have now been separated without any work being done,
change in temperature or heat.
6. The experimenter then isothermally compresses Box B′ containing ψ1 particles to
volume λV and Box B containing ψ2 particles to volume (1 − λ)V . The work




PdV = λNkBT ln(λ) where as the temperature and thus the
internal energy remain constant, we extract an equivalent amount of heat and via
equation (1.2) entropy.
7. Finally, the experimenter mixes the ψ1, ψ2 gasses to obtain a new gas mixture σ of
N particles at volume V , temperature T , whose entropy we denote as S(σ,N).
sŽŶͲEĞƵŵĂŶŶƉŝĐƚƵƌĞ
ϭϰKĐƚŽďĞƌϮϬϮϬ ϭϱ͗ϰϵ
Figure 1.2: Diagram showing Von Neumann’s original thought experiment. The seven
separate stages being detailed above.
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Now the only change in entropy from the initial state ρ to the final state σ was via the
isothermal compression, allowing us to write the following equality,
S(σ,N) = S(ψ1, λN) + S(ψ2, (1− λ)N)− kBN (λ log λ+ (1− λ) log(1− λ)) . (1.15)
We know that the entropies of the ideal gasses are proportional to N (see equation (1.5))
therefore,
S(σ) = λS(ψ1) + (1− λ)S(ψ2)− kB (λ log λ+ (1− λ) log(1− λ)) . (1.16)
We can then notice that instead of there being two different particles in the mixture ψ1, ψ2
there is nothing stopping the experimenter performing the above protocol over some many







λi log λi. (1.17)




λi log λi., (1.18)
or in its more recognisable form,
S(σ) = −kB Tr[σ log σ], (1.19)
showing von Neumann’s entropy to be consistent with thermodynamic entropy. Complet-
ing this entropic bridge 1.2 between thermodynamics and quantum mechanics. The path
followed here between the two fields is by no means the only one connecting them but
seemed to be the one best placed to motivate the rest of this thesis.
1.3 Particles and thermodynamics
One of the most important revolutions in thermodynamics, possibly the most important
one, was its merging with statistical mechanics. This gave thermodynamics the power
to describe how a system’s macroscopic properties (temperature, pressure etc..) emerged
from its underlying microscopic configuration, these microscopic configurations being the
states and interactions of the particles comprising our thermodynamic state. Therefore
4A different proof is given by von Neumann is his original treatise [177] where he showed that all pure
states can be reversibly transformed to one another, one can also follow the extension of Petz [190] who
generalised the above for mixed states via a different route.
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at a more fundamental level, thermodynamics could be argued to be a theory of particles
rather than a theory of heat and work. This motivates an additional direction to approach
quantum thermodynamics; what if instead of the particles comprising my state being well
defined objects in phase space they are instead particle wavefunctions living in some
complex Hilbert space?
In order to better understand the role of the particle in the preceding discussion on
foundational thermodynamics, let us revisit the Gibbs’ distribution (1.14) derived above
to make an important point about moving between the microstate and particle picture.
The summation present in this distribution is a summation over the total energy Ei
of each of the explicitly differentiable microstates i. What if we wanted to complete this
summation not in terms of microstates but over the N identical particles comprising our
classical gas? If we ignored interactions between particles, we can represent a N -particle
microstate by the underlying particle configurations,
i = (j1, j2, · · ·, jN) , (1.20)
where j1 is the state of particle 1, j2 is the state of particle 2, etc. The total energy for
that microstate i is therefore the sum of particle state energies,
Ei = εj1 + εj2 + · · ·+ εjN , (1.21)
where εj1 is the energy of particle 1 in state j1 etc. Naively we can then rewrite the par-
tition function in the N -particle Gibbs’ distribution not as a summation over microstates


























e−βεj1 . What are we implicitly assuming by writing the summations in
this way? First of all, the assumption that each of these single state summations is the
same can be motivated by the fact that all of the particles will have the same energetic
spectrum, a reasonable assumption for identical particles. However in the step preceding
this one, by splitting up the summation of states into products we are assuming that
these summations are independent of one another, that each of these particles sits in its
predesignated state without hopping into any of its neighbours. This is certainly true if
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these state labels have some well defined meaning, like locations in a solid, but what if
these particles states are not so well defined, like in a gas? We might accidentally count
a configuration of particles states that resulted in two particles swapping places. In order
to fix this overcounting classically we ‘ad hoc’ divide out the extra configurations by N !,






It is again worth thinking about what this means in Jaynes’s epistemological language of
thermodynamics. If an observer had the ability to follow the trajectories of said particles,
that observer would have a well defined notion of each of the particles states in the gas,
therefore would need no such N ! correcting factor in their partition function for the gas,
whereas a standard observer of the ‘truly’ identical particle system would.
Is this always true? Is particle identity just a question of the resolving abilities of some
observer?
The answer, for fundamental particles described by quantum mechanics, is in the nega-
tive. Some properties of quantum particles are independent of the resolving abilities of an
experimenter. Let me motivate this statement and briefly introduce the effect responsible.
Elementary quantum particles5 are known to belong to one of two classifications govern-
ing the behaviour of their wave function, being either bosonic (integer spin) or fermionic
(half-integer spin) in nature 1.3. The restriction on their wavefunction being that for a
system of identical (half) integer particles, upon swapping the position of any two parti-
cles, the wave function must remain (anti)symmetric. The foundations for this result lie
in the spin-statistics theorem which emerges as a result of enforcing the physical invari-
ance of the state under Lorentz transformations. Before we analyse what such a state of
identical quantum particles would look like for one of the microstates discussed above let
me first give some definitions regarding the representation theory of the symmetric group
governing the behaviour of these (specialising to bosonic) wavefunctions.
Let SN denote the symmetric group for N letters (particles), for some permutation π ∈





∣∣jπ−1(1), · · · , jπ−1(N)〉 〈j1, · · · , jN | . (1.24)
5such classifications can also be made for some composite or quasi particles such as deuterium or
phonons, but such classifications cannot be made in general.
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Figure 1.3: Elementary quantum particles are split into two distinct categories.
We can therefore properly define what we mean by the symmetric subspace H⊗n+ ,
H⊗N+ :=
{
|ψ〉 ∈ H⊗N : P (π) |ψ〉 = |ψ〉 ∀ |ψ〉 ∈ SN
}
. (1.25)







the necessary proofs for the above object being an orthogonal projector can be found here
[113, p.3]. The above projector is the very object which ensures a wavefunction correctly
describes a system of bosonic particles. Let us therefore look at microstate i described in
(1.20), where each particle has its own state j,
|ψ〉i = |j1, j2, · · ·, jN〉 . (1.27)
However, now we are defining a system of bosonic particles we must project onto the
symmetric subspace,






∣∣jπ−1(1), · · · , jπ−1(N)〉 , (1.28)
like (1.23) we have arrived at an identical particle state where the configurations have
been divided out by N ! However, remember in the classical example we included such a
correcting factor ‘ad hoc’ when such state labels describing the particles became ill defined
for some observer and we needed to avoid overcounting. This is explicitly dependant on
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the physical scenario and the resolving abilities of the experimenter in question. However,
for the system of bosonic particles, this N ! is purely a result of the particles nature.
In chapter 4 we explore the result of this symmetrisation in the context of the histor-
ical thermodynamic paradox concerning indistinguishability, “The Gibbs Paradox” [97].
Finding that such an observer independent property of the particle wavefunction can
provide you with a thermodynamic advantage in the quantum case.
1.3.1 Particle entanglement
In this section I want to introduce a property of these aforementioned (anti)symmetrised
states that has generated a huge amount of discussion and controversy over the years. But
before I do I first need to introduce a more foundational feature of quantum mechanics,
‘entanglement’.
Say we have the following Hilbert space structure within which our states live,
HA ⊗HB, (1.29)
the subscripts A,B may have some operational interpretation as distant labs or just be
defining different subsystems. A general (pure) state |Ψ〉AB which lives in this joint space




aij |ψi〉A ⊗ |φj〉B , (1.30)
where |ψi〉A forms a basis for HA and |φj〉B for HB. We then say a state is entangled if




aAi |ψi〉A ⊗ a
B
j |φj〉B
= ˜|ψ〉A ⊗ ˜|φ〉B. (1.31)
What does this actually mean for the state in question |Ψ〉AB? Foundationally, it means
that even if you had the best possible knowledge of the parts of the state which lived in
HA,B separately, you would not have the best possible knowledge of the whole system.
There is some extra information ‘entangled’ between the two systems. In addition to
being conceptually interesting, we can imbue the state with some operational interpreta-
tion. Say that the Hilbert spaces A,B corresponds to two distant separated labs, the PI’s
of these labs we often call Alice and Bob, who can only communicate via some classical
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communication channel (can only exchange classical states). It turns out that sharing an
entangled state allows Alice and Bob to perform information based tasks that would be
impossible if the state they shared were not entangled. To name a few; quantum telepor-
tation [31], superdense coding [34] and quantum cryptography [79], all of which have now
been experimentally demonstrated. A modern approach to entanglement theory often
takes place within the context of a resource theory, introduced in section 1.5, where the
operational description above, known as Local Operations and Classical Communication
(LOCC), helps us to both mathematically quantify and measure entanglement. In chap-
ter 2 we utilize this construction to quantitatively investigate how shared entanglement
between two parties may provide an advantage in the process of local work extraction.
Now we have an understanding of what it means for a state to be entangled let us return
to the bosonic particle states introduced above. Say that in our spatially separated labs,
both Alice and Bob are in possession of a bosonic particle, in this case with no internal
degree of freedom. Naively we would write such a state (in first quantisation) as,
|Ψ〉AB = |A〉1 |B〉2 , (1.32)
where Alice is in possession of particle 1 and Bob in possession of particle 2. However, as
these particles are bosonic, they must live in a a symmetric Hilbert space H+, therefore
must remain invariant under the action of the permutation operator P (π) from equa-
tion 1.24. After symmetrising the above state it appears as,
|Ψ〉AB =
|A〉1 |B〉2 + |A〉2 |B〉1√
2
. (1.33)
Alice and Bob seem, according to our above requirements, to have acquired an entangled
state between particle 1 and 2, the above state cannot be written as a tensor product
between 1 and 2. What does this mean, can Alice and Bob now perform some superdense
coding task or teleport states to one another as they could do with a normal entangled
state? The answer to this question is unfortunately in the negative and can be seen by
looking more closely at what these particle labels 1, 2 actually correspond to. Unlike
a normal entangled state where the subscript refers to either local labs or some well de-
fined subsystem, particle labels 1, 2 are by definition completely indistinguishable therefore
individually unaddressable, making any normal entanglement based task impossible.
Is this the end of story for particle entanglement, should we completely dismiss the
apparent entanglement in the above state? Although it is fair to rule out the above state
as being conventionally entangled we should not go as far as to dismiss the property it
displays as unphysical. For example, such states are known to be incredibly important
in quantum metrology [191] as they represent spin-squeezed states, and the emergent
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properties of Bose-Einstein condensates are very much physical manifestations of sym-
metrisation. Where does this leave us with quantifying the above property of identical
particle states?
In chapter 5,we provide such particle entanglement with a consistent theoretical de-
scription as a quantum resource and demonstrate it is precisely the resource required for
the activation of an identical particle state into usable entanglement. We also apply our
tools to an experimental implementation with Bose-Einstein condensates which leads to
the first ever quantitative estimation of identical particle entanglement.
1.4 Fluctuation relations
The framework of stochastic thermodynamics [207] lends itself to studying the thermody-
namics of small systems. This approach involves treating the variables of thermodynam-
ics, such as heat or work, as stochastic variables that can be fully characterised by their
probability distribution. This approach has lead to the development of the fluctuation
relations that describe the out of equilibrium response of a thermodynamic system.
In particular interest of this approach is studying the probability distribution of ex-
tractable work. Consider a quantum system with a time-dependant Hamiltonian H(λ(t))
where λ(t) is the work parameter 6. The system is prepared by allowing it to equilibrate
with a heat bath at temperature β where the work parameter is fixed at λi. The initial








The system then undergoes the following protocol:
1. At t = ti, while the system is in thermal equilibrium, it is projected onto the energy





where |ψn〉 is the initial eigenstate of the initial Hamiltonian with eigenvalue En(λi).
6At this stage I do not want to become sidetracked with any particular definition for extractable work,
this will be introduced in more detail in section 1.5.1.
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2. The system then evolves under the unitary operator,








where T→ is the time ordering operator. This process is allowed to bring the system
out of equilibrium.






defined in a analogous way to H(λi).
Following the above protocol, it is easy to define the joint probability of obtaining En(λi)
for the initial measurement followed by Em(λf ) for the second,




|〈φm|U(tf , ti)|ψn〉|2. (1.38)
As the evolution is unitary, there is no increase in entropy of the system and hence
work is defined as a discrete value that is equal to the difference in initial and final
energies W = Em(λf )−En(λi). Then by weighting these values of work according to the
probability in equation (1.38) we can form the work distribution,
PF (W ) =
∑
n,m
p(n,m)δ(W − [Em(λf )− En(λi)]), (1.39)
where δ is the Dirac delta function and F denotes the forward protocol. In order to study
the fluctuation of the system, we now introduce a backward process. This is simply the
reverse of the steps defined above with the evolution being time-reversed, ΘU(tf , ti)Θ,
where Θ is the anti unitary time reversal operator. By taking the ratio of these forward
and backward protocols, it is easy to form the Tasaki-Crooks relation [64],
PF (W )
PB(−W )
= eβ(W−∆F ), (1.40)
where ∆F is given by the well known expression for change in free energy from statistical











From the Tasaki-Crooks relation (1.40), by rearranging and integrating over work we get
the Jarzynski equality, ∫
dWPF (W )e
−βW = 〈e−βW 〉 = e−β∆F . (1.42)
Employing Jensen’s equality on Jarzynski’s equation [132] allows one to form an expression
of the second law of thermodynamics 〈W 〉 ≥ ∆F . By taking the logarithm of both
sides of the Tasaki-Crook’s relation (1.40) and integrating over the forward probability
distribution one can find an expression for this dissipated work,
〈W 〉diss = β(〈W 〉 −∆F ) = K(PF (W )||PB(−W )), (1.43)
where K is the Kullback Leiber divergence. This corresponds physically to an internal
entropy change that would be detected as a heat source if placed in an ideal thermal bath
at the end of the protocol. It has also been shown [69], that this dissipated work can be
expressed as the quantum relative entropy,
〈W 〉diss = S(ρ||γβ(λf )), (1.44)
where ρ = U(tf , ti)γβ(λi)U
†(tf , ti) is the out of equilibrium state at the end of the protocol.
The above results have also been investigated in the lab with a number of experiments
claiming to see the emergence of fluctuation theorems in microscopic systems [60, 164,
246, 11]. With some of these experiments utilizing systems such as RNA molecules,
more recent discussion and debate have looked into the application of these microscopic
fluctuation theorems in biological systems [227], an intriguing crossover between fields.
In chapter 3 using the underlying structure these fluctuation relations have in majorisa-
tion theory [8], we study the possible role these fluctuation relations may have in quantum
phenomena, in particular quantum coherence, introduced in section 1.5.2.
1.5 Resource theories
A resource is defined as anything that possesses a property which in some way can be
understood to be useful. A resource theory is a mathematical framework which allows
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you to ask fundamental questions about the creation, activation and processing of said
resource. A generic resource theory is composed of and defined by two key elements:
• The free states, those that can be created at no resource cost 7 and used for ‘free’
• The free operations are the operations that can be performed at no cost 8
The generality of such a construction has had a plethora of applications in quantum
mechanics where the identification and understanding of quantum resources [57] (quantum
phenomena which can be understood as useful) is one of the central motivations for the
field. Given the above definitions one can ask: If an experimenter has access to a quantum
state ρ, what states can they reach/how much resource can they extract while having
access to as many free states and being able to perform as many free operations as they
wish?
Such a question almost perfectly reflects the sorts of questions we are looking to answer
in thermodynamics. For example, given a state in contact with a heat bath, how much
useful energy (work) can be extracted globally while preserving energy. This has lead
scientists to attempt to reformulate thermodynamics using the construction of a resource
theory.
1.5.1 Resource theories of thermodynamics
Definition 1. The resource theory of Thermal Operations (TO) is defined by the following
two components [41]
• Free states: the set of all Gibbs states at a fixed temperature β = 1/kBT , i.e γR(β) =




and HR is an arbitary Hamiltonian;
• Free operations: partial traces and energy-preserving unitaries.
Based on this definition, one can define the state transformation under TO using a
Stinespring dilation. Namely, given a state ρS with Hamiltonian HS, you can define the
7One is tempted to define this as states that possesses no resource, however there does exist states in
some resource theories which cost resources to make but from which no resource can be extracted [126].
8The defining of free operations for each resource is often open to much debate/discussion and varies
greatly depending on the degree to which the construction is required to be operational.
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set of TO as,




















R are non-interacting Hamiltonians of the system and reser-
voir. Note also that ETO(γS) = γS for all U ensuring we cannot create infinite energy for
free.
So far we have seen the quantity ‘thermodynamic work’ appear as a consequence of the
first law of thermodynamics, relating the change in internal energy of a system to the
heat added. However, an operational understanding of this definition is something which
is still widely discussed and researched by the community, especially when one wants to
talk about microscopic systems [89].
One way to understand this process and make it more explicit is to consider extracting
work as the charging process of a battery system while under the construction of TO,
ρS ⊗ |0〉〈0|W
TO→ |1〉〈1|W ,
where HW = w |1〉〈1|W .
The amount of work you can extract from a system using this construction can be










where R = m/n is the rate n systems can get transformed into m systems. It can be





=F (ρS)− F (γS), (1.46)
where D(ρ||σ) = Tr (ρ log ρ− ρ log σ) and F (ρ) = Tr[Hρ]− 1
β
S(ρ).
We immediately note that the relative entropy has previously appeared as dissipated
work in the aforementioned section on fluctuation relations. However, it is important to
note that it is presently not clear if the resource theoretic approach is comparable with
the stochastic variable approach previously defined. The resource theoretic approach
claims to fully quantify every step of the system by strongly defining what it classes as
thermodynamically allowed operations, whereas the stochastic thermodynamic approach
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has been criticised by not considering the full thermodynamic cost of its operations. It is
hoped that with further investigation, for example this recent work [107], more links will
emerge attempting to bridge the gap between these apparently disparate approaches to
microscopic thermodynamics.
We can also study work extraction in the single-shot regime [127] where the transfor-
mation is exact,
ρS ⊗ |0〉〈0|W
TO→ γS ⊗ |1〉〈1|W .






where Dmin(ρ||γ) = − ln (Tr Πργ) is the min relative entropy with Πρ being the projector
onto the support of ρ in the energy eigenspace and Fmin(ρ) := − 1β ln Tr Πρe
−βH is the
single shot free energy.
You can also study work extraction in the single-shot regime [127] where the charging
process can happen with some error,
ρS ⊗ |0〉〈0|W
TO→ γS ⊗ ((1− ε) |1〉〈1|W + ερ
′) .





=F εmin(ρS)− Fmin(γS), (1.48)




is the min relative entropy with allowable error of failure
ε and F εmin(ρ) := − 1β ln Tr Π
ε
ρe
−βH . We define Περ by β−ordering the energy eigenspaces of
ρ so that p(E1)e
βE1 ≥ p(E2)eβE2 and summing from p(E1) up to some value l such that∑l
i=1 p(Ei) ≤ ε and
∑l+1
i=1 p(Ei) ≥ ε giving Περ the following definition ,
Περ :=






for i = l
1 for i > l.
Note that in all three cases, the work extracted is independent of the battery system
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used. Also, the unitary which performs this operation is dependant upon the system and
bath state. All we know is that a unitary exists which performs the above work extraction
protocols.
We can also make the following assumption to simplify TO. By making the system
and bath Hamiltonian trivial HS = HB = 0, this simplifies TO such that any global




dim(H) where dim(H) is the full dimension of the Hilbert space
9. The extractable









=− ln dim(ρ) + ln dim(H). (1.49)
We can therefore see that work can be extracted from any state that doesn’t explore its
full Hilbert space. We can therefore see that the Landauer bound of β−1 log 2 can be
recovered from the above assumption if you assume that your system is a pure state in a
two level Hilbert space with a trivial Hamiltonian.
1.5.2 Resource theories of quantum coherence
Quantum coherence is an essential non-classical feature rooted in the foundations of quan-
tum theory. By fixing a particular reference basis {|i〉}i=1,...,d of the d-dimensional Hilbert
space H in which the quantum states of our system of interest live, coherence is simply
visualised as the degree to which these states deviate from being diagonal in the chosen
basis. Although elementary in its conception, quantum coherence incarnates the essence
of superposition and is thus seen as the first step away from a fully classical description of
a system, acting as a building block for more advanced phenomena such as entanglement
in composite systems.
It is of no surprise therefore that quantum coherence plays a central role in a wide range
of quantum technologies, such as metrology, sensing, communication, and imaging. The
development of these quantum technologies has motivated the formalisation of quantum
coherence as a physical resource within the mathematical framework of resource theories
[216]. This has led, inter alia, to theoretical and experimental investigations of optimal
protocols to distill or dilute quantum coherence, and more generally to manipulate and
transform quantum states by means of suitably defined free operations unable to create
coherence [3, 24, 242, 218, 173, 55, 54, 56, 254, 236, 245].
9Note that as per the defintion of work from [127] we restrict ourselves to finite dimensional spaces.
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Let us introduce the basics of quantum coherence from a resource theoretic perspective,
referring the reader to [216] for more details.
Definition 2. The resource theory of quantum coherence is defined by the following two
components [24]
• Free states: given a reference basis {|i〉}i=1,...,d of a d-dimensional Hilbert space H,
such as e.g. the computational basis, density matrices of the form σ =
∑
i ci|i〉〈i| ,
form the set I of incoherent (free) states 10.
• Free operations: Our minimum requirement for this set is Λ (I) ∈ I, the set of
Maximally Incoherent Operations (MIO) [3].
As with every quantum operation such a map can be represented by a dilated map of
the system and an environment interacting via some unitary [180], much like the map
described by TO 1.45. However, it was shown that the set of MIO do not admit a
free dilation [54, 55, 165], namely that the joint unitary and/or environment state were
themselves not incoherent.
One such possibility for restricting this class and fixing this issue is the set of Incoherent
operations (IO) which are completely positive trace preserving maps Λ admitting an
operator sum representation such that all Kraus operators {Kl} map incoherent states















∈ I , ∀σ ∈ I . (1.50)
This definition entails that IO cannot create coherence from an incoherent state, not even
probabilistically.




∈ I , ∀σ ∈ I . (1.51)
This equivalently means that the results of measuring (in the reference basis) an output
state after SIO do not depend on the coherence of the input state ρ [248],
〈i|KlρK†l |i〉 = 〈i|Kl∆(ρ)K
†
l |i〉 , (1.52)
10For a composite system with Hilbert space HAB = HA ⊗ HB , the reference basis is taken as the
tensor product of the reference bases of each individual subsystem, and the set I of incoherent states is
defined accordingly.
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such an operation destroys, in a particular basis, the ‘quantum’ coherence present in a
state. There are several monotones apt to quantify the degree of coherence of a quantum
state ρ [216]. One example being the relative entropy of coherence Crel [3, 24, 118, 231,
104], which takes the simple closed form
Crel(ρ) := S(∆(ρ))− S(ρ) , (1.54)
where S(ρ) := −Tr(ρ ln ρ) is the conventional von Neumann entropy, that is used promi-
nently in quantum information theory as well as in extensive thermodynamics. The
relative entropy of coherence admits a valuable operational interpretation as it amounts
to the distillable coherence under IO in an asymptotic setting [242] 11.
A maximally coherent state in a Hilbert space of dimension d can be written as a
uniform superposition of the reference basis states,





and its coherence is given by Crel(φ
+
d ) = ln(d).
There are still plenty of open questions concerning the resource theory of coherence
and the role it plays in quantum systems. For example, unlike the physically well defined
LOCC structure for the free operations of entanglement there is no equivalent understand-
ing for quantum coherence. Although works [248] have been able to motivate a class of
operations (SIO defined above) with an operational interpretation, these have since been
shown to be somewhat weak [149, 148], in terms of their ability to asymptotically distil
pure bits of coherence from a state. A final answer on the ‘correct ’ set of free operations
for quantum coherence is by no means an answered question.
Nevertheless with the progress made on the topic so far we can now investigate the role
of quantum coherence in quantum technologies, many-body physics, biological transport,
and relevant to this thesis, thermodynamics. In Chapter 3 we use the above resource
11The distillable coherence Cd(ρ) of a state ρ is defined as the maximum ratio R such that the conversion
ρ⊗m →
∣∣φ+2 〉 〈φ+2 ∣∣⊗mR can be implemented by IO in the limit of many copies m→∞. Strictly speaking,
the equality between distillable coherence and relative entropy of coherence holds when log2 is used
instead of ln in the definition of entropy, as it is customary in information theory. In Chapter 3, we adopt
instead natural logarithms to better emphasise the connection with thermodynamics, which means that
in our notation we have Cd(ρ) = Crel(ρ)/ ln(2).
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theory of quantum coherence to investigate the emergence of thermodynamic fluctuation
like relations for pure quantum states under IO or SIO assisted by a coherence battery,




As discussed in the previous chapter, quantum thermodynamics represents a drive to un-
derstand the interplay of the two fundamental theories of thermodynamics and quantum
mechanics. This may be approached from various disciplines such as open quantum sys-
tems [39, ch.1], stochastic thermodynamics [80] and information theory [103] all of which
are utilising their respective tools to answer these fundamental questions. In this chap-
ter, we will utilise the resource theoretic construction defined in section 1.5 to investigate
thermodynamic transformations in a quantum information setting.
The task under investigation is that of assisted work distillation, see Fig. 2.1. Here,
the process of work distillation is intended in a resource theoretic framework to be the
asymptotic distillation of reference states with energy but no entropy by means of thermal
operations, meaning that the distillable (or extractable) work can be quantified by how
distinguishable a quantum state is from a Gibbs equilibrium state [41] — for other defi-
nitions of work in quantum thermodynamics see e.g. [103]. In the assisted scenario, two
parties, Alice (A) and Bob (B), share many copies of a bipartite state ρAB. Between them
their goal is to maximise the quantity of distillable work on Bob’s subsystem. Alice may
perform arbitrary quantum operations on her subsystem whereas Bob is restricted to ther-
mal operations on his. By utilising correlations within ρAB and classical communication
between the parties we demonstrate key features of Bob’s distillable work.
In particular, we characterise the set of shared states which allow for local work distilla-
tion. We also demonstrate that for a protocol involving one-way communication between
the parties explicit expressions for the local distillable work, which we dub the work of
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assistance (in analogy with the entanglement of assistance [75]), can be derived both in
the regularised and un-regularised scenarios. From these expressions we make use of two
central results from quantum information theory to show that Alice performing global
measurements over many copies of the shared state offers an explicit advantage over sin-
gle copy measurements. We also show that this advantage disappears when the initial
state is pure.
In addition to the work of assistance we also define the work of collaboration, defined
as such to allow two-way communication between the parties and local Gibbs-preserving
operations [82] on Bob’s side. We show that by allowing this collaboration and the wider
class of operations, the local distillable work can increase. We also demonstrate that for
an initial pure state the work of collaboration may yield an increase in distillable work by
an amount proportional to the entropy of Bob’s subsystem S(ρB), where ρB = TrA [ρAB].
Figure 2.1: We investigate distillation of work from a quantum system B controlled by an
observer, Bob, who is constrained to thermal operations or Gibbs-preserving operations,
and is assisted by another party, Alice, who can perform arbitrary local operations on an
ancillary system A and communicate classically with Bob. The work of assistance and the
work of collaboration are defined and related to the correlations in the state ρAB shared
by Alice and Bob.
It is important to consider the realm in which our results apply. Within the resource
theoretical framework it is typical to consider resource inconvertibility in the asymptotic
scenario. This is particularly pertinent for thermodynamics due to its equivalence to
taking the thermodynamic limit, which suppresses the appearance of fluctuations.
2.2 Resource theories of thermodynamics
As introduced in section 1.5 the allowed TO for a quantum system S with Hilbert space
H and Hamiltonian HS are the completely-positive trace-preserving (CPTP) maps E :
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L(H)→ L(H) of the form
E(ρ) = TrE
(
USE (ρS ⊗ γE)U †SE
)
, (2.1)
where USE is an arbitrary unitary operation, acting jointly on the system S and a reser-
voir E, that commutes with the global Hamiltonian [USE, HS ⊗ 1E + 1S ⊗HE] = 0, and
γ = Z−1e−βH denotes the Gibbs thermal equilibrium state at inverse temperature β and
partition function Z. The joint unitary operations and partial trace define the free opera-
tions of the resource theory whereas the Gibbs states define the free states. By explicitly
accounting for the resources used, the TO framework provides a general setting within
which to study thermodynamic transformations, in particular the distillation of work.
In this setting, following [127] we define the distillable work from a system B in the





|1〉〈1|⊗[Rn]P are possible with TO at background inverse temperature β with asymptotically
vanishing error. Here, referring to (2.1), we are considering a composite system S which
consists of the principal system B with Hamiltonian HB and a qubit battery P with
Hamiltonian HP := E |1〉〈1|P , where E is a free parameter we are allowed to optimise
over. In formula,












It follows from the main result of [41] (see appendix A.1 for an explicit derivation) that
the distillable work defined in Eq. (2.2) equals the change in free energy :




with S(ρ‖γ) = Tr (ρ log ρ− ρ log γ) being the relative entropy of athermality. Observe
that S(ρ‖γ) is monotonically non-increasing under TO.
A larger class of operations are Gibbs-Preserving (GP) operations; these are CPTP
maps Λ that admit as their fixed point the Gibbs state at a given temperature, i.e.
such that Λ(γB) = γB. The motivation behind this alternative framework that regards
GP operations as free operations for thermodynamics, is that any non-GP operation,
Λ(γ) = σ 6= γ, could be used to extract an arbitrarily large amount of work from σ⊗n as
n→∞. It can be clearly seen from (2.1) that TO are a subset of GP, and the inclusion
is known to be strict [82].
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2.3 Work of assistance
In this section we consider the case where Alice and Bob have access to the shared
state ρAB and we allow one-way classical communication from Alice to Bob. This is
similarly motivated as the recently studied ‘conditioned thermal operations’ [175]. Alice,
whom operations are unrestricted, may perform on her subsystem the positive operator-
valued measurement (POVM) {ΠA,i}, whose associated probabilities are pi = Tr [ρAΠA,i],
whereas Bob is restricted to TO. Alice performing her measurement and communicating




TrA [(ΠA,i ⊗ 1B) ρAB] . (2.4)
In the scenario we consider, Alice’s goal is to help Bob to distil as much work as possible.
From this train of thoughts we define our first quantity of interest, the work of assistance,






where the maximisation is taken over the set of Alice’s measurements (i.e. POVMs).
Using convexity, we see that this quantity is lower bounded by 1
β
S(ρB||γB), which of
course means that being assisted by Alice is generally no worse than having no assistance
at all. Not only: as we show in appendix A.2, all states ρAB that exhibit some form of






S(ρB‖γB), implying that there is an assisted protocol that helps Bob
distilling more work. In particular, the states from which Bob can distil no work at all
even in the assisted setting are simply products of the form ΓAB = σA ⊗ γB, from now
on referred to as quantum-thermal (QT) states, the same states have been found in the
conditional thermal operations setting [175].
In appendix A.3 we show that W
B|A




(S(ρB||γB) + J→(ρAB)) , (2.6)
where J→(ρAB) is the Henderson–Vedral [117] measure of classical correlations (with re-
spect to measurements on Alice) defined as J→(ρAB) := max{ΠA,i} (S(ρB)−
∑
i piS(ρ̃B,i)).
The result in equation (2.6) clearly separates the quantity of work distillable by Bob with-
/without the assistance of Alice. This is in agreement with a recent result in [163].
An important question to ask is whether this quantity of work changes if Alice is able
to perform measurements over many copies of the shared initial state ρAB. In order to
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answer this question we continue by defining the regularised work of assistance,









In appendix A.4 we show that the above quantity indeed yields the best achievable rate of
work distillation in the case where the only allowed communication is from Alice to Bob.
Although the regularisation makes it hard to compute, the r.h.s. of (2.7) can nonetheless
be related to a quantifier known as distillable common randomness CD, introduced in [117]
as









and then interpreted operationally in [72]. The operational interpretation of CD rests on
protocols that extract from n independent copies of ρAB a total of C maximally correlated
classical bits via R bits of noiseless classical communication between Alice and Bob with
vanishing error. The quantity CD is thus defined as the maximum net gain (C −R)/n in
the limit n→∞. For a discussion from the thermodynamical point of view, see [184].
Using the definition in equation (2.8) and the fact that the relative entropy is additive,




(S(ρB||γB) + C→D (ρAB)) , (2.9)
again clearly separating the quantity of distillable work with/without the assistance of
Alice.
Upon defining the regularised version of W
B|A
a (ρAB) we should ask whether giving
Alice the ability to perform global measurements over many copies of the shared state
ρAB increases the average work that Bob can distil. In order to answer this question
we employ two fundamental results from the field of quantum information. On the one
hand, [143, Theorem 1] states that
Ef (ρA′B) + J
→(ρAB) = S(ρB), (2.10)
EC(ρA′B) + C
→
D (ρAB) = S(ρB), (2.11)
provided that ρA′B is the A-complement of ρAB, i.e. there exists a pure state extension
ρAA′B that satisfies TrA [ρAA′B] = ρA′B and TrA′ [ρAA′B] = ρAB. Here, Ef (ρAB) stands for






AB), and quantifies the amount of Bell states needed to form ρAB via LOCC
protocols in the asymptotic limit of many copies [116].
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Substituting equations (2.10)–(2.11) into equations (2.6)–(2.9) respectively allows us to
write W
B|A
a (ρAB) and W
B|A












S(ρB||γB) + S(ρB)− EC(ρA′B)
)
. (2.13)
This allows us to take advantage of another fundamental result of quantum information,
the non-additivity of Ef (ρAB) [114]. Therefore, despite the additivity of the (relative) von
Neumann entropy we can state that the ability for Alice to perform global measurements
can increase the amount of work Bob can distil, i.e. for some states ρAB it will happen
that
WB|Aa (ρAB) < W
B|A
a,∞ (ρAB). (2.14)
However, for many simple classes of states the above does not happen. For instance, in
appendix A.5 we explicitly calculate W
B|A
a for the relevant family of isotropic states in
arbitrary dimension, and show its additivity over multiple copies.
2.4 Work of collaboration
Let us consider an arbitrary class of operations O on a thermodynamical system. We
assume that O contains not only deterministic operations, but also so-called quantum
instruments, i.e. collections {Φi}i of completely positive maps such that
∑
i Φi is trace-
preserving. Physically, the classical label i will record the outcomes of the quantum
measurements that have been made throughout the process, while Tr Φi(ρ) represents the
probability of the outcome i occurring when the state ρ is processed. In a bipartite setting,
we can construct the associated set OB|Ac of collaborative operations by concatenating in
any order: (1) instruments in O on B; (2) classical communication between Alice and
Bob; (3) arbitrary quantum operations on A. We can now define the associated work of
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where it is understood that the battery P pertains to Bob’s system, and its Hamiltonian
is again given by HP := E |1〉〈1|P , with E a free parameter.
By their very definition (2.1), TO are intrinsically deterministic. Therefore, in the
collaborative setting there is no information Bob can send to Alice if he is restricted to TO,
and the corresponding work of collaboration reduces to the regularised work of assistance
as given in (2.7). To investigate the collaborative setting in greater detail it is thus
indispensable to expand Bob’s allowed operations to the wider class [82] of GP operations,
that satisfy Λ(γB) = γB. This less restrictive framework crucially allows Bob to apply
non-deterministic instruments {Φi}i, which are required to satisfy Φi(γB) ∝ γB for all
i. The outcome i can then be communicated to Alice via the classical communication
channel.
From now on, we will therefore consider the work of collaboration (2.15) as defined for
the collaborative set of operations GPB|Ac corresponding to GP operations on Bob. It is
clear that QT states of the form ΓAB = σA ⊗ γB, where σA is arbitrary, can be generated
for free even in the TO’s framework. Furthermore, it can be shown that these are all the
states for which W
B|A







S (ρAB‖σA ⊗ γB) , (2.16)
where the minimisation is taken over the set QT. In appendix A.6 we explicitly demon-
strate monotonicity of this function under the set of allowed operations. We also prove




S (ρAB‖ρA ⊗ γB) . (2.17)




(S(ρB||γB) + I(ρAB)) , (2.18)
where I(ρAB) := S(ρA) + S(ρB) − S(ρAB) is the mutual information quantifying total
correlations between Alice and Bob.
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2.5 Comparing measures of assistance
Equation (2.18) suggests that the mutual information quantifies the amount by which the
collaboration between the parties increases Bob’s distillable work.
In fact, we are able to demonstrate in appendix A.7 that W
B|A
r provides an upper
bound on the work of collaboration. We can also observe that since TO are a subset
of GP operations, the work of collaboration is no smaller than the regularised work of
assistance. This can also be deduced by comparing (2.9) with (2.18), and using the
well-known fact that C→D (ρAB) ≤ I(ρAB) [71, 72]. Putting all together:
WB|Aa (ρAB) ≤ WB|Aa,∞ (ρAB) ≤ WB|Ac (ρAB) ≤ WB|Ar (ρAB). (2.19)
Recall from (2.14) that there can be a strict inequality between the two leftmost quan-
tities in the above chain of inequalities. Concerning the two rightmost ones, quite in-
terestingly, we find that the gap W
B|A
r (ρAB) −WB|Aa (ρAB) is explicitly described by the
quantum discord, a measure of the quantumness of the correlations between Alice and
Bob [183, 117]. Indeed, by comparing equations (2.6) and (2.18), we find








where D→(ρAB) is the quantum discord, quantifying the share of correlations lost between
Alice and Bob as a consequence of a minimally disturbing measurement on Alice’s side.
This result shows that the work of collaboration can exceed the work of assistance by an
amount bounded from above by the shared quantum correlations, measured by the discord
D→(ρAB). We note that recent works [86, 163] has suggested a protocol for explicitly
distilling the work locked in the quantum discord, however the operations considered lie
outside those in TO. Other interpretations for the quantum discord in thermodynamical
and related contexts have also been explored in the literature [256, 184, 155, 6].
It is particularly instructive to analyze all the quantities appearing in equation (2.19)
for the relevant case where Alice holds a purification of Bob’s state, i.e. ρAB = φAB =
|φ〉〈φ|AB. On the one hand, for a pure state φAB it is known [117, 72] that the Henderson–
Vedral measure and distillable common randomness coincide with the local entropy of
each subsystem, i.e. J→(φAB) = C
→
D (φAB) = S(φB). Hence,





(S(ρB||γB) + S(ρB)) , (2.21)
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implying that for an initial pure state the ability for Alice to perform global measurements
over many copies gives no advantage in Bob distilling work. On the other hand, it is also




(S(ρB||γB) + 2S(ρB)) . (2.22)
Therefore by comparing equations (2.21) and (2.22) it is seen that for an initial pure state
we demonstrate that relaxing the local operations from TO to GP map might allow Bob
to distil a bound quantity of work equal to the local entropy.
2.6 Discussion
In this chapter we have fully characterised the task of assisted work distillation in the
asymptotic scenario of quantum thermodynamics, addressing questions left open in [58,
184]. In particular we have introduced two relevant quantities of interest, the work of
assistance and the work of collaboration. These quantities allowed us to investigate the
possible advantage of local GP operations over TO and global measurements on a system;
in particular, how GP operations may allow Bob to locally distil the work bound within
the quantum correlations of the initial shared state.
Although it was shown that GP operations can provide an increase in distillable work,
the explicit relationship between the work of assistance and the work of collaboration
requires further investigation, as for the latter quantity only an upper bound was derived
here. We further stress that our results only hold in the asymptotic limit. It would be
interesting to investigate assisted work distillation in the single-shot regime, to determine
the role correlations play in work fluctuations. This could prove useful for near-term tech-
nological applications, such as microscopic heat engines [45] or may even have applications
in algorithmic cooling [186].
The present analysis adds to the literature on assisted distillation of different quantum
resources [75, 124, 70, 58, 198, 217]. In particular, Refs. [58, 198] studied the distillation
of quantum coherence [216], rather than work, from Bob’s system with the assistance of
Alice. In that setting, Bob is limited to incoherent operations [24] while Alice can perform
arbitrary local quantum operations, and the two parties can communicate classically. We
can draw a comparison between the two settings, by noting that the additional quantity
of resource that can be distilled from Bob’s system thanks to Alice’s assistance amounts
to the entropy of Bob’s reduced state in the case of coherence [58] and to the classical
correlations shared between Alice and Bob in the case of work [Eq. (2.6)]. We can further
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observe how the hierarchy presented in (2.19) for assisted work distillation is analogous
to the one derived in [58] for assisted coherence distillation, but the key role of quantum
discord in bounding the gap between work of assistance and work of collaboration is only
revealed in this chapter by comparing the power of different classes of local operations for
Alice (TO versus GP). It would be meaningful to revisit the assisted coherence distilla-
tion framework by imposing additional physical constraints on Alice’s operations, e.g. by
adopting strictly incoherent operations [242] or TO, and hence exploiting the methods
developed in this chapter for the characterisation of other quantum resources.
Our findings also have implications for the understanding of the Szilard engine [222].
The latter is a simple physical model which demonstrates how information may be
exploited in order to extract physical work. The relevance of this model was then
understood in the context of information processing by Landauer [151]. Many recent
works have discussed the application of a Szilard engine in quantum thermodynam-
ics [141, 167, 63, 187, 255, 196, 201], deriving bounds for work extraction that are re-
lated to (2.18) [187, 255, 196, 201] in a setting where a second party, historically entitled
Maxwell’s Demon, is in possession of a state correlated to the thermodynamic system.
The converse setting, where correlations can be formed from initially uncorrelated states
using thermal operations has also been studied [176].
The results presented here provide further links between the fields of quantum infor-
mation and thermodynamics. In particular, how highly studied measures of information
provide us with an insight into the thermodynamics of correlations. These results both
contribute to our knowledge of the fundamental nature of thermodynamics but also may





As discussed in chapter 1 the development of a resource theory of quantum coherence
mirrors the early motivation behind the theoretical investigations of classical thermody-
namics, where optimal procedures were derived for distilling work from a thermal machine
[50]. These have been superseded by the fields of stochastic and quantum thermodynamics
[145, 103], most notably by the seminal fluctuation theorems due to Jarzynski [132] and
Crooks [64], see section 1.4, which consider the amount of extractable work as a quantity
that can fluctuate during a thermodynamic process, and hence characterise fundamental
limitations on the associated work distribution.
Recent work has formalised a connection between the algebraic theory of majorisation
and the emergence of fluctuation theorems [8, 9]. This has been highlighted not only in
thermodynamics [8], where so-called thermo-majorisation provides necessary and suffi-
cient conditions for state transformations under thermal operations within the resource
theory of athermality [127, 105], but also in the context of entanglement theory [9], where
pure state transformations under local operations and classical communication (LOCC)
are once again determined by majorisation relations [179]. These observations raise the
prospect that other resources, in primis coherence, may also be allowed to fluctuate and
give rise to a distribution regulated by fluctuation theorems while implementing the con-
version of quantum states under the corresponding set of free operations.
In this chapter we establish fluctuation relations for the manipulation of quantum co-
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herence under incoherent or strictly incoherent operations [24, 242, 248], see section 1.5.2,
that is, another instance where majorisation theory provides necessary and sufficient con-
ditions for pure state transformations |ψ〉A → |φ〉A in a quantum system A [242, 55, 254].
In order to do this, an ancillary device that stores and supplements coherence is necessary,
introduced here as a coherence battery B. This battery, initialised in a state |λ〉B, is used
as an approximate catalyst to mediate the pure state transformation |Ψ〉AB → |Φ〉AB as
|Ψ〉AB = |ψ〉A ⊗ |λ〉B → |Φ〉AB ≈ |φ〉A ⊗ |λ〉B, (3.1)
where the approximation becomes exact and the transformation reversible in the limit of
an ideal battery, as discussed later in Section 3.3. This establishes a resource-theoretic
framework for coherence manipulation under battery assisted incoherent operations (BIO)
or battery assisted strictly incoherent operations (BSIO), collectively referred to as B(S)IO.
Necessary and sufficient conditions are derived for the battery to gain or lose a quantity
of coherence w probabilistically. This gives rise to a coherence distribution P (w) follow-
ing the transformation. From this distribution, four theorems characterising fundamental
limitations on the manipulation of fluctuating coherence are then derived.
Result 1— A second law of coherence is derived, which governs the amount of coher-
ence extractable from the battery during the transformation (in the same sense that the
second law of thermodynamics governs the amount of extractable work during a trans-
formation). If coherence is allowed to fluctuate, we find that the average extractable
coherence is bounded by the difference in relative entropy between initial and final states
of the system. This complements the fact that the relative entropy of coherence [24] yields
the exact distillable coherence under incoherent operations within the standard resource
theory of coherence [242].
Result 2— A third law of coherence is derived, which demonstrates that the limiting
factor for extracting fluctuating coherence is the diagonal rank of the density matrix.
This again mirrors the standard result, namely the rank of the diagonal part of pure state
density matrices cannot increase under incoherent operations [242].
Result 3— An analogue to Jarzynski’s relation [132] is derived, which applies when
the final state of the system is maximally coherent. This shows the nature of fluctuating
coherence and, in conjunction with the second and third laws of coherence, demonstrates
strong bounds on extractable coherence during the transformation.
Result 4— By comparing forward and reverse transformations, an analogue of Crooks’
relation [64] is found, which applies when the final states of both transformations are
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maximally coherent. It implies that extracting w units of coherence from the battery in
the forward protocol is exponentially suppressed with respect to extracting −w units in
the reverse protocol, showing an inherent irreversibility in coherence manipulation.
This chapter is organised as follows. Section 3.2 presents the conditions for state trans-
formations under (strictly) incoherent operations defined by the majorisation criteria.
Section 3.3 characterises the coherence battery employed to mediate pure state transfor-
mations. Section 3.4 describes necessary and sufficient conditions for battery assisted state
transformations, detailing the protocol that gives rise to the fluctuating coherence dis-
tribution. Section 3.5 presents the aforementioned four results governing the fluctuation
relations for coherence. Section 3.6 contains a summary and discussion of our results.
Within the Appendix are proofs of the conditions for battery assisted transformations
and the derivation of the reverse protocol necessary for the coherence analogue of Crooks’
theorem.
Throughout this chapter, the density matrix of a pure state |ψ〉A will be denoted by
ψA, the subscript indicating the subsystem to which the state belongs (usually A for the
principal system, and B for the battery). The Hilbert spaces of system A and battery B
will be denoted by HA and HB, and the corresponding set of density matrices by D(HA)
and D(HB), respectively. Occasionally subsystem labels will be omitted when clear from
the context.
3.2 State transformation
In this chapter we consider a pure to pure state transformation
|Ψ〉 → |Φ〉 , (3.2)
It is known that such a transformation is possible by means of general deterministic SIO
or IO, that is, ∃Λ ∈ (S)IO such that Φ = Λ(Ψ), if and only if [76, 77, 242, 55, 54, 56, 254]
∆(Ψ) ≺ ∆(Φ) , (3.3)
that is, equation [?] shows that ∆(Ψ) is majorised by ∆(Φ). Explicitly, the necessary and
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where rm ≥ 0,
∑
m rm = 1, and Ξm are permutation matrices. Defining this in terms of







we then have that, as depicted in Figure 3.1(a), the pure state transformation in Eq. (3.2)
can be implemented by (S)IO if and only if there exists a unital map E of the form (3.5)
such that
∆(Ψ) = E(∆(Φ)) . (3.6)
This is equivalent to the existence of a bistochastic matrix mapping the (nonzero) diagonal
























Figure 3.1: (a) In the standard resource theory of quantum coherence [216], the pure to
pure state transformation |ψ〉A → |φ〉A on the system A (left) can be implemented by SIO
or IO if and only if there exists a unital map EA of the form (3.5) that maps the diagonal
component of the final state ∆(φA) into that of the initial state ∆(ψA) (right). (b) In
the battery assisted framework considered here, the pure to pure state transformation
|ψ〉A⊗|λ〉B → |Φ〉AB ≈ |φ〉A⊗|λ〉B (left) can be implemented by BSIO or BIO — that is,
by SIO or IO on the system A and the battery B, accompanied by a change in coherence
of the battery by an amount w with probability P (w) — if and only if there exists a
conditional probability distribution P (i, w|j) that satisfies the three conditions given in
Eqs. (3.25)–(3.27). Such a distribution can be constructed from the statistics of the
protocol illustrated in the dashed box (right), described in Section 3.4. This framework
allows us to investigate fluctuation relations for quantum coherence, analogous to those
for work in thermodynamics, as presented in Section 3.5.
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3.3 Coherence battery
We consider a system A on which we aim to perform the pure to pure state transformation
|ψ〉A → |φ〉A, supplemented by a battery B, so that the composite state transformation
can be written overall as in Eq. (3.1). The battery is initialised in a state |λ〉B that can






with αx ≥ 0,
∑
x αx = 1. Here by coherence eigenstates we mean states |cx〉 with a well
defined amount of coherence, as quantified by the relative entropy Crel. In particular, in
analogy to the case of the entanglement battery studied in [9], we can write each |cx〉 as
the tensor product of two types of states, namely x copies of a state |Υ+u 〉 with higher
coherence (i.e., a charged state) and n − x copies of a state |Υ−u 〉 with lower coherence
(i.e., a discharged state). Precisely,
|cx〉 := |Υ+u 〉 ⊗ ....⊗ |Υ+u 〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
x
⊗ |Υ−u 〉 ⊗ .....⊗ |Υ−u 〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−x
, (3.8)













From Eq. (1.54), we see that the relative entropy of coherence of the charged and dis-
charged states is given respectively by
Crel(Υ
+
u ) = ln(u), (3.11)
Crel(Υ
−
u ) = ln(u− 1). (3.12)
Note that the states |Υ+u 〉 and |Υ−u 〉 are equivalent to maximally coherent states of dimen-






A measurement of the ‘position’ of the battery, or more properly, of its level of coherence
as specified by the index x, can be obtained by defining a set of orthogonal projectors Πx
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as
Πx := ux(u− 1)n−xχx , (3.14)
where χx is the incoherent state corresponding to the diagonal part of the state (3.8),


















x =: BB, which is the projector on the diagonal support of the
battery; in other words, the projectors {Πx} give a resolution of the identity on the






Similarly to a conventional energy storage device, the battery B will act as a coherence
supplier that can receive/transfer coherence from/to the system A, by changing the ratio
of the states (3.9) and (3.10). In fact, the discharging process |Υ+u 〉 → |Υ−u 〉 corresponds







This can be seen as extracting one unit of coherence from the battery.
In general, the role of the battery is to mediate the state transformation (3.1) by
exchanging an amount w of coherence with the system. We may choose the parameter
u large enough, corresponding to a level spacing δw ≈ 1/u in the battery fine enough,
so that any change w in the coherence of the battery can be taken approximately to be
a multiple of δw. Ideally, we would like the battery to be reusable in order to assist
subsequent state transformations. Furthermore, we would like the battery to serve the
purpose of overcoming the limitations in conventional (unassisted) state transformations
under (S)IO on the system, going beyond the conditions of Section 3.2. Therefore, there
are three constraints that an ideal battery should adhere to:
1. In order for the final state |φ〉A to be pure, the system should be virtually uncorre-
lated with the battery, |Φ〉AB ≈ |φ〉A ⊗ |λ〉B.
2. The only allowed action on the battery should be the raising and lowering of w units
of coherence, by the unitary operator Γw defined as
Γw|cx〉B = |cx+w〉B , (3.17)
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with x + w assumed modulo n + 1, and x and n assumed large enough to avoid
hitting the bottom or top levels of the battery.
3. The state of the battery |λ〉B should allow for approximately implementing all re-
versible pure to pure state transformations |ψ〉A → |φ〉A by (S)IO.
The first constraint is fulfilled provided the chosen battery state |λ〉B is a superposition
over sufficiently many eigenstates |cx〉, that is, provided the size of the battery, determined
by the parameter n, is chosen large enough. The last two constraints are stronger and
force the state of the battery |λ〉B to be close to a uniform superposition of coherence
eigenstates |cx〉. To see this, note that the second constraint imposes that the final state




|φw〉A ⊗ Γw|λ〉B , (3.18)
for some wmax > 0, while the third constraint imposes that, for all reversible transforma-
tions (3.1) implemented by (S)IO, the final state is ε-close to the target one,
||ΦAB − φA ⊗ λB||1 ≤ ε , (3.19)
and with identical diagonal marginal on the system,
∆(TrBΦAB) = ∆(φA) . (3.20)
As the conditions above have to hold for all reversible state transformations, we can








(|0〉A + |Υ−u 〉A) . (3.22)
Considering now system and battery initialised in the state |Ψ〉AB = |ψ〉A ⊗ |λ〉B, and
noting that the transformation |Ψ〉AB → |Φ〉AB can be implemented reversibly under SIO
[242] or IO [55, 254] if and only if the nonzero diagonal coefficients of the initial and final
states are identical, one can show that the only final state of system and battery that




(|0〉A ⊗ |λ〉B + |Υ−u 〉A ⊗ Γδw|λ〉B). (3.23)
The proof follows closely the one reported in [9] for LOCC transformations in entangle-
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ment theory, with diagonal coefficients here playing the same role as Schmidt coefficients
there. Finally invoking Eq. (3.19) and applying further algebra [9], one finds∑
x
|αx − αx+y| ≤ |y|
√
8ε , ∀|y| ≤ wmax/δw . (3.24)
This means that, in order for the battery to serve as an approximate catalyst to implement
all reversible (S)IO pure to pure state transformations, including the specific instance just
discussed, the set of coefficients αx in its initial superposition state |λ〉B of the form (3.7)
must be close to a uniform distribution, as formalised by Eq. (3.24).
3.4 Battery assisted state transformations and coher-
ence distribution protocol
We are now ready to investigate necessary and sufficient conditions for the transformation
between initial and final states |ψ〉A and |φ〉A of the system A, with diagonal components
∆(ψA) =
∑
i pi |i〉 〈i|A and ∆(φA) =
∑
j qj |j〉 〈j|A, mediated by a change in coherence
of an amount w with probability distribution P (w) in the battery B, initially prepared
in the state |λ〉B of Eq. (3.7). Here the distribution P (w) is associated to a two-stage
measurement of the battery with the projectors (3.14) before and after the transformation,
that is, P (w) is the probability of finding the battery in the final state |cx+w〉B, given that
it was found initially in the state |cx〉B.
The main result of this Section, which mirrors the analogous one recently reported for
entanglement theory [9], is illustrated in Figure 3.1(b) and can be enunciated as follows.
Theorem 3 (Necessary and sufficient conditions for B(S)IO transformations). The trans-
formation of Eq. (3.1) can be implemented by means of SIO or IO on the system and the
battery while extracting a coherence distribution P (w) — that is, by battery assisted (S)IO
or, in short, B(S)IO — if and only if there exists a conditional probability distribution













P (i, w|j)qj = pi, ∀i . (3.27)
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Physically, Condition 1 expresses the normalisation of the conditional probability dis-
tribution P (i, w|j), Condition 2 regulates the fluctuations of w units of coherence in the
battery with probability P (w), while Condition 3 formalises the requirement that the
marginals P (i) and P (j) of the joint probability distribution P (i, j, w) = P (i, w|j)P (j)
reproduce the diagonal components pi and qj of the initial and final states of the system,
respectively.
Proof. The proof of the Theorem consists of two directions. For the “if” part, we need
to show that, given a conditional probability distribution P (i, w|j) obeying Conditions















AB ), with limN→∞
∣∣Ψ(N)〉
AB




|φ〉A ⊗ |λ〉B. As recalled in Section 3.2, this is equivalent to showing the existence of
a sequence of bistochastic matrices G(N) mapping the (nonzero) diagonal coefficients of
Φ
(N)
AB to those of Ψ
(N)
AB . Such a derivation is rather technical and hence deferred to B.1.1.
For the “only if” part, let us assume that a B(S)IO transformation (3.1) is possible,
that is, there exists a unital map EAB of the form (3.5) such that the (nonzero) diagonal
components of the initial and final states satisfy
∆(ΨAB) = EAB(∆(ΦAB)) . (3.28)
We then need to prove that a conditional probability distribution P (i, w|j) fulfilling the
above three conditions exists. It turns out one can explicitly construct such a probabil-
ity distribution from the following five step protocol, also schematically represented in
Figure 3.1(b):
1. Prepare the incoherent state |j〉〈j|A ⊗∆(λB);
2. Measure the battery with the projector Πx
′
B from (3.14);
3. Transform the resulting state of system and battery with the unital map EAB of
Eq. (3.28);




5. Record the variable w = (x′ − x)δw, discarding x and x′.
The protocol above, in which w
δw
describes the amount w of extracted coherence as a
multiple of the unit δw defined in (3.16), gives rise to the probability distribution










B )] , (3.29)
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which, using Eq. (3.14), can also be rewritten as






B )EAB(|j〉〈j|A ⊗ χx′B)]. (3.30)
The proof that P (i, w|j) satisfies Conditions 1–3 is reported in B.1.2.
3.5 Fluctuation theorems from coherence distribu-
tion
We have shown that the amount w of fluctuating coherence exchanged between battery
and system when mediating a pure to pure state transformation |ψ〉A → |φ〉A gives rise to a
conditional probability distribution (3.30). In analogy to the derivation of the fluctuation
theorems from a conditional work probability distribution in thermodynamics [64], several
coherence fluctuation theorems can now be obtained. In this section, we present the
mathematical derivation of the four main results anticipated in section 3.1, accompanying
each of them with relevant physical remarks and comparisons with the corresponding
thermodynamic laws.
3.5.1 Second law of coherence
The following is for an initial state |ψ〉A with diagonal coefficients pi and a target state
|φ〉A with diagonal coefficients qj.
Starting with Condition 2, multiplying Eq. (3.26) by pi, rewriting the conditional prob-
ability distribution as P (i, w|j) = P (i, j, w)/qj, and summing over i gives∑
i,j,w
P (i, j, w)
pi
qj
ew = 1 , (3.31)








to move the probabilities into
the exponent, ∑
i,j,w
P (i, j, w)ew−ln qj+ln pi = 1 , (3.32)
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and writing in bracket form, we get
〈ew−ln qj+ln pi〉 = 1 . (3.33)
This describes the distribution of fluctuating coherence w that can be extracted during
our pure state transformation. By expanding to first order, and using Eq. (1.54), we find
〈w〉 ≤ Crel(ψA)− Crel(φA) . (3.34)
This shows that the average coherence extractable from the battery to mediate B(S)IO
state transformations is bounded by the difference in relative entropy of coherence between
the initial and final states of the system. This is in contrast to the standard operational
setting in the resource theory of quantum coherence, in which the relative entropy of co-
herence (scaled by a factor ln(2) in our notation) quantifies the exact distillable coherence
under IO [242].
We can also see that Eq. (3.34) is formally analogous to the traditional second law of
thermodynamics, 〈W 〉 ≤ F (ρ)− F (σ), which states that during the state transformation
ρ→ σ the average work W required is less than or equal to the difference in free energies
F (ρ) = 〈H〉 − TS(ρ). As Eq. (3.34) is the first order expansion, this is just the average
result. Higher order Taylor expansions of Eq. (3.33) lead to all the moments of the
coherence distribution P (w) that can be obtained during the transformation.
3.5.2 Third law of coherence
The following is for the transformation |ψ〉A → |φ〉A, where pmin and qmin are the smallest
nonzero diagonal coefficients of the initial and final state, respectively.
Starting with Condition 3 on the probability distribution (3.27),∑
j,w
P (i0, w|j)qj = pmin , (3.35)
where i0 is the index corresponding to the smallest diagonal coefficient of the state, pi0 ≡
pmin, we can write the inequality P (i0, w|j)qj ≤ pmin ∀j, that can be substituted into
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where we further used the fact that 1/qj ≤ 1/qmin ∀j by construction. Summing the






This can be interpreted as the third law for fluctuating coherence. It is well known
that the majorisation criterion (3.3) for state transformations in the resource theory of
coherence implies the following statement, namely that the rank of the diagonal part of
pure states cannot increase under (S)IO [242]. Here, we find that the amount of fluctuating
coherence w required to increase the diagonal rank (i.e., to send pmin → 0) under B(S)IO
must diverge. Therefore such an operation is forbidden as it would require a battery of
infinite size. The analogous result in thermodynamics is that decreasing the rank of a
density matrix requires infinite resources, which can be regarded as a general statement
of the third law [166].
3.5.3 Jarzynski’s relation for coherence
The following is for the transformation |ψ〉A → |φ〉A, where the final state is a maximally
coherent state of dimension d′.
Starting again from Condition 2, and using the fact that qj = 1/d
′ ∀j for a maximally
coherent final state, we can multiply both sides of Eq. (3.26) by 1/d′ and obtain
∑
j,w




Now summing over the index i gives
∑
i,j,w













where d and d′ denote the diagonal rank of the initial and final states, respectively.
In statistical mechanics, Jarzynski’s relation [132] 〈eβW 〉 = Z′
Z
describes an initial ther-
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mal state which is driven out of equilibrium to a final state with a different Hamiltonian
H ′, where Z and Z ′ are the initial and final partition functions, respectively. Jarzynski’s
relation implies that, when trying to extract work from a thermal bath, the probability
of success decreases exponentially with the amount of work W being extracted. Equa-
tion (3.40) equivalently says that attempting to extract more coherence than the average
for an initial state of dimension d results in the dimension of the maximally coherent final
state, d′, decreasing. As known by the analogous third law of coherence in Eq. (3.37),
decreasing the dimension of the final state is limited by the maximum fluctuating coher-











The comparison between Eq. (3.40) and Jarzynski’s equation also highlights an analogy
between d/d′ and Z ′/Z. Using the relation from statistical mechanics F = −1/β ln(Z),
where F is the free energy of the state, the ratio Z ′/Z = eβ(F−F
′) is describing the
exponential of the extractable work from the state under thermal operations. Similarly
for d/d′, using the relation Crel = ln d for a pure (maximally coherent) state, the ratio
d/d′ = eC
′
rel−Crel is expressing the exponential of the extractable coherence from the state
under B(S)IO. Note also that the fluctuation relation in Eq. (3.40) holds for a whole family
of (not necessarily maximally coherent) initial states with the same d; this is mirrored
by the redefinition of free energy from a single average value to a family of free energies
with the same fluctuating behaviour [8], giving rise to the ‘many second laws’ of quantum
thermodynamics [44].
3.5.4 Crooks’ relation for coherence
The following is for the transformation |ψ〉A → |φ〉A and its reverse |ψ′〉A → |φ′〉A, where
the final states of the forward and reverse transformations are maximally coherent states
of dimension d′ and d respectively.
Crooks’ theorem of statistical mechanics [64] relates the forward and reverse probabili-








Crooks’ equation shows that the forward protocol is exponentially suppressed in compar-
ison to its reverse. This is a quantitative description of the emergent irreversibility of
thermodynamics.
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In order to find the coherence analogue of this relation, a reverse transformation protocol
is derived in B.2, where an integer quantity of coherence − w
δw
is extracted. This results




















In analogy to Crooks’ theorem it can be seen that extracting w units of coherence in the
forward protocol is exponentially less likely than extracting −w in the reverse protocol.
One could attempt to increase the preference of the forward protocol P (w) by decreasing
the diagonal rank d′ of its final state, however according to the equivalent third law of
coherence in Eq. (3.37) this is exponentially difficult in its own right. It has therefore been
shown that there is an inherent irreversibility in the manipulation of coherence within the
B(S)IO framework.
3.6 Discussion
In this chapter we have established fluctuation relations for the manipulation of quantum
coherence, in the context of pure to pure state transformations via (strictly) incoherent
operations, assisted by a coherence battery which can exchange coherence with the system
probabilistically. We hope that this work motivates a further reconsideration of coher-
ence in quantum mechanics, from a useful albeit static resource that may be invested to
convert quantum states and realise useful technological applications, to a quantity that
more generally can fluctuate during transformations and may enable otherwise impossi-
ble applications. This has been accomplished here, similarly to the way in which work
has been redefined in quantum thermodynamics [8] and more recently entanglement has
been investigated as a fluctuating quantity in quantum information theory [9]. It is sur-
prising that by forming parallels between coherence, entanglement, and work distribution
protocols, these three seemingly disparate quantities obey formally analogous fluctuation
theorems.
The obvious underlying link between the state transformations in these distinct con-
texts is the central role played by the majorisation criteria in the corresponding resource
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theories. This leads to the primary open question of whether majorisation is necessary or
just sufficient for the emergence of fluctuation theorems. The present investigation also
suggests that there may be more operational contexts in quantum mechanics and beyond
for which specific resources can be considered to fluctuate. In this respect, a fascinating
problem is whether one might establish a hierarchy of fluctuating resources, whereby some
fundamental quantity which obeys fluctuation theorems can be shown to induce a similar
behaviour onto other resources. Quantum coherence is in fact an essential ingredient not
only for entanglement, but also for more general non-classical correlations [216, 7]. It
could be worthwhile to address whether fluctuation relations for the latter can be suit-
ably derived by adapting and extending the present work. We further remark that all
these phenomena can be naturally quantified by means of extensive quantities, based on
the von Neumann and Rényi entropies, but generalisations of our results to non-extensive
settings [2], e.g. adopting quantifiers based on Tsallis entropies, could also potentially be
considered.
It is intriguing that an ancillary system to transfer and store coherence is necessary in
the protocol we introduced, just like a conventional battery (a system that is able to store
and transfer work, such as a weight or a piston) is used in thermodynamics. However,
unlike work in classical thermodynamics, which can be determined by just measuring the
difference in energy between the initial and final state, here to extract the distribution of
fluctuating coherence e.g. according to the measurement protocol in Figure. 3.1(b), one
irremediably destroys the initial superposition. It is this very uncertainty associated to
fluctuations of coherence in the battery that ultimately allows the implementation of state
transformations which would otherwise be forbidden to occur.
Further comparisons can be made between the fields. Because of the definition of the
majorisation criteria for the state transformation (3.1), which map the diagonal elements
of the initial state to those of the final state (rather than vice versa), the probability
distribution in Eq. (3.29) is formed backwards, which means that the direction of the
protocol giving rise to such a distribution is in contrast to the thermodynamic scenario.
While the mathematical origin of this discrepancy is clear, its deeper physical meaning
remains elusive. As remarked earlier in the text, from the analogue fluctuation theorems
in Eqs. (3.40) and (3.44), it can also be seen that the partition function of statistical
mechanics is akin to the diagonal rank of states in coherence theory, as both quantifiers
affect the availability of the given resource, i.e., work in thermodynamics and coherence
in this chapter.
The results in our study also have important implications for the resource theory of
quantum coherence in its own right [24, 216]. In this respect, it is worth comparing
explicitly the power of different assisted and unassisted scenarios for coherence distillation
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and state manipulations under incoherent operations.
In the standard unassisted scenario, as depicted in Figure 3.1(a), the majorisation
criteria recalled in Section 3.2 can be equivalently formulated in terms of relative entropy:
the state transformation |ψ〉A → |φ〉A is possible by deterministic IO (or SIO) if and only
if [76, 77, 242, 55, 54, 56, 254]
Crel(ψA) ≥ Crel(φA) . (3.45)
If we consider instead the framework where the d-dimensional system A is assisted
by an exact catalyst B, whose state τB needs to be returned unchanged, then the state















, ∀α ∈ (−∞,∞) , (3.46)




/(1 − α) denote a family of Rényi en-
tropies.
In the paradigm investigated in this chapter, illustrated in Figure 3.1(b), the system
A and the battery B are still prepared in an initial product state |ψ〉A ⊗ |λ〉B, but the
coherence in the battery B is allowed to change by an amount w with probability P (w),
so that the battery plays the role of an approximate catalyst. In this case, we have shown
that any transformation of the form (3.1) can be implemented by IO or SIO on the system
and the battery, provided the extracted coherence obeys the second law (3.34),
Crel(ψA)− Crel(φA) ≥ 〈w〉 . (3.47)
This is somehow comparable to the quantum thermodynamic setting recently investigated
in [171], in which by allowing the buildup of arbitrarily small correlations between a system
and a catalyst during a thermal operation, one finds that state transformations (for states
diagonal in the energy eigenbasis) are specified by the second law expressed just in terms
of the conventional Helmholtz free energy [171], rather than in terms of a whole family of
Rényi entropies [44].
In the standard resource theory of coherence, it is currently understood that pure
state transformations are reversible only in the asymptotic setting of many copies [216].
However, if a coherence battery is employed, then according to the coherence fluctuation
theorem in Eq. (3.33) a single copy transformation becomes reversible, when accompanied
by a nontrivial fluctuation in coherence with probability P (w). This means that, if there
exists a coherence fluctuation w = ln qi − ln pi, then there exists a reverse process with
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equal and opposite coherence wrev = ln pi−ln qi, where the forward protocol is nevertheless
exponentially preferred according to the analogue Crooks relation in Eq. (3.44).
Within the standard (unassisted) coherence resource theory, it is also known that in the
asymptotic setting the distillable coherence under IO for any state is given by the relative
entropy of coherence [242]. However, comparing Eqs. (3.45) and (3.47), we may conclude
that the second law of coherence demonstrates that, although on average the distillable
coherence of a state is given by the relative entropy, in the battery assisted framework
there is an exponentially suppressed regime in which more coherence can be extracted.
As a next step, it would be desirable to generalise our analysis to the non-asymptotic
regime and explore the role of coherence fluctuation relations in the context of one-shot
state transformations under different classes of incoherent operations, following recent
work on one-shot coherence dilution and distillation [253, 197], and inspired by thermo-
dynamic studies of one-shot dissipated work [238, 109].
We have not considered the alternative assisted framework where the initial state ρAB
contains correlations between system A and ancilla B, as that case would require the state
of the system to be mixed. It is known that, in such a collaborative context, the asymp-
totic distillable coherence on A under local incoherent-quantum operations amounts to
S(∆(ρA)), which yields a net gain over the unassisted case Crel(ρA) by a quantity equal
to the reduced von Neumann entropy S(ρA) [58]. It may be worthy in the future to in-
vestigate coherence fluctuations in the battery, enhanced by initial correlations with the
system. This would be especially interesting in view of the fact that the laws of ther-
modynamics in the presence of correlations (which might allow for seemingly paradoxical
feats such as anomalous heat flow) have only recently begun to be understood in terms
of physical processes [35].
It is hoped that, in the same way that the fluctuation theorems of statistical mechanics
and thermodynamics have opened up a wide range of theoretic and experimental investi-
gations, the fluctuation theorems of quantum coherence may inspire the discovery of new
phenomena within coherence theory and applications, and beyond. It has already been
shown in this chapter that fluctuating coherence allows one to break current limitations
on reversibility and distillation in state transformations. The study of hybrid frameworks
whereas a coherence battery may be employed to assist state transformations in different
resource theories, such as athermality, entanglement, and more general manifestations of
non-classicality, also deserves further investigation. This could complement recent studies
of catalytic coherence for work extraction [1, 144] and reveal new crossing points be-




thermodynamics: a quantum Gibbs’
paradox
4.1 Introduction
As explored in chapter 1, thermodynamics has always been inextricably linked with the
abstract concept of information. Such connections have proven essential for solving para-
doxes in a variety of thought experiments, notably including Maxwell’s demon [30] and
Loschmidt’s paradox [120]. This integration between classical thermodynamics and infor-
mation is also one of the main motivating factors in extending the theory to the quantum
realm, where information held by the observer plays a similarly fundamental role [39].
In this chapter, we study the transition from classical to quantum thermodynamics in
the context of the Gibbs paradox [97, 154, 10]. This thought experiment considers two
gases on either side of a box, separated by a partition and with equal volume and pressure
on each side. If the gases are identical, then the box is already in thermal equilibrium,
and nothing changes after removal of the partition. If the gases are distinct, then they
mix and expand to fill the volume independently, approaching thermal equilibrium with
a corresponding entropy increase. The (supposed) paradox can be summarised as follows:
what if the gases differ in some unobservable or negligible way – should we ascribe an
entropy increase to the mixing process or not? This question sits uncomfortably with the
view that thermodynamical entropy is an objective physical quantity.
Various resolutions have been described, from phenomenological thermodynamics to
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statistical mechanics perspectives, and continue to be analysed [233, 68, 10]. A crucial
insight by Jaynes [134] assuages our discomfort at the observer-dependent nature of the
entropy change. For an informed observer, who sees the difference between the gases,
the entropy increase has physical significance in terms of the work extractable through
the mixing process – in principle, they can build a device that couples to the two gases
separately (for example, through a semi-permeable membrane) and thus let each gas do
work on an external weight independently. An ignorant observer, who has no access to
the distinguishing degree of freedom, has no device in their laboratory that can exploit
the difference between the gases, and so cannot extract work. For Jaynes, there is no
paradox as long as one considers the abilities of the experimenter – a viewpoint central
to the present work.
We study the Gibbs mixing process for quantum gases of identical bosons or fermions.
This is motivated by recognising that the laws of thermodynamics must be modified to ac-
count for quantum effects such as coherence [160], which can lead to enhanced performance
of thermal machines [234, 229]. The thermodynamical implications of identical quantum
particles have received renewed interest for applications such as Szilard engines [193, 29],
thermodynamical cycles [172, 237] and energy transfer from boson bunching [121]. More-
over, the particular quantum properties of identical particles, including entanglement, can
be valuable resources in quantum information processing tasks [138, 170, 46]
We consider a toy model of an ideal gas with non-interacting quantum particles, distin-
guishing the two gases by a spin-like degree of freedom. We describe the mixing processes
that can be performed by both informed and ignorant observers, taking into account
their different levels of control, from which we can calculate the corresponding entropy
changes and thus work extractable by each observer. For the informed observer, we re-
cover the same results as obtained by classical statistical mechanics arguments. However,
for the ignorant observer, there is a marked divergence from the classical case. Counter-
intuitively, the ignorant observer can typically extract more work from distinguishable
gases – even though they appear indistinguishable – than from truly identical gases. In
the continuum and large particle number limit which classically recovers the ideal gas, this
divergence is maximal: the ignorant observer can extract as much work from apparently
indistinguishable gases as the informed observer.
Our analysis hinges on the symmetry properties of quantum states under permutations
of particles, defined in section 1.3. For the ignorant observer, these properties lead to
non-trivial restrictions on the possible work extraction processes. Viewed another way,
the microstates of the system described by the ignorant observer are highly non-classical
entangled states. This implies a fundamentally different way of counting microstates, and
therefore computing entropies, from what is done classically or even in semi-classical treat-
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Figure 4.1: The Gibbs paradox. Two distinct gases of n particles at the same temper-
ature and pressure are separated by a partition. This partition is removed and the gases
are allowed to mix and reach equilibrium. Two observers calculating the entropy increase
during the process disagree depending on their ability to distinguish the particles. An
informed observer, who can measure the difference between the gases, calculates 2n ln 2,
while an observer ignorant of the difference records no entropy change. In this chapter, we
ask how the situation changes when classical particles are replaced by identical quantum
particles.
ments of quantum gases. Therefore we uncover a genuinely quantum thermodynamical
effect in the Gibbs mixing scenario.
4.2 Results
4.2.1 Set-up
We consider a gas of N particles inside a box, such that each particle has a position degree
of freedom, denoted x1, and a second degree of freedom which distinguishes the gases.
Since we only consider the case of two types of gases, this is a two-dimensional degree of
freedom and we refer to this as the “spin” s (although it need not be an intrinsic angular
momentum). Classically, the two spin labels are ↑, ↓, and their quantum analogues are
orthogonal states |↑〉 , |↓〉.
1This ‘position’ degree of freedom is just used as a convenient d-dimensional degree of freedom. This
could indeed be some discrete ‘position’ degree of freedom, in which case the normal conjugate methods
of calculating other degrees of freedom such as momentum would apply, although such calculations are
not necessary here.
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Following the traditional presentation of the Gibbs paradox, the protocol starts with
two independent gases on different sides of a box: n on the left and m = N − n on the
right (see Fig. 4.1). Each side is initially thermalised with an external heat bath B at
temperature T .
In our toy model, each side of the box consists of d/2 “cells” (d is even) representing
different states that can be occupied by each particle. These states are degenerate in
energy, such that the Hamiltonian of the particles vanishes. This might seem like an
unrealistic assumption; however, this model contains the purely combinatorial (or “state-
counting”) statistical effects, first analysed by Boltzmann [40], that are known to recover
the entropy changes for a classical ideal gas [68, 203, 73] using the principle of equal
a priori probabilities. One could instead think of this setting as approximating a non-
zero Hamiltonian in the high-temperature limit (a zero Hamiltonian being the subject of
equation (1.49)), such that each cell is equally likely to be occupied in a thermal state.
Since the particle number is strictly fixed, we are working in the canonical ensemble
(rather than the grand canonical ensemble).
Work extraction can be modelled in various ways in quantum thermodynamics. In the
resource-theoretic approach based on thermal operations [127, 43], as we have seen, one
keeps track of all resources by treating the system (here, the particles), heat bath and
work reservoir (or battery) as interacting quantum systems. The work reservoir is an
additional system with non-degenerate Hamiltonian, the non-degeneracy being important
as we relate said systems energy changes with work done by or on the system (generalising
the classical idea of a weight being lifted and lowered). The gases on either side of the
box start in a state of local equilibrium and via mixing approach global equilibrium. We
therefore consider the extractable work to be given by the difference in non-equilibrium
free energy F [36] between initial and final states, where F (ρ) = 〈E〉ρ− kBTS(ρ), 〈E〉ρ =
tr(ρH) being the mean energy (zero in our case) and S(ρ) = − tr(ρ ln ρ) the von Neumann
entropy in natural units. The extractable work in a process that takes ρ to ρ′ is then
W ≤ F (ρ)− F (ρ′) = kBT [S(ρ′)− S(ρ)] . (4.1)
In a classical reversible process, the extractable work is equal to the change in free energies.
This is generally an over-simplification for small systems, in which work can be defined in
various ways [178] – e.g. required to be deterministic in the resource theory context [127]
or as a fluctuating random variable [4, 65], requiring consideration of other varieties of
free energy. However, equation (4.1) will turn out to be sufficient for our purposes in the
sense of mean extractable work. We find the inequality to be saturable using thermal
operations and characterise fluctuations around the mean in the latter part of our results
section.
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Table 1: Summary of the observers’ abilities
Observer Can Can’t
Informed Access the spin and Change the number of
spatial degrees of freedom up or down spins
Ignorant Access the spatial Access the spin
degree of freedom degree of freedom
Our analysis compares the work extracted by two observers with different levels of
knowledge: the informed observer, who can tell the difference between the two gases, and
the ignorant observer, who cannot. The difference between these observers is that the
former has access to the spin degree of freedom s, whereas the latter does not (summarised
in Table 1).
It is important to point out that, for the informed observer, the spin acts as a “passive”
degree of freedom, meaning that it can be measured but not actively changed. In other
words, the two types of gases cannot be converted into each other. This assumption is
always implicitly present in discussions of the Gibbs paradox – without it, the distinguish-
ing degree of freedom would constitute another subsystem with its own entropy changes.
One could also describe the spin as an information-bearing degree of freedom [151]. The
question is whether the information encoded within the spin state has an impact upon
the thermodynamics of mixing.
4.2.2 Classical case
Classically, the microstates described by the informed observer are specified by counting
how many particles exist with each position x and spin s – since the particles are indistin-
guishable [16]. The ignorant observer has a different state space given by coarse-graining
these states – the classical equivalent of “tracing out” the spin degree of freedom. Thus
the ignorant observer can extract only as much work from two different gases as from
a single gas, recovering Jaynes’ original statement [134]. These intuitively obvious facts
are shown by a formal construction of the state spaces in appendix C.1. Paralleling our
later quantum treatment, this establishes that the classical and quantum cases can be
compared fairly.
The amount of extractable work in the classical case can be straightforwardly argued
by state counting. Consider the gas initially on the left side – the number of ways of
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. In the thermal state, each configu-
ration occurs with equal probability. Therefore the initial entropy, also including the gas










. For distinguishable gases, each gas can deliver









indistinguishable gases, the final thermal state is described as an equal distribution over












































Note that ∆S 6= 0 even in the indistinguishable case, which may seem at odds intuitively
with the result for an ideal gas. However, one can check that ∆S = O(lnN) in the limit of
large d (whereby the box becomes a continuum) and large N . This is negligible compared
with the ideal gas expression of N ln 2 for distinguishable gases [88] 2. (Due to a subtle
technicality with classical identical particles, formulas (4.2),(4.3) might be regarded as
upper bounds to the true values – see appendix C.1.) Note that a classical analogue of
fermions can be made by importing the Pauli exclusion principle, so that two or more
particles can never occupy the same cell. This has the effect of replacing the binomial













Compared with the classical case, we must be more explicit about the role of the spin
s as a “passive” degree of freedom for the informed observer. This observer may obtain
information about the numbers of spin-↑ and spin-↓ particles. Thus they can engineer
spin-dependent operations conditional on these numbers, but cannot change the number
of each spin.
For identical gases, the result is of course the same as for the ignorant observer, and
2See [68, p. 43] for a more detailed discussion of this approximation.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of the quantum mixing process. Two diagrams representing
the mixing of indistinguishable (bosonic) quantum gases from the perspective of the in-
formed (left) and ignorant (right) observers. Initially, n spin-↑ particles are found on the
left and m spin-↓ on the right. The particles are then allowed to mix while coupling to
an external heat bath and work reservoir. The informed observer describes microstates
via the number of particles in each cell, and their respective spins. The ignorant observer
cannot tell the spins states, but describes microstates (schematically depicted here by
different colours) as superpositions of cell configurations, determined by the decomposi-
tion (4.6).
the classical case (4.3). For distinguishable gases, each gas behaves as an independent
subsystem; thus, the entropy changes are the same as for classical distinguishable gases
(4.2).
The remainder of this section is devoted to the ignorant observer, for which we find a
departure from the classical case.
Hilbert space
The peculiarities of the quantum case stem from a careful look at the Hilbert space
structure. The Hilbert space of a single particle is a productH1 = Hx⊗Hs of a part for the
spatial degree of freedom x and a part for the spin s. Since there are d cell modes and two
spin states, these parts have dimensions dimHx = d, dimHs = 2. For N distinguishable
particles, the state space would be H⊗N1 . However as introduced in section 1.3, for bosons
and fermions, which are quantum indistinguishable particles, states lie in the symmetric
and antisymmetric subspaces, respectively (in first quantisation). This symmetry refers to
the wavefunction under permutations of particles: for bosons, there is no change, whereas
for fermions, each swap of a pair incurs a minus sign in the global phase. The physical
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where P+(−), defined in equation 1.26, is the projector onto the (anti-)symmetric subspace.
Since each particle carries a position and spin state, a permutation Π of particles is
applied simultaneously to these two parts: Π acts on the above Hilbert space in the form
Πx⊗Πs. The requirement of an overall (anti-)symmetric wavefunction effectively couples
these two degrees of freedom via their symmetries. For a familiar example, consider two
particles. The spin state space can be broken down into the symmetric “triplet” subspace
spanned by |↑↑〉 , |↓↓〉 and |↑↓〉+|↓↑〉, and the antisymmetric “singlet” subspace consisting
of |↑↓〉 − |↓↑〉. For bosons, overall symmetry requires that a triplet spin state be paired
with a symmetric spatial wavefunction, and a singlet spin state with an antisymmetric
spatial function. For fermions, opposite symmetries are paired.
With more particles, the description is more complex, but the main idea of paired






where λ runs over all Young diagrams of N boxes and no more than d rows 3. In technical
terms, Hλx and Kλx carry irreducible representations of the unitary group U(d) and the
permutation group SN of N particles, respectively. More concretely, a non-interacting
unitary operation on the positions of all the particles, u⊗Nx , is represented in the de-
composition (4.5) as an independent rotation within each of the Hλx spaces. The term
“irreducible” refers to the fact that each of these spaces may be fully explored by varying
the unitary ux. Similarly, a permutation of the particles in the spatial part of the wave-
function is represented by an action on each Kλx space. Thus each block labelled by λ in
the decomposition (4.5) has a specific type of permutation symmetry.
The same decomposition works for the spin part H⊗Ns . However, since this degree of
freedom is two-dimensional, each λ is constrained to have no more than two rows. We
can think of s as describing a total angular momentum formed of N spin-1/2 particles,
and in fact λ can be replaced by a total angular momentum eigenvalue J varying over the
range N/2, N/2− 1, . . . .
After putting the spatial and spin decompositions together, projecting onto the overall
(anti-)symmetric subspace causes the symmetries of the two parts to be linked. For
3A Young diagram can be described simply by a non-increasing set of (≤ d) positive integers summing
up to N .
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bosons, the λ label for x and s must be the same; for fermions, they are transposes of








HλTx ⊗Hλs for fermions. (4.6)
Instead of the label λ, from now on we use the angular momentum number J and generally
write this decomposition as
⊕
J HJx⊗HJs – bearing in mind that HJx is different for bosons
and fermions. In terms of the earlier N = 2 example, J = 1 corresponds to the spin triplet
subspace, and J = 0 to the spin singlet.
Another way of describing the decomposition (4.6) is that it provides a convenient basis
|J, q〉x|J,M〉s|φJ〉xs, known as the Schur basis [112]. Here, {|J, q〉x}q is a basis for HJx and
{|J,M〉s}M a basis for HJs . M = −J,−J+1, . . . , J can be interpreted as the total angular
momentum quantum number along the z-axis. |φJ〉xs ∈ KJx⊗KJs is a state shared between
the x and s degrees of freedom.
Thermalisation for ignorant observer
Since the ignorant observer cannot interact with spin, their effective state space is de-
scribed by tracing out the factor Hs for each particle. In terms of the decomposition (4.6)
and corresponding basis described above, this means that an initial density matrix ρ, after
tracing out s, is of the form





x ⊗ trs |φJ〉〈φJ |xs, (4.7)
where ρJx is a density matrix on HJx , occurring with probability pJ . Note that there is
no coherence between different values of J , and that the components ρJx are mutually
perfectly distinguishable by a measurement of their J .
Additionally, the allowed operations must preserve the bosonic or fermionic exchange
symmetry. Any global unitary UxBW , coupling the spatial degree of freedom of the parti-
cles to the heat bath and work reservoir, must therefore commute with permutations on




J⊗IJ , where UJ operates on the HJx component, with an identity IJ on KJx .
Hence each J component is operated upon independently, the spin eigenvalue J being
conserved.
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In summary, therefore, the ignorant observer may engineer any thermal operation ex-
tracting work separately from each J component (depicted in Fig. 4.2). We can think
of their operations being conditioned on the spatial symmetry type, and although J is
observed to fluctuate randomly, a certain amount of work is extracted for each J (see
the latter part of the results section for a more detailed analysis of this fluctuation) 4.
For each J , there exists an operation within the thermal operations framework [127] that
performs deterministic work extraction saturating inequality (4.1). This is because the
transformation is between (energy-degenerate) uniformly mixed states of differing dimen-
sion.
The question of optimal work extraction thus reduces to calculating the entropy of the
initial state (4.7) and finding the maximum entropy final state. The fully thermalised







⊗ trs |φJ〉〈φJ |xs, (4.8)
where IJx is the identity on HJx and dJ is the corresponding dimension.
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The probabilities pJ are found (see appendix C.2) from the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
4Note that the work extraction process does not involve a measurement by the observer – only a
coupling to the apparatus that depends on the value of J . Therefore there is no need to consider an
additional entropic measurement cost, unlike the case of Maxwell’s demon [255, 30]
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Table 2: Summary of results
Quantum Classical Quantum Quantum Classical
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≈ ∆Sinfo −H(p)− n
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≈ 2n ln 2 ≈ 0
Entropy changes ∆Sinfo,∆Signo for the informed and ignorant observers and their












dFJ (both of which are defined in equation (4.11)).
C(j1,m1; j2,m2; J,M) describing the coupling of two spins with angular momentum quan-
tum numbers (j1,m1), (j2,m2) into overall quantum numbers (J,M). Here, the two spins
are the groups of particles on the left and right, respectively.
For identical gases, all particles have spins in the same direction, so the spin wavefunc-
tion is simply |↑〉⊗N . This state lies fully in the subspace of maximal total spin eigenvalue,
J = M = N/2 – which is also fully symmetric with respect to permutations. Thus the
spin part factorises out (i.e., there is no correlation between spin and spatial degrees of
freedom). It is then clear that dimension counting reduces to the classical logic of counting











for fermions. It follows that we recover the
entropy as the classical case of indistinguishable particles (4.3).
For orthogonal spins, there are n spin-↑ and m spin-↓, leading to M = (n−m)/2 and















The resulting entropies and significant limits are discussed after an example.
Example. Taking n = m = 1 demonstrates the mechanism behind the state space
decomposition. For two particles, there are only two values of J , corresponding to the
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familiar singlet and triplet subspaces:
H0s = span {|↑↓〉 − |↓↑〉} ,
H1s = span {|↑↑〉 , |↓↓〉 , |↑↓〉+ |↓↑〉} . (4.13)
Consider a spatial configuration where a spin-↑ particle is on the left in cell i, and a spin-↓






















So p0 = p1 = 1/2, and the spatial component of this state is conditionally pure for both
J . The initial thermal state is a uniform mixture of all such |ψi,j〉, with (d/2)2 terms.
Thus S(ρ0x) = S(ρ
1
x) = 2(ln d− ln 2). For the final thermal state, we observe that
H0x = span {|ij〉 − |ji〉 | i < j} ,
H1x = span {|ij〉+ |ji〉 | i ≤ j} , (4.15)
where i, j now label cells either on the left or right. The corresponding dimensions are
d0 = d(d − 1)/2, d1 = d(d + 1)/2. Within the J = 0 subspace, the entropy change is
ln[d(d−1)/2]−2 ln d+2 ln 2 = ln(1− 1/d)+ln 2, and for J = 1, it is ln[d(d+1)]−2 ln d+



























+ ln 2. (4.16)
For the informed observer, we have ∆Sinfo = 2 ln 2. For identical gases, we find ∆Siden =
ln(1 + 1/d) + ln 2, strictly greater than ∆Signo, but the two become equal in the limit
d→∞.
Repeating the same calculation with fermions, the symmetric and antisymmetric states
now pair up oppositely. Then ∆Signo is the same as for bosons. However, we have
∆Siden = ln(1− 1/d) + ln 2 < ∆Signo. Unlike for bosons, two distinguishable fermions
permit more extractable work by the ignorant observer than two identical fermions.
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Figure 4.3: Entropy changes as a function of dimension. Series of plots showing
∆Sinfo,∆Signo against the total cell number d of the system. Figures in the top row are for
bosonic systems of differing particle number n and figures in the bottom row show the same
for fermionic systems. Note that we have taken the initial number of particles on either
side of the box to be equal, n = m in all cases. For comparison, all four figures also display
the classical changes in entropy for an informed/ignorant observer. The behaviour of the
deficit between ∆S for an informed/ignorant observer of quantum particles agrees with
the low density limit in equation (4.17) where we can see ∆Sinfo tending to the classical
limit 2n ln(2) with ∆Signo trailing behind by a deficit of n
2/d2 + H(p). Additionally, by
comparing the different plots, we can see the low-dimensional fermionic advantage where
the change in entropy is even greater than the classical 2n ln(2) value.
4.2.4 Entropy changes and limits
In Fig. 4.3 we plot both ∆Sinfo and ∆Signo as a function of dimension for bosons and
fermions. Below we analyse the special cases and limits which emerge from these expres-
sions, summarised in Table 2.
Special cases
With bosons, there are two special cases in which it is easily proven that distinguishable
gases are less useful than indistinguishable ones for the ignorant observer. The first case
is the example above, with n = m = 1. In addition, for d = 2, we have dBJ = 2J + 1 – so
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the largest subspace is that with maximal J = N/2. The largest entropy change is then
obtained when pN/2 = 1, which is satisfied precisely for indistinguishable gases.
For fermions, we see from Fig. 4.3 that the greatest work – for both observers – is
obtained for small d. An intuitive explanation is that the Pauli exclusion principle causes
the initial state to be constrained and thus have low entropy. For example, with the





≈ 4n ln 2 to leading order
when n is large. The ignorant observer can do almost as well: the state is entirely









, giving ∆Signo ≈
4n ln 2 for large n. This is twice as much as for the classical ideal gas.
Low density limit
The most interesting conclusion is reached in the limit of large d  n2, which we term
the low density limit. For simplicity, we take n = m. To lowest order in n2/d, we find




where H(p) = −
∑
J pJ ln pJ is the Shannon entropy of the distribution pJ . Thus, as
d → ∞, the ignorant observer can extract as much work as the informed one, minus an
amount H(p). This gap is evident from the graphs in Fig. 4.3.
Now consider the limit d  n2, n  1, with both low density and large particle
number. Classically, this limit recovers ideal gas behaviour – the large dimension limit
can be thought of as letting the box become a continuum. In appendix C.6, we show that




with a correction going to zero as n → ∞. Recall that the entropy change for the
informed observer is approximately 2n ln 2 in this limit. Therefore the deficit H(p), which
is logarithmic, becomes negligible compared with 2n ln 2. Thus the ignorant observer can
extract essentially as much work as the informed observer: ∆Signo ≈ ∆Sinfo ≈ 2n ln 2.
This result is remarkable because it shows an extreme departure from the classical case
in the macroscopic limit.
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Explaining the low density limit
An important feature of the low density limit is that the final entropy becomes as large as
it could possibly be: ρ′x becomes maximally mixed over its whole state space. This is true
for any N , not just large numbers. We now give an explanation of this phenomenon, which
proceeds by counting the number of mutually orthogonal states which can be accessed by
the ignorant observer.
The important point about the low density limit is that particles almost never sit on
top of each other – that is, almost all states are such that precisely N cells are occupied,
each with a single particle. More formally, the number of ways of putting N bosonic










when d is large, where the approximation means










spin configurations, i.e., ways of distributing the n spin-↑ and m spin-↓ particles. In
classical physics, the ignorant observer cannot distinguish any of the spin configurations






states which can be fully distinguished by the ignorant observer, each being
a superposition of different spin configurations.
Let us choose a single cell configuration – without loss of generality, let cells 1, . . . , N
be occupied. The state of a spin configuration is denoted as a permutation of
|↑〉1 . . . |↑〉n|↓〉n+1 . . . |↓〉N ∈ (C
2)⊗N , (4.19)
where each cell is treated as a qubit with basis states |↑〉 , |↓〉 according to which type of
spin occupies it. (Note that the subsystems being labelled are here are the occupied cells,
not particles.)




HJ ⊗KJ . (4.20)
Due to this decomposition, there is a natural basis |J,M, p〉, where SU(2) spin rotations
u⊗Ns act on the M label (denoting the eigenvalue of the total z-direction spin), and
permutations Π of the N cells act on the p label.
How do we represent the effective state seen by the ignorant observer? In the represen-
tation used here, this corresponds to twirling over the spin states, i.e., performing a Haar
measure average over all spin rotations u⊗Ns [23]. In the basis |J,M, p〉, however, this is a
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straightforward matter of tracing out the HJ subspaces, since only these are acted on by
the twirling operation. Thus the ignorant observer has access to states labelled as |J, p〉.
How much information has been lost by tracing out HJ? In fact, none – the label
M = (n − m)/2 is fixed. Therefore the experimenter can perfectly distinguish all the







For example, take n = m = 1: the two spin configurations are |↑↓〉 , |↓↑〉, and for some
pair of occupied cells, the two distinguishable states are
|J = 1, M = 0, p = 0〉 = 1√
2
(|↑↓〉+ |↓↑〉) ,
|J = 0, M = 0, p = 0〉 = 1√
2
(|↑↓〉 − |↓↑〉) . (4.21)
Since these are respectively in the triplet and singlet subspaces, they remain orthogonal
even after twirling. They can be distinguished by mixing the cells at a balanced beam
splitter: it is easy to show that the symmetric state ends up with a superposition of
both particles in cell 1 and both in cell 2, while the antisymmetric state ends up with
one particle on each side. Therefore, after this beam splitter, the two states can be
distinguished by counting the total particle number in each cell.
A slightly more complex example is with n = 2,m = 1. Then the distinguishable basis



















Observe that the argument in this section does not depend in anyway on the exchange
statistics of the particles, explaining why we see the same limit for bosons and fermions.
Quantumness of the protocol
The above discussion of the low density limit clarifies the fundamental reason why the
quantum ignorant observer performs better than the classical one. The distinguishable
states comprising the final thermalised state are superpositions of different spin configu-
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rations. We might describe a classical observer within the quantum setting as one who is
limited to operations diagonal in the basis of cell configurations – that is, they are only
able to count the number of particles occupying each cell. For such an observer, these
superposition states are indistinguishable.
A crucial question is then: how difficult is it to engineer the quantum protocol for the
ignorant observer? We can imagine that the heat bath and work reservoir might naturally
couple to the system in the cell occupation basis (if this is the basis that emerges in the
classical case). The required coupling is in the Schur basis |J, q〉x, which are generally
highly entangled between cells. A sense of their complexity is given by the unitary that
rotates the Schur basis to the computational basis, known as the Schur transform. Efficient
algorithms to implement this transform have been found [18], with a quantum circuit
whose size is polynomial in N, d, ln(1/ε), allowing for error ε. This circuit is related to the
quantum Fourier transform, an important subroutine in many quantum algorithms. Thus,
while the Schur transform can be implemented efficiently, it appears that engineering the
required work extraction protocol – in the absence of fortuitous symmetries in the physical
systems being used – may be as complex as universal quantum computation.
Work fluctuations
The work extraction protocol we have presented is not deterministic: for each value of J ,
a different amount of work is extracted with probability pJ . This is typically expected
of thermodynamics of small systems; however, in classical macroscopic thermodynamics,
such fluctuations are negligible. We can ask whether the same is true of the work extracted
by the ignorant observer in the quantum case, especially in the low density and large
particle number limits.
One informative way of quantifying the fluctuations is via the variance of entropy
change. Let us denote the entropy change for each J by ∆Signo(J). The mean is ∆Signo =∑
J pJ∆Signo(J), and the variance is V (∆Signo) =
∑
J pJ∆Signo(J)
2−∆S2igno. This can be
computed straightforwardly from our expressions for pJ , dJ , and approximated in various
limits.
Consider first a high density BEC-limit case with d = 2 and N = 2n  1 bosons.




J pJ ln(2J + 1) ≈
1
2




lnn + 0.405. Similarly, we compute
V (∆Signo) =
∑
J pJ [ln(2J + 1)]
2 ≈ π2
24
≈ 0.411. Therefore the mean work dominates its
fluctuations (logarithmic versus a constant).
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Next, consider the closest analogue for fermions: the case of minimal dimension d =
2n = 2m. Recall that ∆Signo ≈ ∆Sinfo ≈ 4n ln 2 for large n. Since p0 = 1, work extraction
is in fact completely deterministic in this case.
Finally, take the low density limit. As found before, for both bosons and fermions,




In these macroscopic limits, therefore, work extraction is either fully deterministic or
effectively deterministic in that the fluctuations are negligible compared with the mean.
Non-orthogonal spins
The results generalise to the case of partially distinguishable spins – that is, initially with
n in spin state |↑〉 on the left and m in state |↗〉 on the right, where
|↗〉 = cos(θ/2) |↑〉+ sin(θ/2) |↓〉 . (4.23)
For this, we must be more explicit about the operations permitted by the informed ob-
server. The most general global unitary that does not affect the number of each type of




xsBW , where the block structure refers to subspaces with
fixed M as defined by the Schur basis (recalling that the total number of particles is fixed).
We find (see appendix C.3 for details) that ∆Sinfo is an average of entropy changes for
each value of M . For ∆Signo, all that changes is the probability pJ , now being obtained by
an average over Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. Importantly, for both observers, the result is
a function of θ only via the probability distribution qM for the spin value M . In Fig. 4.4,
one observes the smooth transition from identical to orthogonal spin states as θ varies
from 0 to π.
4.3 Discussion
In contrast to the classical Gibbs paradox setting, we have shown that quantum mechanics
permits the extraction of work from apparently indistinguishable gases, without access to
the degree of freedom that distinguishes them. It is notable that the lack of information
about this “spin” does not in principle impede an experimenter at all in a suitable macro-
scopic limit with large particle number and low density – the thermodynamical value of
the two gases is as great as if they had been fully distinguishable.
The underlying mechanism is a generalisation of the famous Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM)
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Figure 4.4: Results for partially distinguishable spins.Plots of ∆Sinfo,∆Signo as a
function of orthogonality of the spin states as determined by θ in (4.23). The figure is for
a bosonic system with initial numbers of particles on either side of the box n = m = 15,
and d = 50 cells. For comparison, the figure also displays the classical change in entropy,
2n ln(2). Here, the greatest change in entropy occurs when the spin states are orthogonal
at θ = π.
effect in quantum optics [123, 5, 215]. In this effect, polarisation may play the role of
the spin. Then a non-polarising beam splitter plus photon detectors are able to detect
whether a pair of incoming photons are similarly polarised. The whole apparatus is
polarisation-independent and thus accessible to the ignorant observer. Given this context,
it is therefore not necessarily surprising that quantum Gibbs mixing can give different
results to the classical case. However, the result of the low density limit is not readily
apparent. This limit is reminiscent of the result in quantum reference frame theory [23]
that the lack of a shared reference frame presents no obstacle to communication given
sufficiently many transmitted copies [22].
Two recent papers [121, 122] have studied Gibbs-type mixing in the context of optome-
chanics. There, a massive oscillator playing the role of a work reservoir interacts with
the photons via their pressure. There is also a beam splitter between the two sides of
the cavity. In Ref. [121], the beam splitter is non-polarising and thus (together with the
interaction with the oscillator) accessible to the ignorant observer. The main behaviour
there is driven by the HOM effect, which impedes energy transfer to the oscillator. How-
ever, this does not contradict our findings: we have shown that an advantage is gained
by optimising over all allowed dynamics. It is therefore an interesting question whether
such proposals can be modified to see an advantage of the type described here, even if
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not optimal. Ref. [122] studies Gibbs mixing as a function of the relative polarisation
rotations between left and right. However, this uses a polarising beam splitter, which is
only accessible to the informed observer. Therefore the effect described here cannot be
seen in such a set-up.
It is important to determine how the thermodynamic enhancements predicted in this
paper may have implications for physical systems. Such an investigation should make
use of more practical proposals (such as Refs. [121, 122, 172] ) to better understand
possible realisations of mixing. For example, systems of ultra-cold atoms in optical lattices
[136] may provide a suitable platform to experimentally realise the thermodynamic effects
predicted in this chapter. The question of the maximal enhancement in the macroscopic






In section 1.3 we saw that particles in quantum mechanics have a character quite dis-
tinct from those in classical mechanics. In particular how classical indistinguishability
comes from limited abilities of the experimenter whereas in the quantum world, two par-
ticles of the same type, such as electrons, are fundamentally indistinguishable [84, 228].
This feature applies not only to fundamental particles but is also crucial in describing
identical composite particle systems such as Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) [12]. No-
tably, exchanging two identical quantum particles results in an overall phase change in
the wavefunction: no change for bosons and a minus sign for fermions.
As we saw in previous chapters these exchange statistics require a symmetric or anti-
symmetric wavefunction in the first-quantised formalism. For example, let us denote by
|n0, n1〉 a state of identical bosons in which n0, n1 particles have the internal state |0〉 , |1〉
respectively. In the first-quantised picture, we represent |1, 1〉 not as a two-mode state




in which we have attached the fictional labels 1, 2 to the particles. As discussed in sec-
tion 1.3.1 the state (5.1) is formally entangled. However as we examined, it can be argued
[78, 95, 94, 225, 224, 67] that this “entanglement” is unphysical – since the particles
are identical, the labels 1, 2 are meaningless as it is impossible to say which particle has
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which label. Throughout this work we will refer to this manifestation of correlations due
to exchange symmetry as Particle Entanglement (PE) 1.
A consensus on the nature of this entanglement has so far been out of reach [96, 188,
210, 20, 252, 21, 52, 131, 239, 202, 27, 47, 19, 28, 199, 25, 130]. Some authors view PE
as a failure of the mathematical formalism and argue that it should be disregarded in
favour of other definitions of identical-particle entanglement [188, 78, 95, 210, 20, 252, 21,
202, 224, 199]. One class of approaches requires talking only about correlations between
observables [20, 252, 21, 202, 19, 199]; other authors pursue entirely new definitions of
entanglement tailored to the identical-particle setting [96, 188, 95, 78, 210, 94]. Many of
these approaches are summarised in a recent review [26].
In order to determine whether there is any meaningful interpretation of PE per se
we follow the modern resource theoretical approach to entanglement within quantum
information theory [128]. Here, entangled states are defined as those which cannot be
prepared by two or more separated parties who are unable to send quantum information,
and are as such limited to local operations (within their own laboratories) and classical
communication – abbreviated as LOCC. Entanglement is then regarded as a resource for
parties operating under such constraints, and can enable them to perform better at a vast
range of tasks including quantum communication [33], computation [156], key distribution
[211], and metrology [98], to name a few.
In systems of identical particles, the usable entanglement is that between modes [243,
204, 135, 159, 158, 230, 61, 138, 67, 66]. This is because (orthogonal) modes are by
definition distinguishable systems and so can be addressed individually. Note that these
modes need not be spatially separated; we only require that there exist some degree of
freedom (such as momentum or internal spin) via which they can be separately addressed.
Mode entanglement is distinct from entanglement between particles. For instance, a single
particle existing in a superposition of two locations can be viewed as an entangled state of
two spatial modes – but this state clearly contains no PE since there is only one particle.
So if mode entanglement is the operationally useful quantity, and is not directly related
to PE, why are we interested in the latter? There are strong reasons to believe that PE
is a property worth quantifying and may be a resource in certain scenarios. For instance,
many-body entangled states of cold atoms, such as spin-squeezed states, can increase
precision in metrology thanks to their PE [46, 191, 220, 200, 106, 90].
In order to justify PE as a resource, one needs to provide the appropriate setting –
what is the analogue of LOCC for indistinguishable particles? In this chapter, we first
answer that question by finding a physically relevant set of quantum operations in which
1Not to be confused with particle entanglement as named in [230].
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PE cannot be created. These operations are constructed from combinations of append-
ing vacuum states, performing passive linear unitaries and making either non-demolition
measurements of total particle number, or else arbitrary but destructive measurements.
We prove that each of these sets of elements is as general as possible while resulting in
a consistent theory. In particular, the set of unitaries is physically motivated as “easy”
in many settings, corresponding to beam splitters and phase shifters in optics, and to
number-conserving non-interacting hamiltonians in condensed matter systems. These op-
erations, which we call particle-separable, define the basis of a resource theory for PE. as
we saw in section 1.5 such an approach has been widely employed recently to pin down
a variety of quantum properties beyond entanglement, such as quantum thermodynamics
[41], quantum coherence [216] and asymmetry [22]. With this structure in place, one
can begin to rigorously quantify PE and lay the ground for its systematic utilisation in
practical tasks.
As a first application, in section 5.4 we consider the metrological value of PE, in the
context of sensing rotations around a collective spin observable. It is known that PE can
result in a greater Quantum Fisher Information (QFI), a key figure of merit for the esti-
mation precision achievable with a given state [129, 226]. Beyond just acting as a witness
for PE, we show that the enhancement in QFI, suitably quantified, is a monotone un-
der particle-separable operations. It thus follows that operations with particle-entangling
power are needed to increase the utility of a state for metrology. This provides a funda-
mental quantitative assessment of the power of PE as a resource in quantum metrology
tasks.
In section 5.5 we use our framework to find the complete setting in which PE is a
resource for generating useful mode entanglement between parties. This fully generalises
earlier observations by Yurke and Stoler [251] and more recently by Killoran et al. [138],
the latter providing a starting impetus for this work. Specifically, by “useful” mode en-
tanglement we mean that which is accessible to parties who are constrained not only by
LOCC but also by a local particle-number superselection rule [240]. The latter constraint
renders superpositions of different particle numbers unobservable, and applies when parti-
cle number is conserved and the two parties do not have access to a shared phase reference
[23]. In practical terms, this corresponds to the inability to share laser light with a sta-
ble relative phase (in optics) or to share a coherently delocalised BEC (with cold atoms).
Under this limitation, less entanglement can be utilised [204, 230]. We show that useful
entanglement can be generated from an initial state by a particle-separable operation
exactly when the initial state contains non-zero PE. Furthermore, we find quantitative
relations between the amount of input PE and the output useful entanglement. This
shows that PE mirrors other quantum resources which may be similarly “activated” into
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useful entanglement [192, 219, 161]. These results provide a full generalisation of the
observations in [138]. There, it was found that the Schmidt coefficients of a pure PE state
remain invariant during its activation into a useful entangled state under a specific class of
unitary operations involving non-polarising beam splitters. Thus we have explored the full
resource-theoretic meaning of this activation, for the most general states and operations,
and quantified it via large classes of entanglement measures.
Our results have direct applications to real systems of indistinguishable bosons, in
particular entangled states of BECs [212, 130]. In section 5.6 we analyse one of a set of
recent experimental advances witnessing mode entanglement in BECs [81, 146, 153]. We
show that these fit into our framework and implement the above resource conversion. In
particular, our results enable for the first time a quantitative determination of the PE
content of the states produced in the experiment, based on quantifiers validated within
our resource theory framework.
Finally, in section 5.7 we find novel and surprising connections between PE and non-
classicality as employed in quantum optics. In that context, classical states are probabilis-
tic mixtures of coherent states [101, 221]. States lying outside this set are non-classical,
and are essential in many quantum technological applications [157]. Aided by a recent
resource theory formulation of non-classicality [91, 223, 247, 147], several parallels can be
formed between the two disparate topics. We find non-classicality to be a necessary but
not sufficient prerequisite for PE – however, non-classicality can be “unlocked” by using
multiple copies of a state. Thus we have a remarkable link between two uniquely quantum
resources.
5.2 Particle identity and superselection rules
We work with bosonic systems, for whichm orthogonal modes have associated annihilation
and creation operators ai, a
†
i , i = 0, . . . ,m − 1, satisfying the canonical commutation
relations [ai, aj] = 0, [ai, a
†
j] = δi,j. For a particular choice of modes, the second quantised
description is given in terms of the occupation numbers ni of each mode: |n0, . . . , nm−1〉 ∝
(a†m−1)
nm−1 . . . (a†0)
n0 |0, . . . , 0〉. All bosonic states then live in the Fock space spanned by
such vectors.
In order to make statements about entanglement between particles, it is necessary
to ensure that it is even sensible to talk about the particles comprising a state. Such
statements are meaningless when a state contains a superposition of different particle
numbers. Therefore we permit ourselves only to describe states of definite total particle
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number 2 – or probabilistic mixtures of such states [243, 67]. Mathematically, this is
described by a particle-number superselection rule (SSR), which forces any state ρ under
consideration to be block-diagonal with respect to the total number operator N̂ , also
expressed as [ρ, N̂ ] = 0. (We distinguish between the operator N̂ and its eigenvalues
N .) Similarly, all considered operations E (i.e., completely positive maps on the set of
states) must respect the SSR. This is ensured by taking only covariant operations, defined
by commutation [E ,Uθ] = 0 with the phase rotation channel Uθ(ρ) = e−iθN̂ρeiθN̂ for all
θ [23]. Equivalently, covariant operations can be performed via a dilation involving an
initially number-diagonal environment and a global particle number conserving unitary
interaction [137].
Any state of definite particle number N =
∑
i ni can be written in the first quantised
picture, where each particle has an internal state in the single-particle space H1 of dimen-
sion m (so that there is one degree of freedom for each mode). The overall state then lies
in the symmetric subspace of the N -system space, denoted by HN = S[H⊗N1 ]. A general
mixture of particle numbers ρ =
∑
N pNρ
(N) can be described as being a state on S[H⊗N1 ]
with probability pN . Where necessary in this chapter, we distinguish between the first
and second quantised forms of a pure state using the notation |ψ〉• and |ψ〉 respectively,
and similarly ρ• and ρ for a mixed state.
5.3 PE as a resource
As we saw in section 1.5 a resource theory is defined by two components: the set of free
states S, which possess no resource, and the set of free operations O, which do not add
any new resource into the system. (One also tends to think of free operations as possible
to perform without any resource, although this interpretation is not always clear.)
The set of free states for PE is straightforward to define. For fixed particle number
N , they must be non-entangled (separable) states in the first-quantised picture. Due to
symmetry, a pure N -particle free state is thus of the form |Ψ〉• = |ψ〉⊗N , also known as a





i creates a single particle in an arbitrary mode ψ. A mixed N -particle free
state is by definition symmetric and separable – it turns out (see appendix D.1) that this
2An alternative case can be made: a number superselection rule on operations is often in effect in
cold atoms and optics. Then a state ρS of system S is operationally equivalent to the dephased state
ΦS(ρS), unless one has access to a phase reference R such as a BEC or laser. But appending an additional
system can generally contribute to PE (appendix D.2), so R must be included within the description as
a resource. The joint system SR is then described as diagonal in total number.
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λi|ψi〉〈ψi|⊗N , λi ≥ 0,
∑
i
λi = 1. (5.2)




(N) such that each of these components in the first-quantised picture is of the
form (5.2).
We may then choose as free operations any set that preserves particle-separability. This
is required in order to ensure a consistent notion of a resource. There is often tension
between the desire for mathematical generality of these operations and wanting them to
have a known physical implementation. In our approach, we do not take the largest set
of quantum operations preserving particle-separability, but instead construct a physically
transparent set from elementary types of operations. We prove that each of these elements
is as general as possible.
In the spirit of the Stinespring dilation for quantum operations [180], we construct our
free operations out of three basic steps: (i) appending ancilliary modes; (ii) global unitary
operations; (iii) projective measurements. We investigate each of these in turn.
(i) Appending ancilliary modes: In mathematical terms, the action of appending to a
state ρ another set of modes in a fixed state σ means ρ→ ρ⊗σ in second quantisation. In
order to consider this a free operation, we restrict σ ∈ S. In most resource theories this
operation would preserve the set of free states [57]. However, the present theory is unusual
in that this generally fails – the simplest example is appending the single-particle state |1〉
to another copy of itself, as |1, 1〉 ≡ |1〉 |1〉 is not particle-separable. The reason for this
is that appending particles in new modes requires symmetrisation in the first quantised
picture, which creates PE. As we show in appendix D.2, the only ancilliary state σ that
guarantees preservation of free states is the vacuum.
(ii) Unitaries: The covariance condition for unitaries means that they preserve par-
ticle number: [U, N̂ ] = 0. Consider first the component U (N) acting on the N -particle
subspace. We see that U (N) preserves S if and only if it has the first-quantised action
U (N)•|ψ〉⊗N = |φ〉⊗N for every |ψ〉 ∈ H1, where |φ〉 can depend on |ψ〉. Perhaps unsur-
prisingly, this is equivalent to U (N)• = u⊗N for any single-particle unitary u, although the
argument is not immediate and invokes Wigner’s theorem on inner-product-preserving
transformations [241] (see appendix D.3). In principle, this u could be different for each
number N – however, the introduction of number measurements below implies that we
lose no generality by taking a fixed u. Such unitaries have a simple second-quantised




j, where uij are the
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elements of a unitary matrix. They describe single-particle rotations without interaction,
acting identically on all particles, and correspond to passive linear operations in optics,
which are easily generated by beam splitters and phase shifters [195].
(iii) Projective measurements: A projective measurement is given by a set of projectors
Πi which are orthogonal and complete: ΠiΠj = δi,jΠi,
∑
i Πi = 1. As for unitary opera-




⊗N ∝ |φ〉⊗N . However, we find that these conditions are only met by a
measurement of total particle number (see appendix D.4). In order to enlarge the set
of available measurements, we allow destructive measurements, in which the measured
modes are subsequently discarded. In appendix D.4 we demonstrate that this relaxation
allows any measurement adhering to the SSR to be performed on the system without in-
troducing PE. Such destructive measurements correspond to the majority of experimental
photon- and atom-counting techniques.
The set O of particle-separable operations is defined as all possible protocols which
result from combinations of the above elements, including possible conditioning of future
operations on the results of measurement outcomes. We also allow for the use of classical
randomness and coarse-graining – i.e., forgetting measurement outcomes. Mathematically,
an element in O is represented as a quantum instrument, which is a set of CP maps Ei
where each i labels a single (possibly coarse-grained) measurement outcome and the sum∑
i Ei is deterministic (trace-preserving). Note that an instrument can equivalently be
represented as a deterministic channel F(ρ) =
∑
i Ei(ρ) ⊗ |i〉〈i|X , where the outcome is
stored in a classical system X [6].
With this structure in place, we can now move naturally to define measures MPE of
PE. As is standard in quantum resource theories [57], we require that any measure of
PE fulfills the following three conditions. Condition (i)–It must not detect PE when
there is none, meaning MPE(ρ) = 0 for all ρ ∈ S (and optionally the converse may be
required). Condition (ii)–MPE must be a monotone, i.e. cannot increase under the ac-
tion of any particle-separable operation. This reflects the idea that particle-separable
operations cannot inject additional PE into the system. Monotonicity can be stated ei-
ther deterministically, MPE(ρ) ≥ MPE(E [ρ]) for any channel E ∈ O, or probabilistically,
MPE(ρ) ≥
∑
i piMPE(ρi) for an instrument {Ei} in O with outcomes piρi = Ei(ρ). Con-






A straightforward class of PE measures are given by the minimal distance between a
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where D is any suitable measure of distinguishability between two quantum states. Con-
ditions (i,iii) and the deterministic version of (ii) are met whenever D is contractive under
quantum channels (so that D(E(ρ), E(σ)) ≤ D(ρ, σ) for any channel E) and jointly con-
vex in its arguments; other properties may guarantee ensemble monotonicity (ii) (see
appendix D.5 and Ref. [57]).
5.4 Quantifying metrological power of PE
Now that we have determined the set of protocols under which PE may abstractly be con-
sidered a resource, we are in a position to demonstrate concrete tasks in which it is useful.
In this section, we use our resource theory to demonstrate a quantitative connection be-
tween PE and quantum metrology. A typical metrological setting involves a parameter θ
encoded into a system, such that the experimenter is given one of a parameterised family
of states ρθ, and the task is to estimate θ via measurements. Here, we focus on the case of
unitary encoding, whereby an initial state ρ evolves under a given Hamiltonian H, so that
ρθ = e
−iθHρeiθH . An important figure of merit is the quantum Fisher information (QFI)




ρ is the fidelity between
two states. The QFI can be thought of as a measure of speed of evolution for ρθ under
the dynamics generated by H. Its importance for metrology is given by the (quantum)
Cramér-Rao bound, which says that the uncertainty ∆θ in estimating θ is lower-bounded
by (∆θ)2 ≥ 1/(nF(ρ,H)) with n copies of ρθ provided [185].
PE is known to be a necessary resource for a quantum-enhanced metrology [46, 191]. For






N, α = x, y, z, where σαi
is a Pauli matrix acting on the ith particle; the spin in any direction n = (nx, ny, nz), with
|n| = 1, is denoted as n·S. Then, for any particle-separable state, we have F(ρ,n·S) ≤ 1
[226, 129]. Exceeding this bound witnesses PE, with the maximum possible QFI being





more recently proven [93]:









= 4V (ρ, h1). (5.4)
Based on this inequality, we define the following quantity as the amount by which the
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QFI exceeds the limit for particle-separable states:
MFPE(ρ) := max
h:‖h‖=1








N , [x]+ = max{x, 0} denotes the positive part
of x, and the maximisation is performed over all single-particle observables h with unit


























so that V (ρ, h) := 〈h2〉ρ − 〈h〉
2
ρ.
We can also extend the measure to include settings where one records measurement
outcomes in a classical memory M . In this case, a state is in “quantum-classical” form
ρSM =
∑
m pmρS|m ⊗ |m〉〈m|M , where pm is the probability of outcome m, ρS|m the
corresponding conditional state of the system S, and the states {|m〉} form an orthonormal
basis for the memory M . For such a state, the observable h is understood to only act on
S and not on the memory M , i.e.,
MFPE(ρSM) := max
hS :‖hS‖=1
[F(ρSM , HS)− 4V (ρSM , hS)]+ . (5.7)
As a consequence of this definition, the QFI part can be expressed as an average over
measurement outcomes,
∑
m pmF(ρS|m, HS), while the variance part is calculated for the
whole ensemble ρSM .
Remarkably, we find that MFPE is not only a witness of PE, but also a monotone under
particle-separable operations (without feed-forward):
Theorem 4. MFPE is convex and satisfies M
F
PE(ρ) = 0 ∀ρ ∈ S. Moreover, let ES→SM ∈ O
contain a single measurement round, such that no conditional operations are performed
after the measurement. We may write ES→SM(ρS) =
∑
m Em(ρS) ⊗ |m〉〈m|M , where Em
is the operation applied to ρS conditioned on outcome m. Then
MFPE(ρS) ≥MFPE(ES→SM [ρ]). (5.8)
The proof is presented in appendix D.6. Note that MFPE may vanish for some particle-
entangled states – however, for pure states, it does faithfully detect PE [93]. The mono-
tonicity result demonstrates that, beyond being a witness, MFPE captures the ordering of
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particle-entangled states under the free operations in the resource theory developed in
this paper. From a practical perspective, this shows the limitations on particle-separable
operations for enhancing the utility of a state for metrology, and ultimately provides an
original and operationally motivated tool to quantify PE by means of its metrological
value, in addition to the distance-based measures presented earlier.
A simplification is possible in the special case of two modes (i.e., when the particles are
qubits). Given ‖h‖ = 1, without loss of generality we can write h = |0〉〈0| + λ |1〉〈1| in
some basis, where |λ| ≤ 1. Since the QFI and variance are invariant under constant shifts










[F(ρ, Z)− 4V (ρ, σz)]+







N . Equality is obtained for λ = −1, i.e., h = σz. Hence, in this
case, the only remaining degree of freedom is the eigenbasis of h, which can be translated
into a spin direction n:
dimH1 = 2⇒MFPE(ρ) = max
n:|n|=1
[F(ρ,n · S)− 4V (ρ,n · σ)]+ . (5.10)
Note how, in addition to generalising (and tightening) the QFI witnesses proposed in
Refs. [226, 129], our measure MFPE differentiates itself by explicitly including the variance
of the single-particle observable, rather than being used to bound the measure. The
importance of its inclusion is apparent in the proof of Theorem 4, specifically in order
to show that MFPE is invariant under the addition of vacuum modes. When new modes
are included, the set of possible h observables increases, allowing for a greater possible
QFI – we may have maxh′ F(ρS⊗|0〉〈0|A, H ′) > maxhF(ρS, H). The variance component
nontrivially compensates for this effect.
5.5 Activating PE
Here, we describe another important task for which the utility of PE as a resource is
manifest. The original seeds of the activation protocol that we analyse here are in work
by Yurke and Stoler, who noted that two particles produced from separated, independent
sources can in fact be used to violate a Bell inequality [251]. The protocol that we
present is a direct application of our resource theoretic formulation and constitutes a full
generalisation of [138].
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Figure 5.1: a. Conversion protocol between PE and SSR-entanglement via the quan-
tum operation E ∈ O. The operation E converts a system of identical particles with
PE into a bipartite state, whose SSR-entanglement can be extracted and utilised in
quantum information tasks. The above diagram depicts the transformation |2, 2〉C
E∈O−→
(|1, 1〉A |1, 1〉B + |2, 0〉A |0, 2〉B + |0, 2〉A |2, 0〉B), having post-selected NA = NB = 2.
b. An example of a particle-separable operation is the action of a beam-splitter with a
vacuum, which can be used to activate the PE present in the state ρC .
Consider two separated parties, A and B, who want to perform some joint quantum
information protocol but are constrained to classical communication and additionally
lack a shared phase reference (conjugate to the number observable N̂A or N̂B). A phase
reference would be provided by a shared state containing coherence with respect to the
local number observable N̂A (or N̂B). In optics, a typical example is a laser coherently
split into modes held by each party, maintaining a fixed phase relationship. The analogue
in cold atoms is a coherently distributed BEC. Extensive discussions of the relationship
between SSRs and phase references can be found in Refs. [67, 23].
While each party may be unconstrained in their local operations, without sharing a
phase reference, the amount of entanglement accessible to them is reduced by the appli-
cation of an effective local SSR [23]. This SSR corresponds to both local particle numbers
N̂A and N̂B. A third party C is tasked with providing A and B with a shared entangled
state that they can use. To accomplish this, C has an initial resource state ρC of m modes
and can process it using any particle-separable operation E before distributing mA and
mB modes to each of A and B. (Recall that the operation E may introduce new vac-
uum modes and trace out some modes; see Fig. 5.1). The question is: how much useful
entanglement can be extracted in this way from ρC?
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Let σAB = E(ρC) be the output state sent to A and B, where E ∈ O is the distribution
operation performed by C. (Without loss of generality, using classical flags, we can take
this to be deterministic.) Due to the local SSR, from the perspective of A and B, this
state is operationally as useful as the state ΦA⊗ΦB(σAB) [205], where ΦS is the dephasing
channel local to subsystem S, removing quantum coherences between states of differing
local number N̂S
3.
For any measure E of bipartite entanglement, we can then define the corresponding
measure of entanglement accessible to A and B [23]:
ESSR(σAB) := E (ΦA ⊗ ΦB(σAB)) ≤ E(σAB). (5.11)
We say that a state σAB is SSR-separable whenever it has vanishing accessible entan-
glement – i.e., when ΦA ⊗ ΦB(σAB) is separable – and SSR-entangled otherwise. The
inequality in (5.11) follows from the fact that ΦA ⊗ ΦB is a local operation – the local
SSR generally reduces the amount of accessible entanglement. The aspect of the entan-
glement in σAB that is inaccessible, sometimes referred to as “fluffy bunny entanglement”
[244], is connected with superpositions of local number. Note that Wiseman and Vaccaro
[243] proposed the same class of measures (5.11) and found such SSR-entanglement to
require non-zero PE in the case of two particles.
We prove that PE in the initial state ρC is precisely the resource enabling the distribu-
tion of SSR-entanglement. Our first result is that the mapping between the two types of
entanglement is faithful, in that SSR-entanglement can be extracted exactly when there
is nonzero PE (see appendix D.8 for the proof):
Theorem 5. There exists an activation operation EC→AB ∈ O creating an SSR-entangled
state σAB from ρC if and only if ρC 6∈ S.
Moreover, almost any operation of the following type is sufficient to activate PE into
non-zero SSR-entanglement: for each mode i in C, attach a new mode in the vacuum
state, and perform a global passive-linear unitary coupling the modes (as in Fig. 5.1b).
We say “almost all” because the unitary must not be trivial by failing to couple some of the
modes. Ref. [138] examined activation for a specific class of unitary interactions, namely
a set of beam-splitters with identical transmission coefficients. However, we see that a
much more general statement is possible, expanding the scope to all particle-separable
operations.
3This may be written equivalently as a phase average ΦS(ρ) =
∫ 2π
0
dθ e−iθN̂SρeiθN̂S/2π or as a
“measure-and-forget” operation of the local number: ΦS(ρ) =
∑
n Pn,SρPn,S , where Pn,S is the pro-
jector onto the subspace of n particles in S.
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Beyond the faithful mapping between nonzero resources, we now quantitatively relate
the input and output forms of entanglement. One approach uses measures of both PE
and SSR-entanglement constructed in the same way. Recall the distance-based measure






D(ΦA ⊗ ΦB[ρAB], σAB). (5.12)
As shown in appendix D.7, when ρ respects the local SSR, the minimisation can be
equivalently performed over the smaller set of σAB being separable and respecting the
local SSR. Using this, we have:
Theorem 6. For any activation EC→AB ∈ O, EDSSR(EC→AB[ρC ]) ≤MDPE(ρC).
This shows that the amount of accessible entanglement extracted never exceeds the
initial amount of PE. Note, however, a subtlety: in general, this inequality is strict (apart
from when both sides are zero), due to a necessary reduction in entanglement after ap-
plying the dephasing operation ΦA ⊗ΦB and removing the “fluffy bunny entanglement”.
Alternatively, we can take any measure of SSR-entanglement and use it to construct
a new measure of PE. This is given by the maximal amount of SSR-entanglement which
can be created from a certain initial state:
Theorem 7. For any (convex) entanglement measure E, the quantity defined as
MEPE(ρ) := sup
EC→AB∈O
ESSR (EC→AB[ρC ]) (5.13)
is a (convex) measure of PE.
In other words, for any entanglement measure E, the corresponding quantity MEPE
satisfies criteria (i-iii). Theorem 7 gives a precise quantitative version of the statement
that PE is the resource for producing SSR-entanglement.
5.6 Experimentally measuring PE
In this section we demonstrate that our resource theory for describing PE and its acti-
vation encompasses recent experimental investigations [81, 146, 153] converting PE into
useful mode entanglement. This enables us to promptly analyse the experimental data
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from [81] in order to extract a lower bound to a measure of PE. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this constitutes the first instance of quantitative estimation of PE in an experiment.
The experimental method is as follows – see [81] for more details. The BEC is initialised
in a spin-squeezed state [213], which possesses PE. This state being prepared through
atomic collisions with a state-dependant potential on an atom chip, as described by [182].
The BEC is then released from its trap and allowed to expand during a 2.2ms time of
flight. During the expansion, the effect of interactions between atoms on their spin state
is negligible such that this step can be regarded as a beam-splitter operation. Namely
that an individual atoms has a 50:50 chance of being on either side of the split BEC post
expansion. These dynamics therefore fall within our set of particle-separable operations
4. In order to measure the spin components of the two spatially separated clouds we
set the spin axis by applying a Rabi rotation pulse to the entire atomic cloud then by
illuminating the atomic cloud with resonant laser pulses we record two high resolution
atomic absorption images to determine the atomic density distribution of the two atomic
states. These imaging pulses both project the atom into a well defined spin state and
localize its position. It should be noted that the measurement of spin components of
the spatially separated regions adheres to the local SSR 5. This experimental procedure is
then repeated several thousand times, where the spin measurement direction is alternated
between x, y and z.
The correlations between the two spatial regions are held in the spin components of the














where 1, 2 correspond to the internal degree of
freedom of the atom and η
(A,B)
eff accounts for finite spatial resolution in the detection of




y , can be measured by applying
appropriate spin rotations before detection, these local rotations also being allowed within
SSR constraints.




















∣∣∣〈ŜAx 〉∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣〈ŜBx 〉∣∣∣)2 ≥ 1 , (5.14)
in terms of variances and average values of spin observables. The condition (5.14) is
4The interaction of ultracold 87Rb atoms depends only very weakly on their spin state. During the
expansion of the BEC, the interactions therefore do not affect the spin state and are furthermore quickly
rendered small due to the decreasing density [51].
5Due to technical limitations a fraction of the atomic spins in a gap between the two regions is
discarded in the measurement process.
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Figure 5.2: Based on the measurements [81] we are able to extract the lower bound
given by the right-hand side of (5.15), on the PE measure MTrPE. The two sets of points
correspond to initialising the BEC either in a spin squeezed state (green), where Particle
Entanglement is present, or in a coherent spin state (orange), which is particle-separable.
Along the horizontal axis we vary the relative size of the two regions A and B from which
we extract the spin values as explained in [81]. In the experiment, technical limitations in
the resolution of assigning the atomic spins to the regions can lead to classical correlations,
resulting in apparent entanglement. We give an upper bound for these correlations as the
blue dashed line. For intermediate splitting ratios we find significant entanglement in the
case of the spin squeezed state while the coherent spin state remains compatible with
no particle entanglement within experimental error. On the right we show single-shot
absorption images of the atomic densities for the two internal degrees of freedom, with
an example of regions A and B used to define the collective spins ŜA and ŜB entering in
(5.15).
satisfied by all separable states and for any real constants gy,z, therefore certifying entan-
glement between system A and B whenever a violation is measured. In appendix D.9, we






























































We show an evaluation of this bound using experimental results in Fig. 5.2. The param-
eters gy,z are optimised numerically so that the left-hand side of (5.14) is minimised, as
this expression is more robust than (5.15) against experimental noise. This plot clearly
shows a positive amount of PE has been activated from a spin squeezed BEC and none
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from a coherent spin BEC state, as predicted from our theory.
The case study presented in this section reveals how our resource theoretic character-
isation of PE unlocks useful quantitative tools that can be readily employed by the cold
atoms community to benchmark present and future experiments, including demonstra-
tions of entanglement production and manipulation, sensing and metrology tasks, and
other quantum technology protocols empowered by PE.
5.7 Connections to non-classicality
While coherent spin states are considered classical in cold atoms settings with fixed par-
ticle number, continuous-variable coherent states in quantum optics provide the model
of classical light. Non-classical states display features such as photon anti-bunching,
sub-poissonian statistics and squeezing [92], and form the basis of many quantum techno-
logical applications [157] As has been recently appreciated, [91, 247, 147] non-classicality
can also be quantified with its own resource theory. In this section we demonstrate some
remarkable connections between the resources theories for PE and non-classicality.
Recall that a single-mode coherent state |α〉 is an eigenstate of the annihilation operator:
a |α〉 = α |α〉, and a multi-mode coherent state may be written as |α〉 := |α1〉 . . . |αm〉,
where α = (α1, . . . , αm) ∈ Cm. A state is called classical if it can be written as a
probabilistic mixture of coherent states:
ρ =
∫
d2mαP (α) |α〉〈α| , P (α) ≥ 0. (5.16)
Due to the SSR employed here, we restrict to number-diagonal (ND) classical states – i.e,
those satisfying [ρ, N̂ ] = 0.
The operationally motivated free operations for non-classicality, presented in Ref. [247],
are very close to particle-separable operations. The only differences are that (i) rather than
only the vacuum, any classical state may be prepared for free in a new mode and (ii) non-
destructive measurements of total particle number can create non-classicality. Moreover,
there is an entirely analogous protocol activating non-classicality into mode entanglement
[140, 235, 13] (which in fact extends to more general notions of non-classicality [139]).
Whereas PE can be activated under particle-separable operations into SSR-entanglement,
nonclassicality activates into entanglement accessible without local SSR constraints –
equivalently, entanglement which can be accessed when a shared phase reference is avail-
able.
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This observation immediately implies a relation between the free states of the two
resource theories: all ND classical states are particle-separable. This follows from the fact
that a classical state is always activated onto a separable state, which is always also SSR-
separable, implying via Theorem 5 that the input is particle-separable. In fact, this can be
shown by a more direct argument, with details in appendix D.10. Essentially, any multi-
mode coherent state |α〉 can be regarded as a single-mode state – for any choice of mode




2. So any classical state is a probabilistic mixture of terms in which
all particles occupy the same mode.
Evidently, ND classical states form a strict subset of particle-separable states. Con-
sequently, we may say that nonclassicality is lower-bounded by PE in the sense that,
for any distance measure of nonclassicality MDNC constructed in the manner of (5.3), the
inequality MDNC ≥MDPE holds.
What distinguishes the two sets of free states? As noted earlier, a striking property of
PE is that multiple copies of a free state ρ do not in general jointly form a free state.
Viewed through the activation protocol, this is equivalent to saying that two copies of an
SSR-separable state may be SSR-entangled. This is possible because of the way the SSR
behaves for multiple copies of a system [230, 204]. If A and B share two pairs of entangled
systems, (A1, B1) and (A2, B2), then the particle number local to A is N̂A = N̂A1 + N̂A2
and similarly for B. The local SSR is applied by ΦA ⊗ ΦB 6= ΦA1 ⊗ ΦA2 ⊗ ΦB1 ⊗ ΦB2 .
The lack of factorisation is due to degeneracy in the eigenvalues of N̂A, N̂B. For example,
(|0〉A|1〉B + |1〉A|0〉B)/
√







(|00〉A|11〉B + |01〉A|10〉B + |10〉A|01〉B + |11〉A|00〉B) (5.17)
is SSR-entangled thanks to correlations in the block NA = NB = 1. This phenomenon
is closely related to work-locking in quantum thermodynamics, whereby coherence in one
copy of a state is useless for work extraction but becomes usable in two copies [160].
A tensor product of two classical states is always classical, hence multiple copies of an
ND classical state always have zero PE. Are these the only states with this property? We




nates at a finite maximum. In this case, the resource content of two copies is sufficient to
distinguish the classical subset of particle-separable states (note that all classical states
apart from the vacuum are necessarily unbounded in number):
Theorem 8. Two copies ρ⊗2 of a number-bounded state ρ are particle-separable if and
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only if ρ is the vacuum.
(See the proof in appendix D.10.) In the general unbounded case, let us first take
pseudo-pure states, by which we mean those obtained by applying the SSR to a pure
state: ρ = Φ(|ψ〉〈ψ|). It is known that in the limit k → ∞ of many copies |ψ〉⊗k of a
pure entangled state, the SSR is effectively lifted in that the full entanglement entropy
is distillable [204]. One may then argue from the activation protocol as follows: a non-
classical state at the input results in entanglement at the output; many copies of this state
must therefore result in an SSR-entangled state. Hence any non-classical pseudo-pure
state must fail to be particle-separable with sufficiently many copies. An even stronger
statement is in fact possible:
Theorem 9. Two copies Φ(|ψ〉〈ψ|)⊗2 of a pseudo-pure state are particle-separable if and
only if |ψ〉 is classical.
Therefore we see that non-classicality of any pseudo-pure state, even if particle-separable,
can always be unlocked into non-zero PE by taking only two copies.
Finally, we prove the strongest possible connection between particle-separable and clas-
sical states, which concerns the case of arbitrarily many copies. The only assumption here
is of a finite mean particle number (and, as usual, ρ = Φ(ρ)).




<∞, and suppose that ρ⊗k






Consequently, ρ⊗k is particle-separable for all k if and only if ρ is classical.
The importance of this result is the realisation that every (finite mean number) non-
classical state has the potential to contain particle entanglement, and thus all of the
associated resource value, once sufficiently many copies are taken. The proof (in ap-
pendix D.10) follows from a novel de Finetti-type theorem, which may be of independent
interest.
5.8 Discussion
We have shown that entanglement between identical particles, despite its seemingly fic-
titious nature, is described by a consistent resource theory whose free operations are
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implementable in a wide range of physical systems. Far from just an abstract quantity,
this particle entanglement can be quantified by virtue of the advantage it yields for quan-
tum metrology, and can be activated, via the same types of free operations, into directly
accessible mode entanglement. This occurs in a setting where phase references are not
easily shared between separated parties, enforcing a local SSR.
While we have found the most general form that such an activation may take, some
important questions remain open. Theorem 7 expresses the maximum activated SSR-
entanglement from a given state as a measure of PE – however, because of our construc-
tion we can raise the following question: What is the optimal operation to activate this
entanglement? This may depend on the measure being employed, but it is plausible that
such an optimal operation should be unitary; Lemma 5 in appendix D.8 proves a simplifi-
cation from the full space of passive linear unitaries down to only one real parameter per
mode, making the optimisation feasible.
Our formulation reveals PE as fundamentally connected not only to entanglement under
SSRs, but also to continuous variable non-classicality. In particular, we have shown that
SSR-compliant classical states possess no PE. Consequently, PE is a stronger (rarer)
resource than non-classicality. Nevertheless, by utilising multiple copies of a state, one
may unlock its non-classicality into PE. This unlocking is possible with two copies of
any pure non-classical state; in general, non-classicality always results in PE after taking
sufficiently many copies. Hence, in a sense, non-classicality emerges as a many-copy limit
of PE. It is worth exploring other quantitative ways in which this limit may manifest
itself.
It is also worth noting some similarity with other resource theories. For instance, the
structure of particle-separable operations bears some resemblance to “strictly incoherent
operations”, a set of free operations for quantum coherence [248]. Without measurements,
particle-separable operations coincide with the zero-temperature limit of a recent treat-
ment of continuous-variable thermodynamics [174] (see also the related approach [208]).
One could therefore explore thermodynamical consequences of PE in future work.
Finally, we would like to motivate the wider theoretical and experimental applicability
of our framework for PE. In addition to describing the metrological power and the
activation of entanglement from a BEC, the framework applies to any system of identical
bosons, opening up the possibility of investigating PE beyond BECs and optics, to other
condensed matter systems in which entanglement is of interest, such as superfluid Helium
[119].
A study of PE in fermionic systems could also be pursued, as this would have additional
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relevance for condensed matter. However, there are significant differences with the bosonic
case. For instance, in the fermionic counterpart of the resource theory reported here, the
free states, being both antisymmetric and particle-separable, would be just the single-
particle and vacuum states.
It is hoped that the results presented here will stimulate further theoretical and ex-
perimental studies, across the communities of quantum information, quantum optics and
condensed matter, in order to gain valuable insight into genuinely quantum properties of
identical particles and their technological applications.
Chapter 6
Final remarks
I started this thesis with a somewhat metaphorically strained bridge connecting to-
gether the two seemingly disparate topics of thermodynamics and quantum mechanics.
In chapter 1 I presented how our calculation and understanding of the entropic function
has provided the important conceptual and historical steps along the way that help us
arrive at a consistent world view.
However, upon taking our steps along this bridge it quickly became apparent that
although said bridge provided us with a way to cross over it did not tell us what to
do when we got there. Hence why the title of this thesis was not simply “The role of
quantum information in thermodynamics” (aside from the fact that this title was already
taken [103]) but rather a dialogue between quantum information and thermodynamics, it
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is very much a two way bridge.
In chapter 2, by elevating thermodynamics to a resource theory, with thermal non
equilibrium being the resource in question, we are able to make equal handed statements
about thermodynamic work and entanglement in the same equations. In chapter 3 be-
cause of results concerning the emergence of thermodynamic fluctuation relations from
majorisation theory [8], we demonstrate an equivalent appearance of fluctuation relations
governing the behaviour of quantum coherence.
In chapter 4, thanks to the conceptual notions of indistinguishability that arise from
Gibbs’ thermodynamic thought experiment, we are motivated to ask the same questions
for quantum particles. Following on from this in chapter 5 we look more deeply at what
this notion of indistinguishability means for the properties of an ensemble of identical
quantum particles and the importance of the correcting N ! that was present in equivalent
thermodynamic ensembles.
These works can only claim to be a result of the dialogue between thermodynamics and
quantum not a supersedence of one physical theory by the other. In the future I hope
that a better understanding of this complex relationship will not only allow us to state
our field of quantum thermodynamics without ridicule, but will also give us greater insight
into far larger questions: the emergence of the quantum from the classical, the way in
which we understand and quantify information in a physical system, the incorporation or
indeed separation of the observer in or from our theories. These are the very questions
that arise during our metaphorical crossing.
I will finish with the following quote from (the supervisor of Charles Kittel)
Frederic Keffer:
“The future belongs to those who can manipulate entropy; those who understand but
energy will be only accountants.” [108]
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Appendix A
A.1 Distillable work under thermal operations
Here we present an explicit proof of Eq. (2.3) in the main text, formalizing the connection
between the distillable work under TO and the relative entropy of athermality. In what
follows, will drop the system subscript B for simplicity.
We start by recalling the main result of [41]: given an initial state ω of a system with
Hamiltonian H, and a target state ω′ of a system with Hamiltonian H ′, the asymptot-
ically achievable rates R in a state transformation ω⊗n → (ω′)⊗[Rn] operated by TO at




∥∥∥γ⊗n) ≥ S ((ω′)⊗[Rn]∥∥∥(γ′)⊗[Rn]) , (A.1)
where γ := Z−1e−βH and γ′ := (Z ′)−1e−βH
′
are the Gibbs states of the input and output







∥∥∥γ⊗n ⊗ γ⊗[Rn]P )− S (|1〉〈1|⊗[Rn]P ∥∥∥γ⊗[Rn]P )
= nS(ρ‖γ) + [Rn]S (|0〉〈0|P ‖γP )− [Rn]S (|1〉〈1|P ‖γP )









= nS(ρ‖γ)− [Rn] βE ,















Taking the supremum as dictated by Eq. (2.2) yields Eq. (2.3), as claimed.
A.2 Bipartite quantum thermal states
As we have seen in the main text, the assisted framework for work distillation allows
Alice to perform any given POVM {ΠA,i}i. It is natural to ask, under what conditions
the assistance by Alice is a valuable resource that helps to distil more work. In this section
we show that this is indeed the case whenever the bipartite state Alice and Bob share is
not a product state. In other words, any state which cannot be created for free via the
allowed operations constitutes a resource for extracting work on Bob’s side.





In other words, the assistance by Alice allows to extract more work than Bob could in the
unassisted setting.
Before we present a proof of the above result, it may be useful to recall an elementary
lemma.
Lemma 12. A bipartite quantum state ρAB is factorized iff for all ΠA ≥ 0 the operator
TrA [ΠA ⊗ 1B ρAB] is proportional to a fixed state σB (independent of ΠA).
Proof. Since any operator can be written as a complex linear combination of at most four
positive operators, we deduce that for all operators NA we have that TrA [NA ⊗ 1B ρAB] =
c(N)σB, where c(N) is a complex scalar. Choosing NA = |i〉〈j|A for some basis |i〉A of
















implying that ρAB = ρA ⊗ ρB is factorized.
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We are now ready to prove the main result of this section.
Proof of Proposition 11. Upon measuring her subsystem, Alice will leave Bob in the state
ρ̃B,i ∝ TrA [ΠA,i ⊗ 1B ρAB] of (2.4) with probability pi = Tr [ρAΠA,i]. By Lemma 12, we
know that if ρAB 6= ρA ⊗ ρB there are two positive operators ΠA,1,ΠA,2 ≥ 0 such that
ρ̃B,1 6= ρ̃B,2. Up to rescaling them, we can make sure that ΠA,1 + ΠA,2 ≤ 1A, so that there
exists a valid POVM that includes both ΠA,1 and ΠA,2. Invoking the strict concavity of
the entropy, it is then elementary to establish that























= −S(ρB)− Tr [ρB log γB]
= S(ρB‖γB) ,
which concludes the proof.
A.3 Work of assistance as a function of the Henderson–
Vedral measure
Suppose Alice performs a general quantum operation {ΠA,i}i, causing Bob to receive a
state ρ̃B,i, with the associated probabilities Tr ρAΠA,i = pi. She can use her classical
communication channel to choose a measurement so that Bob’s extractable work is max-
imized,
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The work of assistance can also be written in the following way,

































piρ̃B,i = ρB. Therefore the work of assistance refers to Alice attempting to minimize
the local entropy on Bob’s side via her measurement,
















which is also additive. In order to further investigate the work of assistance we can employ










where, like the work of assistance (A.6), the maximization is taken over all the measure-
ments {ΠA,i} applied on Alice’s subsystem. Substituting this into (2.5) allows us to write














(S(ρB||γB) + J→(ρAB)) . (A.10)
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A.4 The regularized work of assistance is the maxi-
mum distillable work with one-way communica-
tion
Here we argue that the regularized work of assistance W
B|A
a,∞ of Eq. (2.7) coincides with
the optimal work distillation rate when only Alice → Bob classical communication is
allowed. In this case, it makes no difference whether Bob has access to all Gibbs-preserving
operations or only to thermal ones. Therefore, our claim also implies that the work of
collaboration W
B|A
c of Eq. (2.15) coincides with W
B|A
a,∞ when the operations on Bob’s side
are required to be thermal, i.e. O = TO.
Start by considering a rate R that is achievable for a fixed state ρ of AB in the sense
of Eq. (2.15), where we assume from now on that O = TO. This means that there is a
sequence {Λn}n of operations on A : BP obtained by concatenating arbitrary quantum
instruments on Alice, classical communication Alice→ Bob, and TO on Bob’s side (which







= |1〉〈1|⊗[Rn]P + δn ,
where the above equation defines a sequence of “remainder terms” {δn}n that: (i) are
traceless, i.e. such that Tr δn = 0; (ii) satisfy εn := ‖δn‖1 → 0 as n→∞. By definition of











































































where we remembered that the Gibbs state of the qubit battery is given by Eq. (A.2).



























provided that those limits exist. We now claim that the second and third term on the
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where in the last step we used the fact that limn→∞ εn = 0. As for the third term on the







= (log γP )⊗1⊗ . . .⊗1+1⊗ (log γP )⊗ . . .⊗1+ . . .+1⊗ . . .⊗1⊗ (log γP ) ,
from which one deduces immediately that∥∥∥log (γ⊗[Rn]P )∥∥∥∞ = [Rn] ‖log γP‖∞ .























where the last step is made possible by the fact that ‖ log γP‖∞ is a constant independent
of n.
We have thus established that the r.h.s. of Eq. (A.12) coincides with the regularized
work of assistance Wa,∞, which then upper bounds any achievable rate in the expression
for the work of collaboration corresponding to the setting where Bob can only access TO.
This concludes the proof.
A.5 Work of assistance for isotropic states
We now continue with an explicit example of how the work of assistance can be com-
puted by considering the following non-trivial family of bipartite states. The isotropic
states [125] on a d× d system appear as





where Φd = |Φd〉〈Φd| is the maximally entangled state |Φd〉 := 1√d
∑d
i=1 |ii〉. The isotropic




The choice of an isotropic state allows us to quantify the role of entanglement in the work
of assistance through the constant λ.
In this section we will attempt to determine the ensemble {pi, ρ̃B,i} of d-dimensional
states obtained when Alice measures her subsystem of an isotropic state ρAB(λ) where
λ is a priori fixed. We will then attempt to determine the form of this ensemble that
maximizes the distillable work on Bob’s subsystem.
Consider a POVM {ΠA,i} such that pi = TrAB[(ΠA,i ⊗ 1)ρAB(λ)] and piρ̃i = TrA[(ΠA,i ⊗
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By imposing Tr ρ̃i = 1, this yields,






































1B for λ ≥ 0
< 1−λ
d
1B for λ < 0
. (A.22)




1± δi, δi ≥ 0 ∀ i. (A.23)
From this ensemble we will attempt to find a POVM on A that generates it. We start







































implying that the above operators form a valid POVM if they have the form Πi := ± dλpiδi.















































































confirming our choice of POVM.
In order to use this conceived ensemble in the work of assistance (2.5) it must mini-
mize the entropy. In order for a mixed state to minimize its entropy it must concentrate
its spectrum on a single eigenvalue, making it as pure as possible. The conditions on these
states (A.21) and probabilities (A.20) are that their average is the maximally mixed state
and that equation (A.22) is satisfied for positive or negative fixed values of λ.
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which, using λ+ 1−λ
d
= 1− (d− 1)1−λ
d
, allows us to write down the work of assistance for
this family of states,
WB|Aa (ρAB(λ)) = −
1
β












where H(p1, ..., pd) = −
∑
i pi log pi is the Shannon entropy.
It is known [142] [115, p. 448] that the Henderson-Vedral measure J→ and hence the
work of assistance (2.6) is additive over the family of isotropic states.
A.6 Monotonicity and rewriting of W
B|A
r (ρAB)







where the minimization is taken over the set QT .
As the thermal state γB appearing within the QT state ΓAB = σA ⊗ γB is fixed, the





















Tr ρA log σA
)
− Tr ρB log γB − S(ρAB)
)
. (A.32)









S(ρAB||ρA ⊗ γB). (A.33)
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If we take the bipartite quantum state Λ(ρAB) = ρ̃A′B where Λ are the set of allowed






S (ρ̃A′B||σ̃A′ ⊗ γB)
≤ 1
β
S (ρ̃A′B||ρA ⊗ γB)
≤ 1
β
S (ρAB||ρA ⊗ γB)
=WB|Ar (ρAB) , (A.34)
where Λ (ρA ⊗ γB) = σ̃A′ ⊗ γB, demonstrating the monotonicity of WB|Ar (ρAB) under
the set of allowed operations. Also due to the additivity property of relative entropy,
W
B|A
r (ρAB) is also additive.
We also note that W
B|A






















(S(ρB||γB) + I(ρAB)) . (A.35)
which is a measure of the shared total correlations between the two parties.
A.7 Upper bound on the work of collaboration
In this section we will prove that the work of collaboration is upper bounded byW
B|A
r (ρAB),
WB|Ar (ρAB) ≥ WB|Ac (ρAB). (A.36)
This proof will follow analogously to [232, 58]. Let R be an achievable rate for Eq. (2.15),







= |1〉〈1|⊗[Rn]P +δn, where limn→∞ ‖δn‖1 = 0. Using the monotonicity
of W
B|A
r together with its additivity, and repeating the steps in Eq. (A.11), we obtain












































Note that the equality in the third line holds because the battery P is on Bob’s side.
Employing the already established Eq. (A.13) and (A.14), we arrive at the bound RE ≤
W
B|A
r (ρAB), concluding the proof.
Appendix B
B.1 Proof of necessary and sufficient conditions for
B(S)IO state transformations
Here we complete the proof of the Theorem in Section 3.4.
B.1.1 Sufficient conditions
Starting with the conditional probability distribution P (i, w|j) satisfying Conditions 1–
3 as discussed in Section 3.4, let us define a sequence of initial and final states of the




















ix′(S) |j〉A ⊗ |cx′〉B. (B.2)
Here pi,w :=
∑d












denotes an indicator function, i.e., it equals 1 if the index k ∈ S and 0
otherwise. Furthermore, we set N := n− 2fmax, with fmax := max
w
{|fw|}.
We then need to construct a sequence of bistochastic matrices G(N) mapping the
128
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(nonzero) diagonal entries of Φ
(N)
AB to those of Ψ
(N)
AB [37]. The following adapts the proof
reported in [9] for entanglement theory, to which the reader is referred for further details.
Let us begin by defining a new probability distribution
P (i, x|j, x′) :=
∑
w
P (i, w|j)δx′−x,fw , (B.4)

































≤ w, which follows from the definitions (3.16) and (B.3).
With this newly defined conditional probability P (i, x|j, x′), a sequence of sub-bistochastic
matrices can now be constructed, whose rows and columns are labelled by the reference
product basis of system and battery, say |i, z〉AB and |j, z′〉AB, respectively. Here and in
the following we employ the shorthand notation z ∈ χx to mean |z〉 ∈ supp(χx). Then,
for all z ∈ χx, z′ ∈ χx′ , where now the values of x, x′ are truncated as x, x′ ∈ {0, ..., n},
let
R(N)(i, z|j, z′) := P (i, x|j, x′)u−x(u− 1)x−n . (B.8)
Using Eqs. (B.5)–(B.7), we see that the matrices R(N)(i, z|j, z′) are not bistochastic, but






























u−x(u− x)x−nix+fw(S) . (B.9)
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Finally, we can define a sequence of bistochastic matrices G(N)(i, z|j, z′) based on
R(N)(i, z|j, z′), such that the action of the latter on the support of ∆(Φ(N)) is left in-
tact. This can be done as follows:
G(N)(i, z|j, z′) :=
 R






























(u − 1)n−x′ , so that dµ is the number of
columns of G(N) not belonging to the support of ∆(ΦN). It follows by construction that














G(N)(i, z|j, z′) = 1 . (B.11)






. This means that, according to [37], there exists a sequence of (S)IO
protocols Λ
(N)







We are only left to verify that limN→∞
∣∣Ψ(N)〉
AB




|φ〉A⊗|λ〉B. For the final states
∣∣Φ(N)〉
AB
, which are uncorrelated across the system versus




which are instead entangled across such a split, we need to analyse the large N limit
explicitly. It is straightforward to show [9] that the overlaps between the states
∣∣Ψ(N)〉
AB









|i〉A ⊗ |cx〉B, (B.12)





























N→∞−→ 1 . (B.13)
This concludes the proof of the sufficient conditions for the B(S)IO state transformation
(3.1).
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B.1.2 Necessary conditions
Here we show that the conditional probability distribution P (i, w|j) defined in Eq. (3.29)
satisfies the three conditions detailed in Eqs. (3.25), (3.26), and (3.27).
Before proceeding, let us note that all the (diagonal) battery states considered in the
protocol of Section 3.4 live entirely in the subspace B introduced in Section 3.3. Ac-
cordingly, the supports of ∆(ΨAB) and ∆(ΦAB) are contained in the relevant subspace
V := D(HA) ⊗ B of the state space of system and battery, and the whole protocol de-
scribed in Section 3.4 to construct P (i, w|j) maps this subspace into itself. It follows that,
as ∆(ΨAB) ≺ ∆(ΦAB) by hypothesis, then one can find permutations Ξm and probabil-
ities rm such that the unital map EAB of the form (3.5) satisfies (3.28) and furthermore
leaves invariant the projector 1A ⊗BB onto V .
To prove Condition 1 (normalisation), we sum over the initial reference basis i and the
extracted coherence w,∑
i,w





















B = BB and that both the map E and the map






preserving. This proves Eq. (3.25).











































Using the above relation we can write∑
w,j




























= 1 , (B.16)
where in the final line we have used the property of the unital map E to preserve the
projector on the diagonal support, while in the second line we have approximated αx′ ≈
αx′− w
δw
. To verify the validity of the approximation, we invoke Eq. (3.24), which yields∣∣∣∑
w,j
P (i, w|j)ew − 1
∣∣∣ ≤∑
w,x′












8ε fmax(fmax + 1) , (B.17)
with fmax defined after Eq. (B.3). This shows that Eq. (3.26) is fulfilled in the limit ε→ 0.
We conclude by proving Condition 3, that expresses the correspondence between the
marginal probabilities and the diagonal components of the states of the system. Using
the definition (3.30) of the conditional probability, we can write∑
w,j




















where we have used Eq. (3.28) and the approximation
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P (i, w|j)qj − pi
∣∣∣∣ = ∑
i
∣∣Tr[(|i〉〈i|A ⊗BB)EAB(∆(φA ⊗ λB)−∆(ΦAB))]∣∣
≤ 1
2
||EAB(∆(φA ⊗ λB − ΦAB))||1
≤ 1
2




where we have further used the contractivity of the trace distance under quantum channels
and the fact that 1
2
||ρ − σ||1 = max
0≤X≤1
|Tr[X(ρ − σ)]| for two density matrices ρ and σ.
This shows that Eq. (3.27) is fulfilled as well in the limit ε→ 0.
B.2 Forward and reverse protocols for Crooks’ co-
herence relation
Here we construct and investigate both forward and reverse protocols for battery assisted
(S)IO state transformations. The existence of a (S)IO protocol for the state transforma-
tion |Ψ〉AB → |Φ〉AB, hereby referred to as forward protocol, is ensured by the majorisation






m = EAB(∆(ΦAB)). (B.21)
Let us now define a state |Ψ′〉AB with the same diagonal support as |Φ〉AB and a state
|Φ′〉AB with the same diagonal support as |Ψ〉AB, such that the existence of a (S)IO
protocol for the state transformation |Ψ′〉AB → |Φ′〉AB, hereby referred to as reverse













from which it is explicit that ∆(Ψ′AB) ≺ ∆(Φ′AB).
According to the B(S)IO framework, as we have seen in Section 3.4, the forward protocol
gives rise to a conditional probability distribution P (i, w|j), which takes into account the
fact that the coherence in the battery can fluctuate by an amount w with probability
P (w). Analogously, we will consider that in the reverse protocol the coherence in the
battery is allowed to change by an amount −w with probability P rev(−w).
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Our aim is to compare the coherence distributions in the forward and reverse protocols.
To do so, let us adopt the setting of B.1.1, and consider a sequence of forward (S)IO
protocols implementing the transformations |Ψ(N)〉AB → |Φ(N)〉AB, with initial and final
states defined in Eqs. (B.1) and (B.2). In B.1.1 we have introduced a sequence of bis-
tochastic matrices G(N) mapping the (nonzero) diagonal coefficients of Φ
(N)
AB to those of
Ψ
(N)
AB . We will use the fact that, by construction, these matrices satisfy
G(N)(i, z|j, z′) = Tr[(|i〉〈i|A ⊗ |z〉〈z|B)EAB(|j〉〈j|A ⊗ |z′〉〈z′|B)] . (B.23)
Let us now define the transition matrix
Q(i, x|j, x′) := Tr[(|i〉〈i|A ⊗ ΠxB)EAB(|j〉〈j|A ⊗ χx′B)] . (B.24)
From now on, we will assume for simplicity that w
δw
is an integer, i.e., fw ≡ wδw . Fur-
thermore, we will impose x′ ∈ S, that is, we will limit the index x′ to span within the
range in which the diagonal component of the battery has support. In this range, we have
specifically















(u− 1)x′−nP (i, x|j, x′)




P (i, w|j)δx′−x, w
δw
, (B.25)
where in the last line we have used Eq. (B.4). This means that, in the relevant range of
x′, Q(i, x|j, x′) is directly related with the bistochastic matrix mapping the diagonal state
coefficients in the forward protocol.
Inspired by Eq. (B.22), we can analogously define a transition matrix for the reverse
protocol, given by
Qrev(j, x′|i, x) := Tr[(|j〉〈j|A ⊗ Πx
′
B )E∗AB(|i〉〈i|A ⊗ χxB)] . (B.26)
Noting that
Qrev(j, x′|i, x) =u
x′(u− 1)n−x′
ux(u− 1)n−x
Q(i, x|j, x′) , (B.27)
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this can be rewritten as














































B )E∗AB(|i〉〈i|A ⊗ χx′′− wδwB)]. (B.28)
This is now approximated to an ideal battery, which gives











































AB(|i〉〈i|A ⊗ χx′′B)] , (B.30)
The distribution (B.30) is the counterpart to the distribution P (i, w|j) given in (3.30) for
the forward protocol, and it satisfies analogous conditions to those proved in B.1.2, i.e.,∑
j,w
P rev(j,−w|i) =1 , (B.31)∑
i,w
P rev(j,−w|i)e−w =1 , (B.32)∑
i,w
P rev(j,−w|i)q′i =p′j , (B.33)
where p′i and q
′
i respectively denote the diagonal elements of the initial and final states of
the system A in the reverse protocol.
Therefore, given a sequence of forward (S)IO protocols with transition matrixQ(i, x|j, x′)
mapping the diagonal coefficients of final states |Φ(N)〉AB to those of initial states |Ψ(N)〉AB,
there exists a sequence of reverse (S)IO protocols with transition matrix Qrev(j, x′|i, x)
mapping the diagonal coefficients of final states |Φ′(N)〉AB to those of initial states |Ψ′(N)〉AB.
The initial and final states for the reverse protocol can then be chosen, in analogy to the
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N ′ + 1








N ′ + 1












, and N ′ := N − 2fmax, thus
ensuring that x′ ∈ S. It is easy then to verify that Eq. (B.22) is satisfied for the reverse
protocol in the limit N →∞, adapting the derivation of B.1.1.
The coherence analogue of Crooks’ theorem can now be obtained. In Crooks’ theorem
both the initial and final states are thermal, here to derive its equivalent the final states
of both the forward and reverse protocols will be taken to be maximally coherent (with




















Now recalling the definition (3.14) with x = x′ − w
δw
, and expanding as in (B.15), we can
rewrite Eq. (B.27) simply as
Qrev(j, x′|i, x) = ewQ(i, x|j, x′) , (B.38)
from which it is immediate to see that the above two distributions P (w) and P rev(−w)
obey Crooks’ analogue relation given in Eq. (3.44).
Appendix C
C.1 Classical treatment
C.1.1 Classical state space and microscopic dynamics
Here, we describe the classical setting with identical particles having an internal spin
degree of freedom that is not accessed by the experimenter. The aim is to give a treatment
that parallels the quantum one so that the two cases can be compared fairly. Each particle
has two degree of freedom – a position x = 1, . . . , d and a spin s = 1, . . . , S – which are
the accessible and hidden degrees of freedom, respectively. (Note that we only require
S = 2 in the main text.)
We start from the point of view of a hypothetical observer for whom all the particles are
fully distinguishable. The effective indistinguishability of the particles will be imposed
later by a suitable restriction on the allowed operations. This is rather like the first-
quantised description of quantum identical particles. The underlying state space of N
distinguishable particles is
ΣN = {(x, s) | x ∈ [d]N , s ∈ [S]N}, (C.1)
where [k] = {1, 2, . . . , k}. This can be expressed as a Cartesian product ΣN = ΣxN × ΣsN
of the individual spaces for each degree of freedom.
A thermodynamical operation involves coupling the particles to a heat bath and work
reservoir, the latter two of which we group into a joint system called the “apparatus” A.
This has its own state space ΣA whose states we designate by a label a. A state of the
whole system can therefore be specified by a tuple (x, s, a). We assume the underlying
microscopic dynamics to be deterministic and reversible; thus, an evolution of whole
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system consists of an invertible mapping
(x, s, a)→ (x′, s′, a′). (C.2)
C.1.2 Dynamics independent of spin and particle label
Now we impose the condition that the operation be spin independent. This translates
into two features: i) the spins are all unchanged, so s′ = s, and ii) x′ and a′ are functions
of x and a only, not s. It is clear that s is completely decoupled from the other variables,
so that the dynamics of the apparatus are the same for any value of s. Thus we can drop
the redundant information and designate states of the whole system by (x, a).
Next, we impose operational indistinguishability of the particles, again by restricting
the allowed operations. An allowed operation must be invariant under a rearrangement of
particle labels. For a permutation π ∈ SN , let π[x] = (xπ(1), . . . , xπ(N)). Then we require
that
(x, a)→ (x′, a′)⇒ (π[x], a)→ (π[x′], a′) ∀π ∈ SN , (C.3)
i.e., the transformation commutes with all permutations. This condition implies that a′
is a function only of a and the type t of x. By this, we mean t = (t1, . . . , td) specifies
the number ti of particles in each cell i. It is then clear that, as far as the dynamics of
A are concerned, it is sufficient to keep track of just (t, a). The total number of effective
microstates of the particles, as seen by the ignorant observer, is then the number of






C.1.3 Subtlety with overly constrained dynamics
However, there is a subtlety: one can ask whether all (deterministic and reversible) dynam-
ics in the space of (t, a) are possible under the constraint Eq. (C.3). If (t, a)→ (t′, a′) is
possible, then there exist some x,x′ of types t, t′ respectively such that (x, a)→ (x′, a′).
The condition Eq. (C.3) then determines how all the remaining vectors π[x] of type t
evolve. There may be a contradiction here – there are two ways in which a transforma-
tion might not be possible:
• If there exists π such that π[x] = x but π[x′] 6= x′, then the transformation cannot
be deterministic.
• If there exists π such that π[x] 6= x but π[x′] = x′, then the transformation cannot
be reversible.
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We give the following example, consider x = (1, 1), x′ = (1, 2), which have types t =
(2, 0), t′ = (1, 1). A swap of the two particles preserves x but not x′ – it is clear that
a transition t → t′ cannot be possible. In other words, this is because there is no way
of “picking out” a particle from cell 1 and moving it to cell 2 in a way that acts non-
preferentially on the particles. In quantum mechanics, this obstacle is avoided because
it is possible to act symmetrically on the particles such that the final state is an equal
superposition of the two x′ = (1, 2) and (2, 1).
This hints at a way to avoid the problem in the classical case: widening the scope to
include stochastic operations. Since it is crucial to require that all dynamics are micro-
scopically deterministic, we introduce stochasticity using additional degrees of freedom
containing initial randomness. These couple to the different ways the particles can be
permuted, and must necessarily be hidden, i.e., not accessible to the observer, in order
to maintain ignorance about the particle labels. The idea is to construct globally deter-
ministic, reversible dynamics such that tracing out the hidden degrees of freedom gives
stochastic dynamics on (x, a) via the probabilities p(x′, a′|x, a). Analogously to Eq. (C.3),
we impose the condition
p(x′, a′|x, a) = p(π[x′], a′|π[x], a) ∀π ∈ SN . (C.4)
The claim is that such dynamics exist that enable all possible (deterministic, reversible)
transformations of (t, a). To see this, consider just one desired transformation (t, a) →
(t′, a′). We introduce two sets of additional variables h1,h2 which respectively contain
information about x and x′. h1 starts in a “ready” state 0, while h2 is uniformly
distributed over all x′ of type t′. Writing a joint state of all subsystems as (x, a,h1,h2),
it is easily verified that the following dynamics are deterministic and reversible:
(x, a,0,x′)→ (x′, a′,x,x′) ∀x,x′ of types t, t′, (C.5)
where a′ is of course a function of t only. Here, h1 keeps a record of the initial configuration
(to ensure reversibility) and h2 randomises the final configuration to range uniformly over
all x′ of type t′. Hence we see that p(x′, a′|x, a) is constant over all x,x′ of interest and
thus satisfies condition Eq. (C.4).
Note that h1 has to be initialised in a “pure” state of zero entropy such that it can
record information. Such a state, being non-thermal, should be regarded as an additional
resource which costs work to prepare. (By contrast, the uniformly random variable h2
is thermal and thus free.) The necessary leakage of information into h1 therefore en-
tails dissipation of work into heat. Hence the work extraction formula (3)[main text] is
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technically an upper bound to what can be achieved classically.
This record of information about the initial configuration is seen to be necessary only
for those transitions where the set of x of type t is smaller than the set of x′ of type t′, in
order to prevent irreversible merging of states. This situation can be avoided, for instance,
in the case of the classical analogue of fermions wherein no more than one particle can
occupy a cell. Similarly, in the low density limit (discussion of which appears in the main
text), almost all configurations are of this type with very high probability. (One could
also argue that this problem is never encountered in reality – as soon as two particles
overlap sufficiently, we are already in the quantum parameter regime.)
To summarise what we have shown in this section:
• Classical identical particles can be treated, analogously to the quantum case, as (in
principle) distinguishable particles whose dynamics are restricted to be independent
of particle label.
• An observer with access only to spin-independent operations can treat the system
as if the particles were spin-less.
• There is a subtlety with the particle-label-independent operations that blocks certain
transitions. This restriction can be lifted with additional degrees of freedom but may
require dissipation of work into heat. This extra cost is zero when particles always
occupy distinct cells.
C.2 Details for quantum ignorant observer
In this section, we provide additional details for the entropy change as seen by the igno-
rant observer.





where λ runs over all Young diagrams containing N boxes and no more than d rows. A
Young diagram λ is a set of unlabelled boxes arranged in rows, with non-increasing row
length from top to bottom. We can equivalently describe λ = (λ1, λ2, . . . , λd), where λi
is the number of boxes in row i. For example, would be denoted (3, 1) (where
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N = 4, d = 2).
Hλx and Kλx carry irreps of U(d) and SN respectively, corresponding to irreducible sub-
spaces under the actions of single-particle unitary rotations u⊗N ⊗ I⊗N and particle label
permutations Π⊗I⊗N , each of which act only on the spatial part. The same decomposition
works for the spin part H⊗Ns , although now the Young diagrams λ have maximally two
rows. In fact, they correspond to the familiar SU(2) irreps with total angular momentum
J , via λ = (N/2 + J, N/2− J).
After putting the spatial and spin decompositions together, projecting onto the overall
(anti-)symmetric subspace causes the symmetries of the two components to be linked. For
bosons, the overall symmetric subspace (itself a trivial irrep of SN) occurs exactly once in
Kλx ⊗Kλ
′
s if and only if λ = λ















Hλx ⊗Hλs (bosons). (C.7)
For fermions, the only difference is that the projector P− onto the antisymmetric subspace





HλTx ⊗Hλs (fermions). (C.8)
Due to the use of a two-dimensional spin, we employ the correspondence J ↔ λ =
(N/2 + J, N/2− J, 0, 0, . . . ) (with a total of d rows) to replace the label λ by J .
Let us first consider the bosonic case. Thanks to the decomposition in Eq. (C.7), a state
ρ (as seen by the informed observer) can be written in terms of the basis |J, q〉x|J,M〉s|φJ〉xs,
where |J, q〉 ∈ HJx , |J,M〉 ∈ HJs , |φJ〉 ∈ KJx ⊗ KJs , as described in the main text. The
ignorant observer sees the reduced state after tracing out the spin part, of the form





x ⊗ trs |φJ〉〈φJ |xs. (C.9)
The entropy of this state is









+ S (trs |φJ〉〈φJ |xs)
]
, (C.10)
where H(p) := −
∑
J pJ ln pJ is the Shannon entropy of the probability distribution pJ .
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⊗ trs |φJ〉〈φJ |xs, (C.11)
with entropy
S(ρ′x) = H(p) +
∑
J
pJ [ln dJ + S (trs |φJ〉〈φJ |xs)] . (C.12)
An example of a channel that achieves the mapping from ρx to ρ
′
x – albeit without a
coupling to a heat bath or work reservoir – is the so-called “twirling” operation. This is










where µ is the Haar measure over the group U(d).













(Note that the states φJ do not enter into the entropy change.) Our goal is therefore to
determine the probabilities pJ , dimensions dJ , and the entropy of the component states
ρJx .
The case of indistinguishable gases is dealt with in the main text: the state is fully in
the subspace J = N/2, corresponding to the spatially symmetric subspace for bosons and
spatially antisymmetric for fermions.
For gases of different spins, the initial state is such that all particles on the left are in
|↑〉 and all on the right are in |↓〉. Before getting to the thermal state, first consider a
pure state in which ni particles are in each cell i on the left, and mi in each cell i on the
right (such that
∑
i ni = n,
∑
imi = m). This spatial configuration is denoted by the
pair of vectors (n,m). The properly symmetrised wavefunction is





|n,m〉 := |1n1L 2
n2




R . . .〉 , (C.15)
where π runs over permutations of the N particles that lead to distinct terms π|n,m〉x.
(This is well-defined, since whenever π and π′ have the same effect on |n,m〉, they must
also have the same effect on |↑n↓m〉.) N (n,m) is a normalisation factor (such that
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N (n,m)−2 is the number of distinct terms in the sum). We determine the pJ via the









〈↑n↓m |πP Js π| ↑n↓m〉 , (C.16)
where the second line holds because any pair of π, π′ giving rise to distinct terms in
Eq. (C.15) also have different actions on |n,m〉. Now we use Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
to evaluate each term in this last sum. First note that we can express |↑n〉 as a combined











) is precisely the amplitude for this state
in the J subspace. This is unchanged by the inclusion of a permutation π, so Eq. (C.16)
simplifies to
〈ψ(n,m)|P Js |ψ(n,m)〉 =
∣∣∣∣C (n2 , n2 ; m2 , −m2 ; J, n−m2
)∣∣∣∣2. (C.17)
Now it remains to consider the correct initial state, which is a uniform probabilistic
mixture of all |ψ(n,m)〉 with a fixed number of particles n,m on the left and right,
respectively. Since the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient is the same for all such configurations,
we have [38]
pJ =
















Finally, we determine the entropy of each ρJx component. Using the basis |J, q〉x|J,M〉s|φJ〉xs










Here, |ψ(n,m, J)〉x ∈ HJx is some linear combination of the |J, q〉x – without needing to
determine these states entirely, it will be sufficient to note that they are orthogonal for
different configurations (n,m). This follows from the fact that different |ψ(n,m)〉 are
fully distinguishable just by measuring the occupation numbers of different cells. Tracing
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Inserted into Eq. (C.14), this results in the claimed entropy changes (9,10)[main text].
C.3 Partial distinguishability
Here, we extend the analysis to include non-orthogonal spins states. As before, we keep
the initial spins on the left side of the box as |↑〉⊗n, but now on the right we have |↗〉⊗m,
where |↗〉 = cos(θ/2) |↑〉+ sin(θ/2) |↓〉.
C.3.1 Informed observer
Let us first discuss the operations allowed to be performed by the informed observer.
They are permitted to know about the value of the spins in the |↑〉 , |↓〉 basis; they may
engineer dynamics diagonal in this basis. Of course, this choice entails a preferred spin
basis – this is necessary in order to have a well-defined notion of conditioning dynamics





where the block structure refers to subspaces with fixed M as defined by the Schur basis.
Under a block-diagonal operation, one cannot extract work from coherences between the













where QMs is the projector onto the M block. In other words, the state behaves thermo-
dynamically as a statistical mixture of the different z-spin numbers M . It follows that
the overall entropy change is the average







As for the case of orthogonal spins, the initial state is a uniform mixture of states
generalising equation Eq. (C.15),





where again it is sufficient (and well-defined) for π to run only over permutations that
lead to distinct π|n,m〉x. As before, N−2 is simply the number of such distinct terms
(independent of θ).

















having used M = (n+m)/2− k. Without needing to know the form of QMs |ψ(n,m)〉,
it is sufficient to note that all such states are pure and must be orthogonal, since they
can be mutually perfectly distinguished by measuring the occupation number in each cell.
The entropy S(ρ
(M)
xs ) is therefore just as in Eq. (C.21) for each M .
Due to the block-diagonal structure of the global unitary U , the maximum entropy final
state is given by a maximally mixed state for each M block. Considering the number of
possible spatial configurations for a fixed number of up and down spins, the dimension of








in the bosonic case. Hence





























































For the ignorant observer, we now have to analyse ρJx . From Eq. (C.24) (recalling that












〈↑n↗m |P Js π†π′| ↑n↗m〉 π′ |n,m〉〈n,m|π†,
(C.29)
using the fact that the projector P Js commutes with permutations. In order to simplify
this, we examine coefficients of the form 〈↑n↗m |P Js π| ↑n↗m〉. Using the Schur basis
just for the spin part, in general one can expand |↑n↗m〉 =
∑
J,M,r ωJ,M,r |J,M, r〉. The
r label, representing the part of the basis acted upon by the permutation group, consists
of any quantum numbers needed to complete the set along with J and M . We describe
a convenient choice of such numbers, denoted j1, j1,2, . . . , j1,...,n and k1, k1,2, . . . , k1,...,m. j1
is the total spin eigenvalue of spin 1, j1,2 of spins 1 and 2 together, and so on. k1, . . .
have the same meaning, but for the remaining spins label n + 1, . . . , n + m. That these
complete the set of quantum numbers is evident from imagining performing an iterated
Clebsch-Gordan procedure. This would involve coupling spins 1 and 2, then adding in
spin 3, and so on up to spins n. Spins n+ 1 up to n+m would be coupled recursively in
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the same manner, and then finally the two blocks of spins coupled to give the overall J .
For the state |↑n↗m〉 each of the two blocks of spins is fully symmetric, meaning that
each of these spin eigenvalues is maximal: j1 = k1 =
1
2






. Given this choice of basis, there is only a single value of r = r0 in the
expansion of |↑n↗m〉, referring to this collection of spin eigenvalues. Therefore we can
write |↑n↗m〉 =
∑
J,M ωJ,M |J,M, r0〉, and
〈↑n↗m |P Js π| ↑n↗m〉 =
∑
M,M ′









since 〈J,M, r0|π|J,M, r0〉 is independent of M (and r0 is fixed anyhow). Expanding
|↑n↗m〉 in the preferred basis and using the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for coupling the
two blocks of spins gives















































Crucially, the state in brackets is independent of M and must therefore be identi-
cal to the state we named |ψ(n,m, J)〉 in Eq. (C.19). Hence the remaining analy-











)∣∣2. Thus, all that changes is the probability distribution










λ̃ := λ+ (d− 1, d− 2, . . . , 0). (C.33)
First take the bosonic case. Since the Young diagram for the SU(2) spin representation
has no more than two rows, the same λ labelling the spatial part has no more than two




+ J + d− 1, N
2
− J + d− 2, d− 3, d− 4, . . . 0
)
.
Calculating the product in the numerator of Eq. (C.33) is aided by the table below, which
lists the values of λ̃i − λ̃j, where i labels the row and j > i labels the column:
2 3 4 5 . . . d− 1 d
1 2J + 1 N
2
+ J + 2 N
2
+ J + 3 . . . . . . . . . N
2
+ J + d− 1
2 N
2
− J + 1 N
2
− J + 2 . . . . . . . . . N
2
− J + d− 2
3 1 2 . . . . . . d− 3
4 1 . . . . . . d− 4
...
...
d− 2 1 2
d− 1 1
(C.34)




+ J + d− 1)!
(N
2
+ J + 1)!
, (C.35)
the second row gives
(N
2









Putting these into Eq. (C.33) results in the expression for dBN,J in (11)[main text].
For fermions, we instead use the transpose of the Young diagram, with




, 1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
2J
). (C.38)
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An important restriction on λT is that the number of rows can never be greater than the
dimension, so N
2
+ J ≤ d. We find
λ̃T =(d+ 1, d, d− 1, . . . , d− N
2






+ J, d− N
2
+ J − 1, . . . , d− N
2










As before, the differences λ̃T i − λ̃T j can be arranged as follows:




− J + 1 N
2




+ J + 1 N
2
+ J + 2 . . . d− 1 d
1 1 2 . . . N
2
− J − 1 N
2
− J + 1 N
2




+ J + 2 N
2
+ J + 3 . . . d d+ 1
2 1 . . . N
2




− J + 1 . . . N
2
+ J − 1 N
2
+ J + 1 N
2












− J − 1 1 3 4 . . . 2J + 2 2J + 4 2J + 5 . . . d− (N
2
− J) + 2 d− (N
2
− J) + 3
N
2
− J 2 3 . . . 2J + 1 2J + 3 2J + 4 . . . d− (N
2
− J) + 1 d− (N
2
− J) + 2
N
2
− J + 1 1 . . . 2J − 1 2J + 1 2J + 2 . . . d− (N
2











+ J − 1 1 3 4 . . . d− (N
2
+ J) + 1 d− (N
2
+ J) + 2
N
2
+ J 2 3 . . . d− (N
2
+ J) d− (N
2
+ J) + 1
N
2
+ J + 1 1 . . . d− (N
2






d− 2 1 2
d− 1 1
(C.40)
Here, the blue and red lines indicate the division into the three main index groups. We




The next group up, being careful to discount the terms lost due to the jump at column




m− (d− (N/2 + J))
(C.42)




[m− (d− (N/2 + J))][m− (d− (N/2− J) + 1)]
. (C.43)
Inserting into Eq. (C.33), we need to divide the product of the above three terms by∏d−1
m=1m!. This factor cancels all the factorials present in the above three expressions,
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with the exception of the top two rows, and contributes two factorials occurring at m =










(m− d+N/2 + J)(m− d+N/2− J − 1)
· d!(d+ 1)!




· (2J + 1)!
(N/2 + J + 1)!(N/2− J)!
· d!(d+ 1)!
(d−N/2 + J + 1)!(d−N/2− J)!
=
(2J + 1)d!(d+ 1)!
(N/2 + J + 1)!(N/2− J)!(d−N/2 + J + 1)!(d−N/2− J)!
. (C.44)
C.5 Low density limit
C.5.1 Bosons
Here we prove equation (18)[main text] for bosons. For simplicity, we take n = m. The





















(1 + [n+ k]/d)
J∏
k=0
(1 + [n− J − 1 + k]/d)−1 (C.45)
Letting xk = [n+ k]/d, we have
J−1∏
k=0






















=: B1 +B2 +O(ε3), (C.46)
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where the first and second order terms are evaluated to be
B1 =




J(J − 1)(J [12n− 7] + 12n[n− 1] + 3J2 + 2)
24d2
, (C.48)
and ε = n2/d. Similarly, letting yk = [n− J − 1 + k]/d,
J∏
k=0















=: C1 + C2 +O(ε3), (C.49)
with
C1 =











)2 = (1− 1d
)
(1 +B1 +B2)(1 + C1 + C2)
−1 +O(ε3)
= 1 +R1 +R2 +O(ε3), (C.52)




J(J + 1)− n
d
, (C.53)








2n2 − 2n(2J [J + 1] + 1) + J(J + 1)(J2 + J + 2)
2d2
. (C.54)
We now use this to compute the deficit in the change of entropy, as compared with the






























having used the expansion ln(1 + x) = x− x2/2 + . . . for small x.
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In order to compute the first and second order terms in Eq. (C.55) exactly, we need the





n+ J + 1
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n+ J + 1
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n+ J + 1
)
























n+ J + 1
)
(2J + 1), (C.62)
















n+ J + 1
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Therefore, substituting the above into Eq. (C.55), we have











The method is the same as for bosons. We expand
dFJ /pJ
(dn)
2 to second order. Letting
zk = [k − n− J ]/d, we have
J∏
k=1



















J(J − 1)(2 + 3J2 + 12n[n− 1] + J [12n− 7])
24d2
. (C.68)
Similarly, letting wk = [k − n+ 1]/d,
J∏
k=0


























)2 = (1 + 1d
)
(1 + F1 + F2)(1 +G1 +G2)
−1 +O(ε3)
= 1 + T1 + T2 +O(ε3), (C.72)




−J(J + 1) + n
d
, (C.73)







2n2 − 2n(2J [J + 1] + 1) + J(J + 1)(J2 + J + 2)
2d2
. (C.74)
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Note that compared with the boson case, T1 = −R1, T2 = R2, thus the first order vanishes
and we again have









C.6 Entropy H(p) for large particle number
Here, we evaluate the entropy H(p) for large particle number. We take n = m  1.
Starting from Eq. (C.18), we can rewrite





n+ J + 1
)
= (2J + 1)
(n!)222n+1
(2n+ 1)!
b(n+ J + 1), (C.76)





follows a binomial distribution with N + 1 trials
and a success probability of 1/2.
Using Stirling’s approximation in the form n! =
√






































Using a local version of the central limit theorem [189, Chapter VII, Theorem 1], we can
approximate b(n + J + 1) by a normal distribution with mean (2n + 1)/2 and variance
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(2n+ 1)/4, obtaining



















[1 + o(1)][1 +O(1/n)]





[1 + o(1)], (C.78)
where o(f) denotes an error term going to zero strictly faster than f . Then






























For large n, we expect that the sum can be approximated by an integral. To show this,





































f(n) = 2e−(n+1/2) [− ln(2n+ 1) + (n+ 1/2)] = O(ne−n). (C.82)
Along these lines, it is not hard to see that shifting the initial point from x = 0 to x = 1/2
leads to an o(1) error, so we change variables to y = x + 1/2 and let g(y) := f(y − 1/2).
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Additionally, the upper limit can be extended to infinity with an error which can be
verified to be O(e−npoly[n, lnn]). For the remainder integral, we let k = (n+ 1/2)−1 and
use
g(y) = 2ke−ky
2 [−y ln(2y) + ky3] ,
g′(y) = 2ke−ky
2 [
2ky2 ln(2y)− 2k2y4 − ln(2y)− 1 + 3ky2
]
. (C.83)
Together with |y − byc − 1/2| ≤ 1/2, we have∣∣∣∣∫ ∞
0
(

























































− ln 2 + 1 + o(1), (C.85)











lnn+ 0.595...+ o(1). (C.86)
Appendix D
D.1 Form of free states





λi|ψi〉〈ψi|⊗N , λi ≥ 0. (D.1)





∣∣ψki 〉〈ψki ∣∣. Since
N⊗
k=1




∣∣ψki 〉 is in the symmetric subspace. It follows from this symmetry that
all
∣∣ψki 〉 are the same for a given i.
D.2 Appending free states
Theorem. The operation E(ρ) = ρ⊗ σ, which appends a fixed state σ in a new set of m
modes, preserves the set of free states if and only if σ = |0〉〈0|.
Proof. It is sufficient to let ρ be the simplest free state, a single particle in a single mode:
ρ = |1〉〈1|. σ =
∑
N pNσ




pN |1〉〈1| ⊗ σ(N). (D.3)
The (N+1)-particle component of this state is |1〉〈1|⊗σ(N). In order to particle-separable,
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it must be possible to express as
|1〉〈1| ⊗ σ(N) =
∑
i
λi Ui|N + 1, 0, 0 . . .〉〈N + 1, 0, 0 . . .|U †i , (D.4)
in terms of some set of m + 1 modes, with λi ≥ 0 and the Ui being free unitaries. The
left-hand side has exactly one particle in the first mode and N in the remainder, so the
same must be true of every term on the right-hand side. So for each i, Ui |N + 1, 0, . . .〉 =
|1〉 |ψi〉, which is impossible unless N = 0. To see this, note that we can write
Ui |N + 1, 0 . . .〉 ∝ (a†1 + b
†
i )
N+1 |0〉 , (D.5)
where bi is some linear combination of annihilation operators on the rightmost N modes.
Expanding the bracket (a†1 + b
†
i )
N+1, we can never have a single term linear in a†1 unless
N = 0.
Therefore pN = 0 for N ≥ 0, so σ = |0〉〈0|. Conversely, it is trivially seen that
appending vacuum modes always preserves the set of free states.
D.3 Free unitaries
In the following section, we work with states of N particles and always in the first-
quantised picture, so we drop the additional notation for convenience.
Theorem. A unitary U on HN maps free states into free states if and only if U = u⊗N .
Proof. Note that we only specify the restriction of U to HN rather than the “full” Hilbert
space H⊗N1 . For example, permutations between particles are not of the given form but
have trivial action on the symmetric subspace.
By assumption, for any |Ψ〉 = |ψ〉⊗N , we have U |Ψ〉 = |Φ(Ψ)〉 := |φ(ψ)〉⊗N . Taking an
inner product for two arbitrary ψ, ψ′:
〈Ψ′|Ψ〉 = 〈Φ(Ψ′)|Φ(Ψ)〉 ⇒ 〈ψ′|ψ〉N = 〈φ(ψ′)|φ(ψ)〉N . (D.6)
The Nth root of this gives
〈φ(ψ′)|φ(ψ)〉 = 〈ψ′|ψ〉 e2πin(ψ,ψ′)/N , (D.7)
n(ψ, ψ′) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N − 1}.
Both sides of this equation must be continuous in ψ, ψ′. But n(ψ, ψ′) is a continuous
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integer-valued function, so must be constant. In particular, n(ψ, ψ) = 0, so we conclude
that n ≡ 0.
By Wigner’s theorem [241], any transformation of states that preserves the inner prod-
uct must be unitary. Therefore there exists unitary u such that |φ(ψ)〉 = u |ψ〉 ∀ψ, which
proves the result.
D.4 Free measurements
As in Appendix D.3, we temporarily drop the first-quantised notation. As a first step in
the investigation of non-destructive measurements, we need the following Lemma:
Lemma 1. Let Π be a projector with support on the symmetric subspace of N particles,
i.e. Π = PNΠPN , where PN projects onto HN . Then Π is non-entangling if and only if
there exists a projector π on H1 such that
Π = PNπ
⊗NPN . (D.8)
Proof. It is immediate that any Π of the form (D.8) preserves symmetric product states;
so we need only prove the converse. We start from the observation that for any |ψ〉 ∈ H1,
there is a (normalised) |φ〉 ∈ H1 such that Π|ψ〉⊗N = c|φ〉⊗N , where either c = 0 or else
c 6= 0 and |φ〉⊗N ∈ supp Π. If c = 0 ∀ |ψ〉, then Π = 0 since states of the form |ψ〉⊗N span
HN [113]. Otherwise, there must exist some |0〉 such that |0〉⊗N ∈ supp Π.
If rank Π = 1, then Π = |0〉〈0|⊗N and we are done. If rank Π > 1, then consider any
|ψ〉 orthogonal to |0〉. Again, we must have Π|ψ〉⊗N = c|φ〉⊗N . Note that





= 〈0|⊗N |ψ〉⊗N = 0, (D.9)
having used Π|0〉⊗N = |0〉⊗N . So either c = 0, or else c 6= 0 and |φ〉 is orthogonal to |0〉.
Considering all |ψ〉 orthogonal to |0〉, it follows that either Π|ψ〉⊗N = 0 for all such |ψ〉,
or else there exists |1〉 orthogonal to |0〉, with |1〉⊗N ∈ supp Π.
Continuing this procedure, we are able to construct a complete basis {|k〉} of H1 such
that
|k〉⊗N ∈
supp Π, 0 ≤ k ≤ r − 1ker Π, r ≤ k ≤ d− 1 (D.10)
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for some r.
Now take an arbitrary |ψ〉 ∈ H1, written in terms of the chosen basis as |ψ〉 =∑d−1
k=0 ψk |k〉. Given the properties of this basis, it follows that
〈k|⊗NΠ|ψ〉⊗N =
〈k|
⊗N |ψ〉⊗N = ψNk , 0 ≤ k ≤ r − 1
0, r ≤ k ≤ d− 1.
(D.11)
But since Π preserves product states, Π|ψ〉⊗N = |φ〉⊗N (where |φ〉 need not be normalised).
Expressing |φ〉 =
∑d−1
k=0 φk |k〉, 〈k|
⊗N |φ〉⊗N = φNk , thus
φk =
ψke2πink/N 0 ≤ k ≤ r − 10, r ≤ k ≤ d− 1, (D.12)
where nk ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}. In principle, nk may be a function of |ψ〉; however, the
continuity of the mapping under Π ensures that nk is continuous and hence constant.
Furthermore, since |φ〉⊗N is invariant under this mapping, we must have nk ≡ 0, so that
φk = ψk ∀k ≤ r − 1.






Again, since such product states span HN , this gives (D.8).
Theorem. Let {Πi}ki=1 be a set of non-zero orthogonal projectors onto subspaces of HN
(where N > 1) such that
∑k
i=1 Πi = PN and each Πi preserves the set of particle-separable
states. Then k = 1 and
Π1 = PN . (D.14)
Proof. From Lemma 1, there exist projectors πi such that Πi = PNπ
⊗N
i PN ∀i. It follows
from this that the orthogonality relation ΠiΠj = δi,jΠi implies πiπj = δi,jπi. Hence




i=1 |ψi〉. The action of Πi on |ψ〉
⊗N is
Πi|ψ〉⊗N = (π |ψ〉)⊗N , (D.15)
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〈ψ|πi |ψ〉N . (D.16)














Hence there is a contradiction unless k = 1, which forces the single projector to be
Π1 = PN .
Theorem D.4 says that any non-destructive free projective measurement in the N -
particle subspace must be trivial. Extending this to measurements over the whole Fock
space, respecting the SSR, shows that only a measurement of the number observable N̂
is permissible.
Theorem. Any destructive measurement respecting the SSR preserves the set of particle-
separable states S.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove this for a single projector. Let the measurement be per-
formed on mB modes of an (mA +mB)-mode system, having the action
ρAB → σA = TrB [(1A ⊗ ΠB)ρAB] , (D.18)
where ΠB is a projector such that [ΠB, N̂B] = 0. Any particle-separable pure state has
the form |ψ〉 ∝ (c†)N |0〉, where c is a single-particle annihilation operator. Choosing
some orthogonal mode set {ai}, where i = 1, . . . ,mA for the unmeasured modes and
i = mA + 1, . . . ,mA + mB for the measured modes, we can write c = a + b, where a and
b are linear combinations of the unmeasured and measured ai, respectively. Thus we can









where the rNA are coefficients.
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(1A ⊗ ΠB)|NA〉〈N ′A|A





























where we have used the fact that ΠB is diagonal in particle number, [ΠB, N̂B] = 0, to give
〈M |BΠB|N〉B = sNδN,M . Hence σA ∈ S; the extension to mixed initial states ρA follows
by linearity.
D.5 Measures of PE
The following results are used to show that if D satisfies a few straightforward properties,
then the resulting measure of PE can be expressed as an average over different particle
numbers. We write this in a more abstract form which shows a generalisation to arbitrary
resource theories with a block-diagonal structure.
Lemma 2. Suppose a distance measure D satisfies
1. (contractivity) D(E(ρ), E(σ)) ≤ D(ρ, σ) under any channel E;






i piD(ρi, σi) for any sets of states ρi, σi
and probabilities pi;







Then it also satisfies









i piD(ρi, σi) ≤ D(ρ, σ), where {Ei} is any quantum in-
strument, and Ei(ρ) = piρi, Ei(σ) = qiσi.
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where, in the last line, we have used the fact that adding and removing an uncorrelated
system are both reversible channels which must therefore leave D unchanged. The left-
and right-hand sides are equal, thus the initial inequality must actually be an equality.
To show (b), we construct from the instrument a channel E(ρ) =
∑


























From this, we obtain:
Theorem. Suppose that D satisfies properties (1,2,3) listed in Lemma 2. Let F be any




Then MD is an ensemble monotone under instruments {Ei} such that each Ei preserves
the set F .
Furthermore, if F =
⊕
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where MDN is defined similarly to M
D, but minimising over states in FN .
Proof. For the first part, we take τ to be the closest state to ρ in F . For any instrument
{Ei}, let piρi = Ei(ρ), qiτi = Ei(τ). Then





























































which shows that the closest state can be chosen to have qN = pN . Finally, we use (a).
The relative entropy S(ρ||σ) := Tr[ρ log ρ− ρ log σ] satisfies all three assumptions of













where the last term is the classical relative entropy (or Kullback-Leibler divergence).








The same property also holds for distances defined by Schatten p-norms, Dp(ρ, σ) =
‖ρ− σ‖p [57].
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D.6 Monotonicity of metrological measure
The proof of monotonicity of MFPE makes use of the following Lemma (which is to our
knowledge novel):
Lemma 3. Let Π be a projector such that Πρ = ρ. Then
F(ρ,H) = F(ρ,ΠHΠ) + 4V (ρ,H)− 4V (ρ,ΠHΠ). (D.25)
Proof. Given the spectral decomposition ρ =
∑d−1
i=0 λi |i〉〈i|, we have λiΠ |i〉 = Πρ |i〉 =
λi |i〉, so Π |i〉 = |i〉 ∀ |i〉 ∈ supp ρ. Therefore we can write Π =
∑
i<r |i〉〈i|, such that































= F(ρ,ΠHΠ) + 4
∑
i<r,j≥r
λi 〈i|H |j〉 〈j|H |i〉









= F(ρ,ΠHΠ) + 4
∑
i<r
λi 〈i|H(I − Π)H |i〉













= F(ρ,ΠHΠ) + 4V (ρ,H)− 4V (ρ,ΠHΠ), (D.26)
where the last line uses Tr(ρΠHΠ) = Tr(ρH).
Theorem 4 (main text). MFPE is convex and satisfies M
F
PE(ρ) = 0 ∀ρ ∈ S. Moreover, let
ES→SM ∈ O contain a single measurement round, such that no conditional operations are
performed after the measurement. We may write ES→SM(ρS) =
∑
m Em(ρS) ⊗ |m〉〈m|M ,
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where Em is the operation applied to ρS conditioned on outcome m. Then
MFPE(ρS) ≥MFPE(ES→SM [ρ]). (D.27)
Proof. Convexity of MFPE follows from convexity of both the QFI and the function [·]
+,
and concavity of the variance:
MFPE(pρ+ (1− p)σ) ≤ max
h
[pF(ρ,H) + (1− p)F(σ,H)
−4pV (ρ, h)− 4(1− p)V (σ, h)]+
≤ max
h
p [F(ρ,H)− 4V (ρ, h)]+
+ (1− p) [F(σ,H)− 4V (σ, h)]+
≤ pMFPE(ρ) + (1− p)MFPE(σ). (D.28)
We break the proof of monotonicity into the three stages of a particle-separable op-
eration without feed-forward: i) appending modes in the vacuum state; ii) performing a
global passive linear unitary; iii) destructively measuring a set of modes.
i) Appending modes in the vacuum state: We append to the system modes S a set of
vacuum ancilla modes A. Our aim is to show that
MFPE(ρS ⊗ |0〉〈0|A) = M
F
PE(ρS). (D.29)
The proof consists of showing that the optimal observable for the vacuum-added state
always acts solely on S. Note that the single-particle Hilbert space of SA splits into
H1 = H1,S ⊕H1,A; we denote the projectors onto these subspaces by ΠS,ΠA respectively.
Thus any h can be decomposed into the terms
h = ΠShΠS + ΠAhΠA + ΠShΠA + ΠAhΠS =: h
′ + g′ + f + f †. (D.30)





N and so on.
We apply Lemma 3 using H and the projector Π = IS⊗|0〉〈0|A. It may be seen that in
first quantisation, Π(N)• = Π⊗NS , so that each particle is projected on the subspace H1,S.
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Therefore we see that ΠHΠ = H ′. Thus
F(ρS ⊗ |0〉〈0|A, H) = F(ρS, H
′) + 4V (ρS ⊗ |0〉〈0|A, H)
− 4V (ρS, H ′)

















using Tr(ρS ⊗ |0〉〈0|AH) = Tr(ρSH ′) for the second line. Now one can also see that
ΠH2Π = H ′2 + ΠFF †Π, so
F(ρS ⊗ |0〉〈0|A, H) = F(ρS, H





















since ΠSfΠS = 0 but ΠSff






= 〈ff †〉ρS⊗|0〉〈0|A . (D.34)
Next we have
F(ρS ⊗ |0〉〈0|A, H)− 4V (ρS ⊗ |0〉〈0|A, h1)
= F(ρS, H ′) + 4 〈ff † − h2〉ρS⊗|0〉〈0|A + 4 〈h〉
2
ρS⊗|0〉〈0|A
= F(ρS, H ′)− 4 〈h′2〉ρS + 4 〈h
′〉2ρS
= F(ρS, H ′)− 4V (ρS, h′). (D.35)
Now ‖h′‖ = ‖ΠShΠS‖ ≤ ‖h‖‖ΠS‖ = ‖h‖. If ‖h′‖ = 0, then both sides of (D.35) are zero
and there is nothing left to prove; otherwise, we define h̃ := h′/‖h′‖, which has unit norm.
Putting this into (D.35) gives
F(ρS ⊗ |0〉〈0|A, H)− 4V (ρS ⊗ |0〉〈0|A, h)
= ‖h′‖2
[








Maximising over h gives MFPE(ρS⊗|0〉〈0|A) ≤MFPE(ρS). Conversely, it is clear that equality
is obtained by taking for ρS ⊗ |0〉〈0|A the same observable that maximises the quantity
for ρS. Thus we have established (D.29).
ii) Passive linear unitaries: MFPE is explicitly invariant under such unitaries, since these
correspond to a rotation of the single-particle basis, and thus just a basis change for h.
iii) Destructive measurement: We start with a state ρSA on two sets of modes S,A,
where the latter ancilla modes are to be measured with a complete POVM {Em}M respect-
ing the particle-number SSR. The measurement is represented with a quantum-classical
channel taking A to a classical memory M :
ρ′SM := EA→M(ρSA) :=
∑
m
TrA[Em,AρSA]⊗ |m〉〈m|M . (D.37)
For any given h acting only on S, we have
MFPE(ρSA) ≥ [F(ρSA, H)− 4V (ρSA, h)]
+
≥ [F(ρ′SM , H)− 4V (ρSA, h)]
+
. (D.38)
The second inequality follows from the property of F(ρ,H) being monotonically non-
increasing under operations covariant with respect to the observable H [250]. Here, co-
variance holds because EA→M acts on a different subsystem from H. Next, we see that the
variance part is unchanged since the statistics of h do not depend on operations performed
on subsystem A, so
MFPE(ρSA) ≥ [F(ρ′SM)− 4V (ρ′SM , h)]
+
. (D.39)
Finally, maximising the right-hand side over all h gives MFPE(ρSA) ≥MFPE(ρ′SM)
D.7 SSR-entanglement
The activation protocol converts particle entanglement into entanglement that is of use
to two parties A,B who are limited to local covariant operations that respect the SSR
and classical communication.
Definition 1. [205, 204] An operation between two or more parties is said to be covariant-
LOCC when it is composed of local operations respecting the local superselection rule, and
classical communication.
Although not spelled out explicitly by [205, 204], the free states of this resource theory
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(in a bipartite setting; easily generalised) are the following:
Definition 2. A bipartite state ρAB is free in the resource theory of SSR-entanglement






A ⊗ ρiB (D.40)
such that each ρiA, ρ
i




S, S = A,B. Such a free state is
said to be invariant-separable (since it is invariant under local phase rotations).
Of course every invariant-separable state is separable, but not vice-versa. This set of
free states may be motivated as being those accessible from a given primitive state, such
as the vacuum |0〉 |0〉 under covariant-LOCC.
Lemma 4. The following statements are equivalent:





A ⊗ ψiB where each ψiA, ψiB is pure and contains a definite number of
particles.
3. ρAB is separable and satisfies the local SSR constraint (ΦA ⊗ ΦB)(ρAB) = ρAB.
4. (ΦA ⊗ ΦB)(ρAB) = ρAB and, for each NA, NB, the local-number projected state
(PNA ⊗ PNB)ρAB(PNA ⊗ PNB) is separable.
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) is easily seen from the fact that every local-SSR-
respecting state ρiA = ΦA(ρ
i
A) can be written as a mixture of pure states of definite










A ⊗ σiB, where σiS = ΦS(ρiS). Thus (3) ⇒ (1).
It is clear that (4) ⇒ (3), since
(ΦA ⊗ ΦB)(ρAB) =
∑
NA,NB
(PNA ⊗ PNB)ρAB(PNA ⊗ PNB), (D.41)
so that if each term in the RHS is separable, then the LHS also is.
Finally, we show that (1) ⇒ (4). We have



















A state can fail to be invariant-separable in two different (but not mutually exclu-
sive) ways: it may break the local SSR, or it may be entangled. The measures of SSR-
entanglement defined here capture the amount of entanglement accessible from a single
copy of the state under the local SSR. However, there are states which have ESSR = 0 yet
are not invariant-separable – for example, product states which break the local SSR.
Lemma 5. The distance-based measure of SSR-entanglement can be calculated by a re-
stricted optimisation over SSR-separable states:
EDSSR(ρ) = min
σ∈ inv.-sep.
D(ΦA ⊗ ΦB[ρAB], σAB). (D.43)
Equivalently, the closest separable state to (ΦA ⊗ ΦB)(ρAB) is invariant-separable.
Proof. Let E ′DSSR be the quantity defined by the right-hand side of (D.43). We prove an
inequality in both directions. Since invariant-separable states form a subset of separable
states, it is clear that E ′DSSR ≥ EDSSR. Conversely,
EDSSR(ρAB) = min
σ∈ sep.
D(ΦA ⊗ ΦB[ρAB], σAB)
≥ min
σ∈ sep.
D(ΦA ⊗ ΦB[ρAB],ΦA ⊗ ΦB[σAB])
≥ min
τ∈ inv.-sep.
D(ΦA ⊗ ΦB[ρAB], τAB)
= E ′DSSR(ρAB), (D.44)
where we have used the monotonicity of D under ΦA⊗ΦB and the fact that ΦA⊗ΦB(σAB)
is invariant-separable.
A useful consequence of Theorem D.5 is that the relative entropy measure of SSR-






















where pNA,NB = Tr[(PNA ⊗ PNB)ρAB]. This measure is seen to provide an extension of the
pure-state measure defined by Wiseman and Vaccaro [243].
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D.8 Activation protocol
The following Lemma shows that a unitary activation operation can be expressed in a
simplified form.
Lemma 6. Let an activation operation EC→AB ∈ O map its input m modes on C directly
onto A, attach the same number m of vacuum modes in B and interact the two sets by a
passive linear unitary U :
σAB = EC→AB(ρA) = U(ρA ⊗ |0〉〈0|B)U
†. (D.46)
Up to local free unitaries, σAB is equivalent to the state obtained by replacing U with
DVA, where VA is a free unitary on the A modes and D is a set of beam splitters acting
in parallel, with the action
D†aiD = riai + tibi, ri =
√
1− t2i ∈ [0, 1], i = 1, . . . ,m. (D.47)
Proof. Lemma 2 of [247] shows that U can be decomposed as WAWBDVAVB, where
VA,B, WA,B are free unitaries acting locally on their respective subsystems. Up to final
local unitaries, we can replace this by DVAVB; moreover, VB can be removed since it
leaves the initial vacuum state |0〉B unchanged.
It is worth noting that the number of vacuum modes introduced can always be assumed
to be no greater than m – again, as a consequence of Lemma 2 in [247].
The faithfulness of the activation is proven below for almost all such unitaries (apart
from those with vanishing beam-splitter parameters).
Theorem 5 (main text). There exists an activation operation EC→AB ∈ O creating an
SSR-entangled state σAB from ρC if and only if ρC 6∈ S.
Moreover, E can be taken to be any of the unitary operations described in Lemma 6, as
long as all of the parameters ri, ti are non-vanishing.
Proof. We first prove that any particle-separable initial state results in no SSR-entanglement.
This follows from a more general observation: any bipartite particle-separable state ρAB
also SSR-separable. (This was stated in the two-particle case in Ref. [243].) As in the
proof of Theorem D.4, a particle-separable bipartite state |ψ〉AB can be regarded as an
effective two-mode state – taking a and b as linear combinations of the modes in A and
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where the rNA are unimportant coefficients. It is immediate from this expression that
PNA ⊗ PN−NA|ψ〉AB is separable for all NA. Since every particle-separable state is a
convex combination of pure particle-separable states, the result follows for all mixed free
states. So if ρC is a particle-separable state, then for any EC→AB ∈ O, EC→AB(ρC) is also
particle-separable, and hence SSR-separable in the A/B partition.
Conversely, we prove that any unitary operation as in Lemma 6 with ri, ti 6= 0 ∀i is
sufficient to activate SSR-entanglement from PE. The simplest case – with a pure state
and a “non-polarising beam-splitter”, ri = r ∀i – was proven in Ref. [138]. Let us first
argue that this extends to mixed states.
Suppose that the output state σAB is SSR-separable, so that each (PNA⊗PNB)σAB(PNA⊗
PNB) is separable. As shown in Ref. [138], the entanglement structure of (PNA⊗PNB)σAB(PNA⊗
PNB) is equivalent to ρ
•(NA+NB)
NA:NB
, in which the first-quantised form of the input state is
partitioned into NA versus NB particles. Hence ρ
•(N) (with N = NA+NB) is bi-separable




λi |φi〉〈φi|NA ⊗ |χi〉〈χi|NB , (D.49)
where |φi〉 ∈ H⊗NA1 , |χi〉 ∈ H
⊗NB
1 , λi ≥ 0. Since ρ•(N) has support in the symmetric
subspace HN , we must have |φi〉NA|χi〉NB ∈ HN ∀i. But any bi-separable symmetric pure
state must also be fully separable. Therefore |φi〉NA|χi〉NB = |ψi〉
⊗N , so ρ•(N) is particle-
separable.
Finally, we extend to the case of general ri. Via a straightforward generalisation of the
argument from Ref. [138], we find the output of the activation taking a Fock state |n〉 as
input – the details are in Appendix D.11. Denote by |ξ〉AB the output of activating |n〉
with beam-splitter parameters ri = 1/
√
2 ∀i, and similarly denote by |η〉AB the output





























It is clear from this expression that |η〉 can be obtained from |ξ〉 by application of the























Since these operators are independent of the choice of initial Fock state, the same relation-
ship holds for any input state – that is, the output from an arbitrary set of beam-splitters
can be obtained by applying LA⊗LB to the output from a set of balanced beam-splitters.
As long as ri, ti 6= 0 ∀i, these operators are invertible. The application of invertible local
operators to a bipartite state does not change its Schmidt number [214]. This proves that
the faithfulness of activation from a set of arbitrary non-trivial beam-splitters is equivalent
to activation from balanced beam-splitters.
Theorem 6 (main text). For any activation EC→AB ∈ O, EDSSR(EC→AB[ρC ]) ≤MDPE(ρC).
Proof. Let τ be the closest particle-separable state to ρ according to the measure D, then
MDPE(ρ) = D(ρ, τ) (D.52)
≥ D(EC→AB(ρC), EC→AB(τC)) (D.53)
= D(σAB, EC→AB(τC)) (D.54)
≥ D (ΦA ⊗ ΦB(σAB),ΦA ⊗ ΦB ◦ EC→AB(τC)) (D.55)
≥ EDSSR(σAB). (D.56)
The first two inequalities use the contractivity of D under channels. The final inequality
uses the fact that τ is free, so that ΦA ⊗ΦB ◦ EC→AB(τC) is separable, but not in general
the closest separable state to σAB.
Theorem 7 (main text). For any (convex) entanglement measure E, the quantity de-




ESSR (EC→AB[ρC ]) (D.57)
where the supremum is over all deterministic particle-separable operations, is a (convex)
measure of PE.
Proof. The faithfulness of the measure is the content of Theorem 5. Deterministic mono-
tonicity follows immediately from the definition and the fact that the set of operations O
is closed under composition. Non-deterministic (strong) monotonicity states that MEPE (ρ)




PE (σi) ≤MEPE (ρ) (D.58)
where Λi (ρ) = piσi and {Λi}i ∈ O. From the definition (D.57), we have, for every
activating channel EC→AB ∈ O,
MEPE(ρ) ≥ ESSR (EC→AB[ρC ]) . (D.59)
We now continue to prove strong monotonicity by contradiction, showing that a violation
of strong monotonicity (D.58), implies a violation of (D.59). If strong monotonicity (D.58)





piESSR (Ei,C→AB[σi,C ]) . (D.60)
We now invoke a general property of entanglement measures (and SSR-entanglement
measures), namely monotonicity under the partial trace over a subsystem. We split B
into two subsystems B1, B2, in which B2 contains a classical flag. Then, for any ensemble









piESSR (ρi,AB1) . (D.61)













Note that the operations appearing on the right-hand side above can be combined into
a single operation FC→AB1B2 ∈ O, which is performed by first applying {Λi}i, storing the
outcome i in a classical flag, and then conditionally applying Ei. Thus,
MEPE(ρ) < ESSR (FC→AB1B2 [ρC ]) . (D.63)
The above is a direct contradiction of (D.59), thus establishing that MPE is a strong
monotone for any entanglement monotone ESSR.









piMPE (ρi) . (D.64)

























PE (ρi) . (D.65)
where we have made use of the fact that taking the supremum over each term in the sum
individually cannot give less than a single supremum.
D.9 Lower bound on PE measure from an entangle-
ment criterion
In order to witness the entanglement present in the system a criterion of separability from




















∣∣∣〈ŜAx 〉∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣〈ŜBx 〉∣∣∣)2 , (D.66)
where Var (·) denotes the variance and g(y,z) are real parameters that can be op-
timised over. The z-component of the spin in regions A,B is defined as Ŝ
(A,B)
z :=












where 1, 2 correspond to the internal degree of freedom of the
atom and η
(A,B)
eff accounts for finite spatial resolution in the detection of the BEC. Other




y , can be measured by applying appropriate spin
rotations before detection. In the following we will show that this condition of separability
(D.66), can be rewritten as an entanglement witness.































































|gzgy| ŜAx + ŜBx
〉
, (D.67)
where in the second line we have applied the inequality between the geometric and arith-
metic mean and removed some of the absolute signs in the third term. We can simplify










































− Ŝ+x . (D.69)
To check that this is a valid entanglement witness, let σ be any separable state. Using

























Note that when the ρ defining Wρ is chosen to be the same as the state being measured,
the expectation value Tr[ρWρ] equals the left-hand side of (D.68).
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Now we have defined an entanglement witness, we can relate such a quantity to a com-






Tr [P (σ − ρ)] , (D.71)
where P is hermitian. This is by no means the only entanglement measure that can be
related to our witness [42] but provides a convenient form. As both P and σ vary within
compact convex sets, and the trace distance is concave for fixed σ and convex for fixed





Tr [P (σ − ρ)] . (D.72)
Now in order to write this measure in terms of the entanglement witness Wρ we choose a
particular P :
P = W ′ρ + c1, (D.73)
where c is a constant and W ′ρ = Wρ/N is a normalised witness with the factor N to be
determined later. The constants must be chosen appropriately such that 0 ≤ P ≤ 1.
This condition is equivalent to
− c1 ≤ W ′ρ ≤ (1− c)1, (D.74)







W ′ρ(σ − ρ)
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We optimise c and N to obtain the maximal lower bound on MTrPE(ρ) subject to normal-
isation constraints. We start by writing down the range of values taken by the witness,
W−ρ ≤ 〈Wρ〉 ≤ W+ρ , (D.76)
where W−ρ and W
+
ρ are the minimum and maximum eigenvalues of Wρ. The objective is
to make W−ρ /N as negative as possible. Using equation (D.74), for given c we want the
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minimum value of N such that N ≥ −W−/c and N ≥ W+/(1 − c) are both true. We
therefore want to choose the normalisation N (c) such that









We can see that the minimum value of N (c) occurs (for a certain constant c∗), when these





and substituting this back into equation (D.77) gives us the normalisation constant,
N (c∗) = W+ρ −W−ρ . (D.79)




Tr [Wρρ] . (D.80)
We continue by calculating upper and lower bounds for W+ρ and W
−
ρ respectively. Starting
with W−ρ we lower bound the product of the variances in the first line of equation (D.67)



































where we have used the standard spin commutator relations. This can now be substituted
back into the first line of equation (D.67) to lower bound W−ρ where again we write the
second term as a single expectation value,
W−ρ ≥ min
σ
[∣∣∣〈gzgyŜAx + ŜBx 〉
σ










The spin operators take their maximal value when all the particles are in internal mode
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providing us with a lower bound on W−ρ . We now move onto upper bounding W
+
ρ . We
can start by upper bounding the variance terms in the last line of equation (D.67). This

























































where λmax[A], λmin[A] are the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of the operator A,
respectively, and in last line we have again used the fact that the value is maximised
when all the particles are in the same internal mode. Substituting the above into the last

























































Now we have bounded both the maximum and minimum values the witness can take, we
can bound the normalisation N from equation (D.79) and therefore bound the entangle-






























Tr [Wρρ] . (D.86)
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D.10 Non-classicality
Theorem. Every number-diagonal (ND) classical state is particle-separable.




with P (α) ≥ 0. Hence it is sufficient to prove the claim for all Φ(|α〉〈α|). For any
multi-mode coherent state |α〉, there exists a passive linear unitary U that brings all the




unitary is number-conserving, it commutes with Φ, so

















|k〉〈k| ⊗ |0〉〈0|⊗(n−1), (D.91)
which is particle-separable.
Theorem 8 (main text). Two copies ρ⊗2 of a number-bounded state ρ are particle-
separable if and only if ρ is the vacuum.









(N) ⊗ ρ(N ′). (D.92)
The maximal number component of this state is p2N0ρ
(N0)⊗ρ(N0), where pN0 6= 0 by assump-
tion. This component must be particle-separable, thus must be obtainable by mixtures of
the form
∑
i piUi|2N0, 0, 0, . . .〉〈2N0, 0, 0, . . .|U
†
i , where the Ui are passive linear. Now this
state has exactly N0 particles on each of the two parties, and so the same must be true for
every term in the sum. In other words, for each i, Ui |2N0, 0〉 = (Vi |N0〉) (Wi |N0〉) with
pair of additional passive linear unitaries Vi,Wi acting on each subsystem. It is easily
seen that this is impossible unless N0 = 0.
Theorem 9 (main text). Two copies Φ(|ψ〉〈ψ|)⊗2 of a pseudo-pure state are particle-
separable if and only if |ψ〉 is classical.
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Proof. We first show that the activation of an arbitrary pure state |ψ〉 into SSR-entanglement
is exactly the same as for the pseudo-pure state Φ(|ψ〉〈ψ|). Let ΦAB be the joint dephas-
ing operator with respect to the total number over two parties A,B. This operation is
already implemented by dephasing with respect to local number, so that (ΦA ⊗ ΦB) =
(ΦA ⊗ ΦB) ◦ ΦAB. We use this to connect the SSR-entanglement activated by a unitary




















where we have used the fact that U is number-conserving, so [U ,ΦAB] = 0, and the last
line holds because B contains no particles.
Now let |ψ〉 be activated by U consisting of a set of non-trivial beam-splitters into |φ〉AB.




k,l Pk,APl,B|φ〉AB. If two copies of |ψ〉 are
activated in the same way in parallel, then the output state is |φ〉⊗2 = |φ〉A1B1|φ〉A2B2 .
Given that Φ(|ψ〉〈ψ|)⊗2 is particle-separable, Theorem 5 says that the projection of the
activated state onto local particle number must be unentangled – so there exist (unnor-
malised) |an,m〉A1A2 , |b
n,m〉B1B2 such that, for each n,m,
Pn,APm,B|φ〉A1B1 |φ〉A2B2 = |a
n,m〉A1A2|b
n,m〉B1B2 . (D.96)









Both sides of the above equation must be separable with respect to both the A1A2/B1B2








l 〉B1 . (D.98)
The left-hand side of the above is independent of n and m, so the same must be true of
the states on the right – removing these labels, we obtain
|φk,l〉A1B1 = |ak〉A1|bl〉B1 . (D.99)




l |bl〉B1) is separable. From
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the result in quantum optics saying that all non-classical states are activated into entan-
gled states, it follows that |ψ〉 must be classical.
In the following, the vacuum state of any number of modes will be denoted |0〉. The
primitive system S under consideration has d modes, and we denote k copies of S by Sk.
The proof of Theorem 10 relies on the following result, which is of the “de Finetti” type
[53].
Theorem. Let ρ[m] be an exchangeable (i.e., permutation-symmetric) state of N particles
on m modes that is also particle-separable. Denote by ρ[l] the reduced state of any subset





Proof. Since ρ[m] is particle separable, there is a probability distribution qλ and a set of







N |0〉〈0| cNλ . (D.101)







†, where |αλ|2 + |α′λ|
2 = 1, aλ acts on modes 1, . . . , l, and
a′λ acts on modes l + 1, . . . ,m. Using the binomial expansion for (c
†
λ)
N and tracing out
modes l + 1, . . . ,m, we have

































Now we use a result on the Poisson distribution as a limit case of the binomial distri-
bution. For a binomial b(n) and Poisson π(n) with the same mean µ, it is well known
that b→ π in the limit of large N . In fact, a stronger result [111](Eq. 4) says that





where DTr here is the classical version of the trace distance.























































having used the triangle inequality and finally (D.103). Now
∑
λ qλµλ is the mean particle










suppose that ρ⊗k is particle-separable for some k. Then the trace-distance non-classicality





Consequently, ρ⊗k is particle-separable for all k if and only if ρ is classical.
Proof. Let ρ contain d modes, so that ρ⊗k contains m = kd modes. Projecting onto the
subspace of total particle number N results in the (normalised) state PN,Skρ
⊗kPN,Sk/pN ,
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which fulfils the assumptions of Theorem D.10. Therefore there exists a classical state σN














Defining the classical state σ :=
∑
N pNσN , we have





























having used convexity of DTr.
The final statement is an immediate application of this bound in the limit k → ∞,
using the fact that the set of classical states is closed in the trace-norm topology [17].
Conversely, it is enough to note that the set of classical states is closed under tensor
products.
D.11 Unitary activation of Fock states
Here we generalise the main result of Ref. [138] to multiple modes and to general beam-
splitters. We also present the results without much additional effort for arbitrary numbers
of parties, although the rest of our work uses only the bipartite case. Let us first find the
first-quantised form of an m-mode Fock state |n〉, partitioned into sets of NA, NB, . . . , NZ
particles, where
∑
K=A,B,...,Z NK = N :=
∑
















is a multinomial coefficient and the sum runs over distinct permutations Π of⊗m−1
i=0 |i〉





































Next, we show how a Fock state on A is activated into a multipartite SSR-entangled
state by mixing with vacuum modes on B, . . . , Z at a generalised beam splitter. Specifi-




Ki – a generalisation
of Ref. [138], in which αKi was independent of i. Then
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Conditioning on local particle number,


























































which is of the same form as (D.114), up to the coefficients
(
N
NA,...,NZ
)1/2∏
K,i α
nKi
Ki .
